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Holland City News Sixty, Fifty, Forty,

Trip to Iceland

Thirty,

BROWER

TELLS HOW
HOMES ARE HEATED BY
VOLCANIC HEAT

DR.

IU VolcanoesHave Been

Next Monday The
Chest Drive

Twenty and Ten Years
Ago Today

Begins Driving
SIXTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS

SIXTY YEARS AGO TODAY

Called

The ChiMteja of the Earth.

the Files of

Number

tin Blair erected on the state capitol grounds at Lansing took place

* • •

<

TO BE COLLECTED FOR
HUMAN NEEDS

Forest

43

Breyman Golden

Grove

Farmer Receives 120
Shot in Legs

Anniversary
A Reminder

While hunting with his son and
daughter,Reynold Van Bronkhorst,
BOTH FAMILIES
aged 41, of Forest Grove, was acciAND PLAYED IMPORTANT
dentally shot by his 17-year-old
PART IN HOLLAND
son, William. Standing on a brushSCORE YEARS AGO
pile from which he had just chased
a rabbit, the latter’s gun went off

POPULAR
TWO

A cable dispatchfrom the Hague
says:— "Intelligencehas been received from Waldeck that the king
of The Netherlands was betrothed
today to the princess Emma of
Waldeck Pyrmont.” Note:— The
queen mother died about three
years ago, shortly after Pr%ige
Heinrich, her son-in-law and husband of Queen Wilhelmina.

In the presence of 80,000 peoTremendousGroup Committees
ple. The figure is 8H feet tall
unexpectedlywhen his thumb, Mr. and Mn. William Breyman
"On Their Toes" to Get Started
and stands on a pedestal 18 feet
bandaged with ad heal vs Ups, of Grand Rapids, former residents
high. Mr. Blair waa Michigan’s
slipped off the hammer. The charge of thla city, celebratedtheir golden
Dr. A. J. Brower of Holland,
Civil War governor from 1861-64.
The Community Chest drive ia entered both of Van Bronkhorsrswedding anniversaryTuesday. Open
who has been traveling through
Gov. Hazen S. Pingree, General set for next Monday morning early legs in the calves from a distance house was held at the home of their
Iceland. Denmark, Sweden, The
Shafter of Civil War fame were to continue through November 5. of about twenty or twenty-fivefeet daughter, Mrs. Earl R. Weeber,
Netherlands and Russia, came home
present among other distinguishedThe Holland City News has given William and Beatrice put touml- 1440 Mackinaw Road. Thoae who
and has some interestingstories
guests. Note:— The statue forty columns on this drive, and pressnt- quete on their father’s legs and he went from here were Mn. Brayto tell, together with several picyears later stands as firm as when ed all the Individualsconnected was taken to Dr. Kemmers officein man’s slater, Mn. Martha Gilmon
tures taken on the trip. On two
it was unvailed and often legisla- therewith, all the chairmen of Drenthe by Chris Van Koevertag, and her daughten, Mn. Henry
LAAAAi
While Mr. Dekker, a devout gen- tors today are seen saluting the of committees and all the groups of on whose farm the accidentoccur- Klomparena and Mn. Ben Root;
other occasions the Holland City Prof. Evans, North Side,
News published the travelogue of Says Sweet Potatoes Can Stunt Flier Brings Many tleman, was going to church last Blair monument.
committees In the personnel.
red. From there an ambulance and Mn. Fannie Zeeh, sister-inSunday, a mad dog belonging to
Dr. Brower, one some ten
years
m T
The Community drive is for rushed him to the Zeeland hospital law. Mn. Gilmon waa Mn.
• • •
Be Grown in Ottawa
Protests at Grand Haven Mr. D. Paulus bit him in the leg.
when he traveledthrough the
The Chicago House, with "Hub" many meritoriouscauses thst need where shots were administeredhim Breyman’s bridesmaid at her wedThe poor sufferer was instantly as- Harrington aa landlord, is dbifig a our every support and good will for tetanus and gangrene.There ding. Mn. Percy Ray, a lister of
j land”
gypt, as well as
County
Complaints from severalsections sisted by Mr. John Spyker and good business.
Europe. Later his trip to Mexico,
financially and morally.Those In the bullets were removed and 85 Mr. Breymsn, also was present.
of the city poured into the Grand Charlie Odell, assistantmarshal
Central America, and South Amerthe list are the following:
were Uken from one leg and 85 . Many yean ago Mr. Breyman
• a •
ica was full describedand pictured.
Ottawa County Red Cross: The from the other. Although suffering waa a jeweler in Holland,following
Robt. G. Evans of the North Haven city police department con- who instantlydespatched the dog THIRTY YEARS AGO TODAY
Dr. Brower's narrativeson his Side reports another good crop of cerning a black and orange mono- with his revolver. This is the right
work of this organisationis so well from shock and loss ox blood his the vocation of his father, Otto
• • •
travelsare always interesting, and sweet potatoes from a small patch plane which apparentlywas "stunt- way to handle mad dogs.
known and highly regarded as to general health is in good condition Breyman. When the father fint
Dr. Fred Brower lanced a awell- need no further comment One-hslf and a speedy recovery is hoped for. came to Holland,the firm of Joslin
the News will give a continued in his garden. Mr. Evans has ing’’ over the city.
A Breyman was formed, and they
atory on this latest trip, beginning raised crops of “yams" in previous
The aviatop frightened the
We are informed by Prof. Beck, ing on the shoulder of a horse AAAaaaaaaaaaaAi.aaaaaaaaa
kVvvffTFTTTFFFFfestablishedtheir firm in the old
with Iceland.
pan
a
ge, that
tl
years, and claims that there is no neighborhood near the intersection librarianof Hope College,
Kenyon Block, a throe-storystone
d a silver
books has Laketown last week anc
reason why they will not grow and of South Third St. and Clinton valuable collectionof books
OTTAWA FARM HOME
and brick building, with an opara
when
the pilot circled over the sec- just been received. They
consist of dime rolled out of the wound. It
hey
produce
as
well
here
as
farther
BURNS
IN
BLAZE
ICELAND
on the second and third
believed thst the coin was plaction, dipped to a point about 50 the theologicaland school library
South.
FOLLOWING BLAST house
By Dr. A. J. Brower
there 8 or 9 years ago by a
floors. It contained the Kenyon’s
Sweet potatoes are not planted feet above the ground just above of the late John Vanderveer, D.D ,
• « *
bank and the jewelry store. The
uack" veterinary who probably
as are the white variety, one in the tree tops and then shot up, of Easton, Pr., left to Hope College
Fire that followed explosion ol
It would be worthwhile for peobel
that irritation caused by
opera house was Holland’s fint
each hill, but a few potatoes are leaving the populace generally by his will. Note: — We are ra- believed
an
oil
stove
Wednesday
destroyed
ple anxious to use their complay house.
ther curious to know if those vol- the coin would prove bCnefldial. So
buried in wet sand in a warm jittery.
the
home
of
Gerrit
Wlgterink
in
ing vacations in a novel and inLatar Breyman and son built
Chief of Police LawrenceDeWitt umes are still intact, and on the it did to the owner of the animal
place such as a furnace room, not
Grand
Haven
township.
Mrs.
Wigteresting way to turn their eyes
the brick block on the southwest
later than March. From each said the police headquarters shelves of Graves Library 60 years who now places the dime among
terink
lighted
the
stove
preparain the summer time toward the potato will grow dozens of sprouts, was kept busy answering protests. later.
his most prized souvenirs,
corner of 8th Street and Central
tory to doing the family washing
'vvvivWfWWTF
North— Toward Iceland, the strange sometimes fifty or more from one He has some of the numbers on the
a a a
Avenue. Will Breyman waa inter• • •
when
it exploded.
hermit in the middle Atlantic, half
Peter Venema, a former Hol- of their Quota goes to the national She ran upstairs and rescued her ested with his father in that entertuber. When the season is far plane's wings and is making an
FIFTY
YEARS
AGO
TODAY
way between the old and the new
land boy, has purchaasd the Grand organizationto relieve sufferingin 8-year-olddaughter, Mary. Aa she prise. This building supplanted a
* • •
enough advancedso that there is investigation.
world. Many a person has asked
»ry frame store which the
One person who saw the plane
River boat called the "Grand,” major catastrophes.The balance is emerged from the house, she said,
no danger of frost, these sprouts
Reformers
are
endeavoring
to
‘‘why choose sucn a desolate, cold
are picked off and transplantedin when it dipped said the ribs of the have the common council pass a which plied between Grand Rap- used to maintain the activitlei of it seemed to burst into flames. The Breymans fint occupied. For many
and distant country?" But as the
the open where they are to grow. wings were plainly visible as the law dosing Holland to all business ids and Grand Haven at one time. the local office,including penonal loss, estimated at severalthousand yean they were the local agenta
Icelanders themselvessay, "The
or tha old AmericanExpress CemIt is not necessary to have a quan- plane descended.
doing on Sunday. The common Mr. Venema is in the drug store service to ex-service men, tnns
name is by far the coldest part tity of roots on each plant, as
is ml]
Holland had a similar experi- council refused,stating there is a business in Menominee, end also ients, to provide for life-saving
of the country.” In July tulips roots will immediatelystart to ence about three months ago — the
d was
does ferry business there. He is a and flnt aid Instruction,,relief of !™7Vrf
.
W'»
*"<1
state
law
regulating
that
matter,
were in bloom and also many other
manager of the old Lyceum Theagrow from the small knob at the pilot was arrested and fined. This and if an individualwants to use prosperousend energetic young suffering and county health in purse containing $40 burned.
kinds of flowers. The island is surter, located where the City Mission
base of the sprout. These sprouts is only a beginning of what can the "Blue Law” he ia privilegedto man. Note:— Peter was a class- •truction. Their minimum require
rounded by a warm current which
can also be obtained by planting be expected to occur when flying try it out. Note:— This "Blue mate of the writer at Hope Col- ment to carry on this work is $2,- ZEELAND FIREMEN CALLED now is. Tha advance sales ahaat
makes it quite different from what
was always advertisedu l
sweet potatoes in the edge of becomes a general thing. Possibly Law” enforcement was attempted lege 60 years ago. He was the 500.
OUT ON SUNDAY
one would expect. The natural the
Breyman’s Jewtlry Store,
a manure pile, just far enough in "used plane* lobs where irrespon- on two occasions — all fruit stores, brother of the late Dr. Ame VeneSalvation Army: It will provide
wonders of this country are al- so that there is no danger of sible youths can buy one cheap will
man's orchestrawas about the
The
Zeeland
fire
department
waa
ma,
one
time
president
of
Hope
free meals and lodging,free cloth
shoe shining stands, cigar counmost unique and absolutelynew to freezing.
become a fact. The death toll from ters, and minor places were closed College end John Veneras, consul ins, transient care, and spiritual called out Sunday afternoon to ex< musical organization to play at
travellers even to those who have
The soil should be light and the air through fires caused by —in other words, the little fellowa; to The Netherlands at Chicago. aid and guidance to thoae who are tinguish a blase at the home of dances and other functions. Grand
seen a good deal of this world. well drained,and not too rich. In
balls ware quite numerous than,
crack-ups over cities will be tre- but when they retaliatedand at"down but never out." Characteiv Andrew Schut two miles north• • •
There is a very noticeable unusualcut of this city. A quick run was since it was about the only form of
the south, to be assured of proper mendous and augmented to our tempted to stop the interurban, the
building,
tranalent
and
relief
work
A novelty in advertisingwas inly transparent air here when not
made and the blue was soon under recreation. Kenyon’s Hall mentiondrainage it is customary to run a
hampered by rain or fog through furrow with a plow, returning present death toll on the highways bus from the hotel to the depot, the troducedSaturday as a grand open- is the program of this organiza- control. The cause of the fire was ed was located where Peck’s Drug
of the nation, war slaughter would Sunday newspaper, the pleasure
tion.
During
the
past
year
147
ing at the French Cloak Store on
which may be seen snow-white parallel with the first furrow so
not definitelyknown, but H had Store and Fabiano Delicatessen
be mild comparedto the dead and boats from local docks to the reEast Eighth street The Holland families, including 764 persons in worked up from the buement into Store now are. It was burned about
glaciers clad in intense sunlight,
that a ridge is thrown up, upon maimed annually from unregulated sorts, and the Holland Sugar Mill
these
families,
have
received
aid
comet
band
was
hired
to
play
in
the purity of which is very seldom
which the slins are set out. 'Hie airplane privileges.Let us hope from grinding beets, which was front of the store end the proprie- Relief has includeddistributionof some of the partitions,and was 55 years ago.
seen on mountains. The charm of
making very rapid headway when The Zeeh family lived in a large
potato grows in a very ornamental that the regulationwill be so strict imperative,and even threatenedto
tor and clerks distributed souvenirs 1,694 garments, 694 shoes and rubthis country depends not on the
vine, with dark glossy leaves re- that folks with their feet on the stop the light plant from running
the fire departmentarrived. The house on Maple Avenue and 9th
bers,
142
groceiy
orders,
75
piecea
to the by-standers.The band conpurity of the atmosphere entirely,
damage was not groat, besides the Street. The old homoeteadis atUl
sembling Boston ivy. These vines ground will not have to flee to a —the matter became so involved
of
furniture,
6
fuel
orders,
5
cases
cert was repeated at night and
but on the ever-changing colours should not be allowed to spread
there with its French windows and
cyclone cellar whenevera flock of that all enforcement "petered out” again the next Tuesday. The pro- of medical aid, 502 Christmas din- smoke and inconvenience caused
of the light, much like the water
there was considerablesocial activthe
family.
between the rows, as they will root speeding airplanesfly low, playing The old state "Blue Law” prevents
prietor of the new store is Mr. ners, 325 transients aided with
colours on the Mediterranean Sea
ity In tha early days. It waa largeas does a tomato vine, forming havoc with chimney tops and citizens from leaving their door Spetner. NOTE: He managed the garmentsand shoes, 64 meals, 16
around Nice and Ville France. finger-lengthpotatoes which sap
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Kamphuis of ly a family of {iris, who ware vary
church
spires. Imagine "Speed yard. It also mentions gates, but store only a few months. Then lodgings for women and children,
Artists come here to put them on
popular. Mr. Zeeh was identified
the strength from the plant. They Cop” Dalman in the air, chasing there are no more fences and gates.
"Izzy” Altman, a very popular and 8 unmarried mothera cared for at Crisp are the parents of a baby with tha Cappon-BertschLeather
canvas but they are beyond compreshould be thrown up on the ridge. plane speedstersinsteadof on the It prevents livery hire of horses.
boy born at tha Holland hoapltel
the
Evangeline
home
(aix
are
on
enterprising citizen, conductedit
hension except bv a genius. As one
Company for several yeara, ha beThe potatoes must be dug before highway with motorcycle.
Travelers, however,can be given for at least 10 years. For the last the waiting list.) In all 1,089 per- AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
goes from one district to another,
Ing an expert on leather.One of
frost. If the vine is frosted, sap
However, this is no joking mat- all the attention of the home at the 20 years our own public-spirited sons received aid. Minimum need
the landscape is continuallychangthe Zeeh girls, Mn. Martha GUfrom the damaged part will creep ter and citieswill have to recognize Inn or Tavern. That law was draft- and helpful citizen, John Van is $8,900.
POSTER TW1NS BAVE BEEN more,
ing. Great plains surroundedby
still
I «.*«•
lives in Holland, at 81
down into the tubers and spoil this new menace in the near future. ed long before the name "hotel” Tatenhove has been the proprietor.
SELECTED
Boy
Scouts:
It will give 260 or
mountainsof various form, alter- their flavor. In digging them, tney
W. 17th Street
more
boys
the
chance
to
realize
was
in
the
dictionary.
If,
under
the
The
French
Cloak
is
celebrating
nate with deep and narrow valleys, should be handled as carefullyas
(Grand Haven Tribune)
"Blue Law,” driving with horse its 30th anniversary. Mrs. Carry their visionsand ideals of strong, The first and second prise win- MOUSTACHE C&P8 ARB
every one of them having its own
if they were eggs, since they bruise
• • •
and buggy was a violation of the De Feyter, who became associated self-reliant and courageous Ameri- ners, u this relates to tne "poster
characteristics. Iceland is a large easily. Bruises cause the dark
J. C. HOEKJE’8 HOBBT
island about the site of the state places under the skin, so familiar Charles Deere, 23, Muskegon law, driving motor cars on Sun- with this establishment when it can manhood. Twelve Scout troopa twin” contest, put on by the Community
Chest
drive,
have
been
nam(Grand Haven Tribune)
of Ohio. 300 miles long and 200 to everyone who has prepared student flyer who terrifiedresi- day surely must be, although when started three decades ago, is still are now active and a substantial
increase of Scouts and leaders dur- ed. The winner of the first prize is
miles wide. It is a dependency of Southern grown sweets for the dents living near Clinton and Third this law was drafted the auto was with the French Cloak.
streets one day recently as he not even dreamed of. In fact, it
ing the next year is evident 100 Fred Stokes, Jr., 74 East 8tn St., a
• • •
Collectingmoustache cupa is the
Denmark. The King of Denmark table.
flew low over that section, has been never arrived until 65 years later.
pupil in Eut Junior High school. hobby of John C. Hoekje, registrar
is only honorary King. It has its
Patrolman Louis Koeman, who Scouts took part in the summer
own houses of parliament. It has The home-grown potatoes have "grounded”until Jan. 1, 1939, by Can you imagine how Urge a jail has long been a member of Hol- camp. The Scouts are America’a The second winner is Leon De at western State Teachers college.
order of Harry Peddler, manager Holland would have to erect if all
guarantee against Fascism, Com- Goede of 41 East 18th Street. He Kalamazoo,a Holland man and
often been called “The Land of such a thin sxin that they do not
land’s police force, has resigned
requirepeeling, a stiff brush being of the Muskegon airport.
motorists— local or who came to after a term of most efficientser- munism and other foreign influ- is a Junior High pupil.
graduate of Hope college, who waa
Contrasts.” This is a land where
Chief Lawrence De Witt, after town, who, by the way, are liable
The winners in the contest will superintendentof the Grand Haven
ences undermining our youth. Minthe snow white caps of the moun- all that is necessary to leave them
vice. Constable C. Steketee, who
smooth, pink and appetizing in the complaint was lodged by the under a state "Blue Law”— would
be awarded
follows: Fred schools many years ago, and has
imum need is $3,250.
tains cover the intense fire beneath
has been on the force as a special
Civic Health Committee: This Stokes, Jr., receives a two-week*’ many friends here iamong former
where one can take a bath in hot appearance.Like so many other local residents, contactedthe young have to be jailed?
patrolman
will
take
Koeman’s
vegetables, the freshly gathered flyer who said he was showing off
organization provides free clinic outing, and Leon De Goede receives students and other associates.
• • •
water out in the open during the
place, at least temporarily.Note?
a bit but did not intend to frighten
services for mothers with small a one-week outing at Camp Ottawa.
Jacob Den Herder of Zeeland was
A story on this hobby recently
severe part of the winter. Very sweet potatoes are much more
—Mr.
Steketee remained on the
deliciousthan those which have people. The complaintantadid not nominated and elected to the state
children, many of whom could not There were at leut 80 youngaters appeared in "Hobbies,” a magalittle fuel is used here. Beneath
force for several years and until
been dried out by storing and wish to take criminal action senate from this district. Note:—
afford private care. Approximatelyof the Catholic school, Chnatian zine for collectors, with a picture
that rough exterior there beats a
against the young man, said Chief Mr. Den Herder was Zeeland’s first he became sheriff of Ottawa coun- 100 childrenare being attended by school, Harrington, Beechwood, of Mr. Hoekje (without a mousvery warm heart. Hot water shipping.
ty. Today he is a member of the
Lawrence
DeWitt,
but
when
he
rethe clinic physician, Dr. Howell, in- Federal, and Holland public schools tache) together with some of his
private banker and was founder of
Mr. Evans reports that from
bubbles freely from springs and
ported it to the manager of the the Zeeland State Bank and the Board of Police and Fire commis- cluding diet instruction and exam- participating.Scoutmuter M. P. most valuable finds. He has
the Icelandersput it to very good four to six large potatoes,enough
sionersand has many years experMuskegon airport he was aroused grandfather of attorney Jay Den
ination. Sponsored by the Woman's Russell presided at the contest moustachecupa from many parts
use. Part of it is -iped to neat for a meal for the family, are usuand issued the order the young Herder and Mrs. Otto Vander Velde ience in law enforcement.
Literary Club. Minimum require- when the judges made their selec- of the country and several from
public buildings and homes, some ally obtained from each hill. They
• • •
man is not to fly again until the
ment is $750.
tion.
foreign countries including Prussprings form natural laundries, do not always grow directlv under beginning of the new year, when it of Holland. • • •
TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY City Rescue Mission: The City The judges were: Mrs. Kenneth sia,
Austria, Germamr, Etruria,
others have been harnessed to fill the crown of the plant, but are
is
hoped
he
will
turn
over
a
new
Rescue Mission, under the leader- De Free, Stuart Boyd, and Joseph England, Japan and The Nethercommunity swimming pools. Inex- sometimes found as far as two leaf in flying experience.The order The new First Reformed church
buildingon 9th and Market Streets
lands. They vary in size from
John A. Wilterdink, a piioneer ship of the Reverend George Trot- Moran.
haustible, close at hand, these res- feet away. The edible part of the
holds good at any airport in the was dedicated. The morning session with Dr. Van Raalte
in ’47 died ter, is a pillar for good In the com- f fVf t WVvvvvvvvvVvvVvVf 4 demi-tasse to cups that hold a
ervoirs do much to make life pleas- plant is not an underground stem country.
with Holland services was very suddenly at his home on 24th street munity ministeringto the spiritual
quart, and from Haviland china to
ant in the capital city, Reygjavik. or tuber, like the Irish ‘‘spud," but
They have a kind of brown coal is a thickened portion of the root. vvwvv^vTTvVffffVvvvv largely attended; in fact, the edi- south of the city, at the age of 79. and personal needs of a large fol- Club. Minimum requirementis the type used in a lumber camp. He
fice could not hold all who wished He dropped dead of heart failure, lowing. Most of these people are $800.
also has one made from silver.
which is not very good and have no Because of this, it may be found as
GEORGETOWN LAD DIES
to enter. The evening services were he was found on the floor of his among the under-privileged and
Contingent Fund:— A Contingent The quest now, says Mr. Hoekje,
wood. The loftiest trees grow only far away from the stem of the
FROM KICK BY HORSE in charge of Rev. J. W. Beardslee, room where he fell. Mrs. Dirk Dylc- the work of this organizationas a Fund of $600 is provided in the is for a truly left-handedcup. He
about 10 feet high an'1 bir^h is plant as the larger roots run.
D.D., and Rev. Charles Scott, pres- stra s missionary, in Arabia for character-buildingagency with a budget to allow for shrinkage in has one that can be used either by
For some time Prof. Evans has
about all they have. Practically no
Moses
Waterman, aged sixteen
trees here nor fruit trees of any supplied his table with delicious years, was fatally injured when ident of Hope College. A new or- three decades,was a daughter. He large field of influence is well collections,expenses and such other a right-handed or a left-handed
allocation of funds as Community individual but none that are strictkind. Nearly all homes and otlnr "sweet spuds” during the Thanks- kicked by a horse while employed gan costing $750 has just been in- was a member of the G.A.R. and known. Minimum need is $2,400.
Camp Fire Girls: It will hel Chest Board deems advisable. The ly for a person who uses his left
buildings are heated by hot water giving and yuletide season when on the farm of his parents about stalled and the fine music together a devout member of First ReformChest Campaign is conducted en- hand and he doubts if there were
from the abundantsupply of hot cranberriesand sweet potatoes are four miles northwest of Hudson- with the choir singing added con- ed church and one of its founders. provide opportunitiesfor the gi
• • •
of Holland to develop into healthy, tirely by voluntary workers from ever any of that type made.
siderableto the impressive dedicawater from many hot sprinTs. They most seasonable side dishes.
ville, Saturday.
—
—
He has been collecting cups for
tory program. A collection of $100
Miss Jennie R. Ksnters, one of wholesome, American womanhood.
community serving without rehave their own factories wh-’-e
He was struck on the head and was taken up for the organ fund. Holland’smost beloved women, and Holland has 14 Camp Fire groups the
about two years, and recently felFORMER
HOLLAND
WOMAN
muneration.
they manufactureheating units,
rendered
unconscious.
He
was
The new church cost approximately for many years City Librarian,died and 8 Blue Bird Groups with 170
The chairman of the campaign low registrarsfrom the Michigan
open air laundries,where people ENDEAVORS TO PUT OUT
rushed to Zeeland hospital where $10,000 and the basement walls are
FARM FIRE
at Rochester,Minn., at Mayo hos- girls, representingall creeds, con- and the presidentof the Commun- Associationof Collegiate regisdo their own washings in thosp
he died Monday as the result of a built high in order to accommodate
pital. The flag on the City Hall tinually receivingtraining and di- ity Chest give some important trars gave him a shower of 49
hot- water springs all piped and
fractured skull, without regaining Sunday School classes. The church
cups to add to his collection. Mous(DowagiacNews)
was placed at half staff so ordered rection in character-buidinx and messages which follow:
conveniently made. The island is
consciousness.
proper will accommodate at least by Mayor Nichodemus Bosch out better citizenship. Leaderanipis
• • *
The Holland Community Chest is tache cups were quite common in
most widely known for her volcaHe was the son of Mr. and Mrs. 700 people. Note:— The First Re- of respect for this fine woman. The through volunteers, with under- an organization voluntarilyestab- days when a hirsutedecoration to
Neighborsof the Deaner farm
noes. Volcanic convulsionshave no
Lafayette Waterman and had been formed church was the first to
located
four
miles
south
of
the
city
News devotes much space to her privileged girls receiving particular lished by the people of this com- the upper lip was consideredto be
doubt caused this country *o raise
a resident of that community a boast of a pipe organ and was also passing,
and the rites that followed. attention. Twenty young women are munity to support those agencies a man’s most distinguished feaout of the ocean like an rp’ -odite. on the Wilber Hill road extinguish- comparatively short time.
the first to have a sloping floor She was the daughter of the late giving voluntary leadership.Min- which are working to improve so- ture of beauty, and to protect the
Volcanic signs and lava can be seen ed a 10-acre grass and brush fire
The funeral serviceswere held
cial conditions. We can have a com- long flowingmoustaches, cups were
everywhere. Not only the moun- yesterday as it swept to within at the home and at the Bauer at least in part. The building has Mr. and Mrs. Rokus Ranters. The imum need is $1,000.
Michigan Children’sAid Sodety: munity of increasing intelligence, made so that a man could drink
tains, but great plains, are covered two feet of a house and threatened Methodist Church, on Wednesday been considerably changed within father had been mayor of Holland
these 50 years and also enlarged. on several occasionsand he and his Thh» organization provides for decreasingdeath rate and increag; without getting his moustache wet
with lava, about 25 mountains are a 200-acre tract of timber.
afternoon,and burial took place in
The
fire
was
discovered
by
Mrs.
The building of the church was sons were harbor builders. The homeless and neglected children ing health;a community of whole- He has several marked with the
known to have erupted since the
Georgetowncemetery.
brought about through the great Ranters’ homestead still sttnds di- throughout the state through some boyhood and girlhood, a more words “father," “friend”and similtime of the first settlement and Roy C. Beardslee,who lives nearsecession in the Reformed church rectly east of the Holland Theatre. trained social workers. These work- stable family life and more econo- ar designations. The ones with
that was about 870 A. D. There are by. She attempted to put it out GOVERNOR MURPHY
over secret orders. The Ninth It was the center of social activi- ers and nurses supervise neglected mical efficiency,if we so desire. mottoes on them are becoming
no lakes, only ones are volcanic by herself and fought the flames
HERE TODAY Street Christian Reformed church, ties two score years ago.
childrenin their own homes, plan
The Community Chest plan of more difficultto find, Mr. Hoekje
craters in the mountains filled with for some time but finally called the
the old Van Raalte church, was
• • #
with unmarried mothers for the financing the minimum needs of states.
water and of small dimensions. Dowagiac fire department. They
Governor Frank Murphy will be
Note;— Mr. Hoekje is the brother
care of their babies, secure needed these agencies through one camwere unable to aid, as the barn is
held by that denomination after a
Snow fields give rise to rivers.
in Holland at 10:30 at Democratic
TEN YEARS AGO TODAY
medical, dental and surgical at- paign insteadof many, is a sensi- of Miss Hanna Hoekje of this city.
in
LaGrange
township,
which
is
long court battle.
The most famous of all volcanoes
headquarters on East 8th Street
*
•
•
tention and place children in fos- ble and business-like method which
in Iceland is Hekla. For a time not protected. She and another lady today, Friday, where he will give
Herman us Bos, veteran railroad ter homes. In all they have a to- has been adopted by practically all FOUR HOLLAND TEACHERS
this volcano was consideredunmis- then called fn neighborswho quick- a talk to the club and to others FORTY YEARS AGO TODAY
• • »
TO TALK AT MEA MEET
man of the old Chicago and West tal of approximately 1,000 children progressivecities and towns.
takable evidence of the existence ly organized a "bucket brigade” who are welcome. The Governor
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mok- Michigan, died at the age of 80 under the Society's care, 29 of The minimum budget of these
of Hell. It was evident to the most and fought the fire to a stand still will have a noonday meeting shortThree high school teachers and
yean. He was section foreman be- which are from thia community. agencies must be met this vear. one Hope college instructor will
ignorant that Mount Hekla was with water, wet rags, shovels and ly afterward at Grand Haven at the ema, a daughter.
* » •
tween Holland and Zeeland for 38 Minimum needed from Holland is and I call on the people of Holland speak at sectional meetings of regthe chimney of the dark abode brooms. Among them were Willi- Robinhood theatre. He is expected
The steamer Soo City is provid- yean. An injury on the road nec- $450.
jport this worthy cause as K ion 4 of the Michi
to support
underneath. The top of this moun- am Weber, Eaton Prather, Frank to be at Grand Haven at 11:80,
igan Education
Michigan Crippled Children’sSo- most justl;
ed with a 5,000-candle electric essitatedthe ampuUtion of a leg.
iv deserves.
tain can easily be reached in two Rither,Ray Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. coming from Holland.
associationin Grand Rapids Fridety:
—
It
provides
hundreds
of
Frank
Sibson
and
William
Rose,
search
light
It
was
the
flag
ship
A.
W.
Tahaney,
Hie Pen Marquette R.R. then
hours. There are many geysers.
day.
' Those in the Murphy party to
who manned the pump. There were come from Lansing will be Ray- of the Grahsm and Morton Co. of placed him at the crocs ing on East children with free operations
Campaign Chairman.
Prof. Albert Timmer of Hope
throughout
the
state,
treatments
others whose names were not oband Chicago. The ship lat- 8th St, when he remained for
mond Starr, Attorney General; Holland
College will talk on "The Plare
tained. It was feared that if the
er was sold in the east and placed several yean until the automatic and braces, without which many
With
the
government
spending
George T. Gundry, Auditor GenLatin in the Reorganized Cur_ was installed a would go through life physically its billions annually for relief,why of
Park, Wyoming, this geyser spouts flames got into the tinder-dry eral; Earnest C. Brooks, State in coastal service. The steamer,
“wig- wag” system
riculum.” Russell H. Welch and
hundreds of tons of hot water 150 wooded section, they would go out Senator; Garrett Heyns, Warden beautiful craft, did not last long few’ yean ago. Note:— Many peo" handicapped and in anffering. Dar- continueprivate agency work? The Miss Minnie K. Smith, Junior high
on tha ocean and in a gale went pie will remember Mr. Boe in his ing the put year, clinics were held answer is clear— in fact, private
feet up in the air every second or of control They did reach within at Ionia Reformatory.
school principals, will address the
to pieces and the crew oi 28 were small signal house at that cross- under the personaldirection of agencies were never more needed
third day. Ii 1916 it suddenly two feet of the house on the farm.
‘•rnfor high school division. Miss
orthopedic
surgeons,
with
opera*
The
house
was
not
occupied.
lost
The
search
light
was
new
on
than they are today. Many of these
ceased all activity,but in 1985 when
ing, coming out with a red flag
Zeeland High team went to work
Hazel
M. De Meyer, high school
tinns
being
performed,
and
many
The fire was discoveredat 12:80
these waters and it was rather in- when trains were approaching
organizationsdo give relief but the librarian,will discuss ‘Tines or
people had forgotten it altogether,
early to defeat Plainwell 25 to
children examined and instructed. relief given ia for the purpose of
It started s^ain with renewed noon and was not put out until at Zeeland Wednesdayafternoon. teresting to see beach couples
• • •
Twenty-two children in^ Holland working out the end in view and What? at the library meeting.
"necking” when for the fint time
power and vigour and it has steadi- about 4 p. m.
Daniel Grysen and Gerald VanNote:— The News might add that
are at present helped by this Sod
the "Soo” focused its glare along
end is to rebuild broken and
ly Vept on and on and who knows,
The Hope colle^efreshman team the shores as it cleared this port der Beek “murdered" a rattle- •fy: sponsored by the Rotary Club, that
Entries in the jack-o'-lantern
gnarled livea, reconstructfamilies,
but it may continue to do so for Mrs. Beardslee was formerly Miss will seek its
snake
on
the
school grounds at
win
Friday
ti> be held in connection
Ruth
Mulder,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
for
Chicago.
"Lovesick”
pairs
after
Mirjmpm
need
centuriesto come. All around this
night when it meets the yearlings
with the first annual Hallowe'en
Hudsonville.Prof. Harkema saw it
Mrs.
Ben
Mulderjld
West
16th
St.
that
paid
more
strict
attrition
to
big geyser are more than half a
of the Grand Rapids Junior
Juni at Rivparty for local children Monday
properly embalmed and immersed OoodfellowsFoundation provided
the steamer’snightly timetableand
build in each of the lives which are
hundred other hot-water springs. The article also indicates that she erview park
the U gilts.
_T , under
_ ________
in a jar of denatured alcohol which
43 tonsilactomies,one adenoidec- reached the sense of self-reliance night must be In the Chamber of
gauged their love affairs according(More about Iceland will follow) was unable to get the fire depart- contest will be called at 7:30.
Commerce officeby noon Saturday,
it is said is still on exhibitionin
tomy and 40 hospitalfees for the
ment to. come since that township
the laboratory 10 years later. It ceedv in Holland.In addition many and aelf-respectThua the private Chairman Bruce Veldman stated.
agencies are doing a work not beMr. and Mrs. Herman Prins of had failed to make arrangements Mias Clara Veldheer of North
TTie party will be held at Riverhad two rattles and a button.*
families were helped with milk ing performed by the public deHolland, Mrs. Edgar Hall and chil with the city of Dowagiac. This Holland fell at her home, Friday
view park and will feature a cos• • •
supply.
The
Foundation
works
in
should
be
interesting
sinee
local
partments and one that cannot be
dren of Zeeland
id spen
spent Saturday in
fracturingher hip. She was taken
tume parade, contests and motion
The
Shady
Lawn
Floriste
of
polio
ice
and
fire
boards
have
had
close
cooperation
with
the
City
performedby these departments, pictures.
Modderville, Mich..
Mien., where they
to Holland hospitalfor treatment
rows
of
Kalamasoo
and
CongressHolland
were
awarded
first
prizes
ionsiderable to do with
Nurse and the medical
mt** profession;
* * splendidu they are. Relief-giving
their ecus
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Smith of man Wra. Alden Smith of Sand of a silver trophy and $75 at tha all cases are carefully investigated. without character development&
'john Westveer, and townships to pay a share Sr fire
- John Kelly of SL Louis,
.. Muskegon county Fair for tb$ About one-half of the necessary money thrown away!
Mich., where they protectionin this vicinity, Several 74 East Eighth St. announce the
was in Holland' yest
•
• • •
quality and artistic displayof their ftttlda are raizOd by street sale inly
;’s depart- birth of a son last night in Holts
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
»re
protected
by
Holland’!
O.
W.
Lowry,
President,
guests
today on business In ___ _
The unvailingof a statue of Aus- exhibit
ment, however.
land hospital.
of newiptpon ,by the Exchange
Holland Community Cheat
Henry Kornoelje.
with the Lake Shore Sugar
Connected with the
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The board of public works is extending an invitationto Holland
2020 dtisens to visit the sewage fiiapoeal plant to inspect a model of
a sewage disposalplant which has
been on display there for some

MMMSmg

time. Members of the board

as

well as common council members
have inspected the model, which
will be on display for a few daya
more at the Holland plant. It was
said the model was placed on display here with an idea of incorporating some of its features at the
local plant as part of an improvement program there.
"4 juggle^t Iniiant *111 hat bem long
# • #
ymn in Uanlng."
Attorney and Mrs. Nelson A.
OCTOBE*
Miles, 560 Colleire Ave., have reIB-U.S. amtr plants brot*
turned from Butler, Pa., where
“P d01*11*ow Washlnathey attended the wedding of Mr.
;
»on by blasting,1321
Nelson’s brother.George Miles, of
3B-Mors« cod# pat#n'.#d, Washington,D.C., which was solemnized Saturday. They report an
1838. **
enjoyable trip.
31— All#g#d that Conn#et|.'
• • •
cut’s chartK oonc#al#d In
Mrs. Jerry Kuiper is still ill at
an oak, 1687.
the local hospital,where she has
NOVEMBER. _
undergone three operations.
ft .n WVst simultaneousm#t^
# • •
ecological obserrations
Rhine Vander Meulen, Holland
taken. 187a _
contractor,filed applicationfor a
-1-HcsIj and South Dakota
building permit today with City
admittedto Union. 1883.
Clerk Oscar Peterson to erect a
new residence for E. F. Damstra
t— William Culten Bryant,
at 82 East 21st St., at an estipost, bom. 1794. — *
mated cost of $2,800 with garage
-latent granted to R. J.
attached. Other applicationsfiled
'Gathngfcr dlsappsarlng
with the city cleric follow: M. Veele,
gun.
9wmJ
242 West 17th St., reroof back
porch with asphalt roofing, $30;
Bert Oelen, 41 East 12th St., enclose back porch with glass and
screen,$100. John Komoelje filed
Carelessness Is Costly
for a building permit to erect a
new residenceon Van Raalte Ave.
NationalFire Preventionweek is
at 11th St. at a cost of $2,600. The
over bat that is no reason for home will be 26 by 41 feet with a
ceasingto be careful.
garage 12 b” 18 feet, costing$126.
Vegetation is dying, and dry The residence will be of frame construction and asphalt roofing. Iman
leaves and grass increase the danVos, 105 East 23rd St., a permit to
ger of field and foreat fires started remodel the kitchen of his home
by matches or cigars or cigarets for $26. Rhine Vander Meulen,
thoughtlesslytossed into them or local contractor,was listed as contractor on both applications.
by camp fires left smouldering.
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WARD WEEK!

SPECIAL FOR

\Wuid Week On&ffReduced#

Famous Sanforized

maM

Pioneer
Overalls

1

C

WARDS AUTO HEATERS

1061

And

in the cities,towns and vil-

lages the time is at hand for starting up furnacesthat have been idle
all

summer.

The purpose of Fire Prevention
week, Oct 9-15, was originally,and
still is, to impress upon people
generallythe wisdom and duty of
preventing avoidableand destructtiva conflagrations.

IT*

loss in the United States

fire

was cut from nearly

$562,000,000

in 1928 to leas than $264,000,000 in
1936, which is by far too large an

amount of property to

let

go up in

smoke.

And in

addition to that fires
•tiB take about 10,000 lives in this
country every year.

/ Seventy-fiveper ant of these

•earns. Full cut sizes 30-42.

WARD WEEK SAVES YOU

• •

Ward Week Prirp
price!
rr,Ce

A neat, sturdy heater at
an amazingly low

Outfits

Standard - Equals •IS Heaters:

Mu

Standard Quality— Powerful, built-

l _ 1 74

in blower for defrosting

.

core! Price cut for

Snpanttly: ShlrtTJ',

Yard

WARD WEEK

SPECIAL! Sav.22%1

PPP^9|

Stock up now

,

*

27" White
Flannelette

Patch Kit

A Ward Week

Top Dinette

16.88

rSSSSi

Sale price
you wouldn’t think possible I
Walnut enameled steel bed
has decorated panel ! 50 lb.
mattress! 90 coil spring!

14c

A MONTH, Item HayMrt, Carryin# Ckam

$2

Regularly 23c! 72 so. Inches of
patching material! Two tubes
of cement
. buffer! Price cut!
.

50 Lb. Cotton

WARD WEEK

All Steel

SPECIAL!

will be

Mattresses

Medidnn

Reducedl

98c after

sale

Cabinet

WARD WEEK ONLY!

444

I

Pair

'

Sale^pricedl

Blankets

mirror ar.A

88c

Has

3

clear flats

de

shelf

with durable floral tick.

Automatic

Vlfl-O-Rest

Tuningl

.

Compares with any $19.95 coll
spring!Stabilizers prevent sidesway! Aluminum finish!

13.88

Covered with heavy, durable rayon stripe damask
tick and filled with a 209
coil Posture-Rite unit that
means greater comfort and
better aleep for you!

5 tubesl

988

cotton, fleeced both sides.
Paatei plaids. 70x80 inchea.

$19.95
Foatuml

Salel Famous

Hunyt Savel

209 Coil
Mattress

SSJS elsewhere! 50 oounds instead of the usual 45! Covered

Coil Spring

Wards first quality Fleecydownst Strong American

995
AC-DC!

6 automatic selections
5" speaker! Super-heterodyne!
Automatic volume control!

$2 A MONTH. Dim PayMrt, Carry”*Chari*

Regular 2Sc

LAST 3 DAYS SPECIAL!

36-Inch

Salt of

Axe Handle

Kltchtn

Chroma Stools

Words 39c Quality

10c

Rayon

Seasoned hickory handle will
give long service. Oval. Single
bit. Save — buy now!

Underwear

29

Regular ICc

Hammer

Closely knit soft rayon
guaranteedby Good Housekeeping! Panties, and
bloomers,unusually well
made. Women’a sizes.

WARD WEEK SPECIAL!

Handle

m
inf

A BIG SIZE with a heavy
rayon and cotton velvet
Wide, roomy, "NoSag” spring seat I Sturdy
•olid hardwood frame is in
cover I

Cabinet

l©88

A

long, efficientservice. Savel

wood with stainless

Large

4«8

Modtm

SpeciiUy r erl ur ed! 14-inch
hickory.Well seasoned for

at $101

GuestChair

Worth $251
Big

A Bargain Evan

Extra

Priced for a sellout! All steel
chrome plated! Comfortable
enameled seat! In 3 colors!

mellow wabratl
Vefvri Rocker lo Mokh

Sale sensation I Solid hardporcelain
extensiontopi Choice 6 colors!

.

$1.39

79cV«.iu.i

Wash

$5

Boiltr

VALUE IN EVERY WAY!

Veneered

97

2 piece
Reduced! Quality caat iron, 6,
7, and 10 In. Polished smooth
inside. Ward Week only!

Pajamas

Re due id/ Galvanited

Tables

leak-

proof, rust-reiiitant. 12-gallon
capacity. Tinned iteel cover.
5 Styfei

64*

Rogulor $1.14
Kltchtn

388

Beautifully walnut vmneered styles for your liv-

Light

Special purchase for this
ale at tremendous tavingst Tuckin or overblouse style, trimmed with
print Women’s sites.

Prlcv Cut

WARD WEEK!

J98

Cotton Flannelette

Ave., underwent a major operation

ing room! Sstlny hand

88*
Two

for the price of onel
Dated flashlight cells at half
price! Stock up now!

rubbsd tops on hardwood
bun! Choose from coffee
table, book trough, magaalne, end and radio tablet I

Has white enameled metal bold-

28%
Saltl 85c

85c Roy on

Uplift

Undim

Brassieres

$1.47
Tailored or trimmed panties or
briefs I Run resist satin stripe
briefs. Women's rites.
1

elty rayon fabric** and Uce.

*

Rirdwood! White! Waterproof

One

. . . sprayed celluloidcoatid.
Chromed bar hbce.

chip or. A sensational value
peel. Attractivecolon.

5-lb. package finishes the
I

Etpenalve-

eyelet tone!

hot-dogs
1m
refreshments vended in the park.
. All in all a>ast
a vast number of
of perpermbs shared in the money which
baseball pvt into dnalatfon durwill eptne here at 10 a. m. Friday
ing the season.
to call op supporters.

Easily

13.88

Salel

Miss Gertrude Copelman of

Announcement was made that
the scheduled talk of Governor
Murphy set for Friday at 7 p. m.
Holland armory had been cancelled doe to another meeting in
Grand Rapids. Instead Mr. Murphy

SPECIALS!

3 Pc. Bed
Outfit

Reg. 29c! Single electrode for
best perfonaaece! Pep up your
car with a full set! Sale!

.

forma and equipment,to many

tmtod in
In

WARD WEEK

19c

Reg. 37c! Easy- to- clean, gleaming floors wall to wall/ Wide
range of colorful pattern* I

Regularly 9ct Soft, fleeced
cotton flannelette. Warm—
for infantawear or children’s and grownups’ nightwear. Excellent value!

the manufacturers of baseball uni

And

22

A $19.95 Valutl

6V2c

of the gate receipts through a 10
Mr. and Mrs.Varrit De Vries
per cent tax on tickets above
announce the marriage of their
certain price.
daughter Miss Kathryn De Vries,
And the rest went to paid to Jack Ridenour, son of Mr. and
employees of the dubs, to players Mrs. J C. Ridenour. The wedding
took pita Saturday evening at the
and bat boys, to groundkeepers, to
home of Dr and Mrs. J. R. Mulder
the hotels where the teams put up with Dr. Mulder officiating. Mr.
and the railroads which tranaport- and Mrs. Ridenour will be at home
•d them from place to place, to at 11 West Eighth St. after Oct. 25.

gdMfcl^aoet fans

floor-

Ward Week!

!

Porcelain

f4 M57° Brotl»ers' clinic in Rochester, Minn. Her conditionwas regovernment took ita share ported to be satisfactory this week.

taxi or bus or street ear fare.

Standard
Spark plugs

Sale! 5 Pc.

money. Miss Lois Jane Te Roller,stuWas this money “wasted” on dent at Western State Teachers
amusement, as some people may college, Kalamazoo, spent the weekend at the home of her parents,
think?
Mr. and Mrs. H. Te Roller.
The fans, we may assume, were
Mrs. B. P. Donnelly, 284 Maple
generally satisfied with the enter-

Hlbsr

. .

twin-flow

Price Cutl

Goods

6 A 9 ft wide

and relatives over the week-end.
• • •

Holland firemen responded to the
first grass fire alarm of the year
other persons.
Saturdayabout 6:30 p. m. when
The fans who drove their own fire was discovered burning on a
lot at 28th St. and Lincoln
can out to the park bad to All vacant
Ave. With firemen standing watch,
them up with gasoline.Those who the fire was allowed to burn itself
didn’t drive out spent money for oqt; t

. .

PaMt97c
Wardolevm

TTiat representsa lot of

The

.

$2 Value! DofrostinqFan. .4 rubber bla«^ ...... J

drill pants, vat-dyedfor
perfect match. Color-fast

attendance record.

tainment they got for what they

,

Cotton jean shirt and heavy

#

Santa Barbara, Calif., is in Holland
visitingwith her daughter, Mrs.
Henry Steketee, WashingtonAve.

Mounts

verticallyor horixontally.

warming down-draft

Louie De Boer and his sisters,
The baseball season just closed
was, from the front-office point of Helen and Tudie, of Devil’sLake,
S. J)., children of Mr. and Mrs.
view at least, the most successful
Gus De Boer, who were former
in history.
residents of Holland, visited friends

A total of 10,267,891paid admissionsis unofficiallyreported
for the games played in the two
major leagues,which was a gain
of 820,384 over 1937 and a new

1.24

Matching
for

.

* *

heat than
heaters! High-

deflector doors !

•

• • •
dearly the difficultyof preHarold Brink of Grand Rapids,
venting WPA workers from being representingthe fifth congressional
coerced by threatening to deprive district of Michigan, won the state
them, their relativesor their oratorical contest Wednesdaynight,
and will enter the regionalcontest
friend* of WPA jobs.
this week in Columbus, O. The
As long as relief remains in poli- contestis sponsored by the Young
tics the possibility of coercion will Republican clubs.
• « •
exist
Mrs.
Harold
J. Karsten has reThe only way to make sure that
turned from Chicago where she
redpienta of relief are not influattended the Founder’s Day dinner
enced in voting by fear of losing of the Phil Delta Gamma sorority,
their jobs is to take relief out of where as a past presidentshe was
an honor guest. Mr. Karsten and
politics.
their sons, Harold, Jr., and David,
spent Sunday in Chicago, returnWhere the Money Went ing with Mrs. Karsten.

I

speed, oil-less bearing
motor ... 42 tube brass
core . . . chrome-plated

Sanforizod Shrunk

The

William Czerkes, aged 21, 72 W.
Seventh St., pleaded guilty to a
TWnk these things over, and to charge
of reckless driving before
make rare that neither lives nor Justice of Peace Raymond L.
property are lost in months to Smith and was assessed a fine and
come through fires caused by not costa of $29.15, which he paid. The
complaint was sworn to by Deputy
taking the aimple precautions
Sheriff William Van Etta, who
which can preventconflagrations.
alleged that Czerkes drove his car
in a reckless manner on West 15th
Warnings Won’t Stop It St opposite the Holland Shoe Co.
factory Oct 19.
• • •
The Acting State Administrator An Outdoor club was contemof the WPA in New Jersey has plated by a small group of out•«ain warned all WPA-ers under door enthusiastsThursday evening.
If sufficient interestin shown by
him to this effect:
local young people who are out“It most be definitely understood door enthusiast* the club can be
that any politicalactivity on your made permanent. The advantages
part whether on or off a WPA of such a club would be socially,
project, whereby you use your better health and deeper appreciation for the beauty of nature.
position with the WPA in any way
Young men and women from 18 to
lo influence vote* of others by 30 in the immediate vicinity of
threat or intimidation, will result Holland, who are intenselyinterested in the out-of-doorsare urged
in summery dismissal.''
to write to The Outdoor club, care
This wanting was issued because of post office lock box 211, and
of charges of political coercionof express their desire to help form
WPA workers in the current elec- such a club. Only those who enjoy
hiking, swimming, skating, skiing
tion campaign.
Md especiallythe appreciationof
The frequency with which such the out-of-doorsare desired. Fur1rarningsare being issued by WPA ther details will be sent to those
officials all over the country shows writing.

Value

Gives more
$8.95

Mrs. A. E. Rackes entertainedat
Friend
tavern in honor of Miss Kay De
Vries. Those attending were Mrs.
Robert McBain, Mrs. C. Topp, Miss
Henrietta Kuisenga, Mrs. Rackes
and Miss De Vries.
• • •

Ares could be prevented if people
were more careful.

"Commander" —
A Ward Week *8.95

9S rtlml Full 8 os. denim
—with 28 rip-proof bartacks! Triple-stitched

a dinner in the Warm

Holland Chamber of Commerce today issued a statement to
the effect that it has received notia
from a reliable source that merchants throughout the state are being solicited by an organixationto
contribute$1 each under the pretext of securing changes in the
Michigan Sales Tax law. “If any
merchant of this city is contacted
for this purpose, get in touch with
the secreUry-manager before signing up or contributing. There seems
to be some question about the
validity of the proposition,”the
statement reads.

Under LastYear!

It's

WARD

WEEK

at

Movn.oM

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN

PHONE

S1S8

i:itv

Ivory or bronte finishI Strong,
closed back construction!
Complete with naila and brackets I

wai
25

EAST EIGHTH STREET

THE HOLLAND
HOLLAND’S PRINCESS
HOLLAND SKIPPER GOES
AAAA
RECOVERS HER HEALTH
ISLAND
TO BEAVER ISL

AAAAA

=

destroyed by fire two yuan ago
and she lost all her household
ing of the year was held at the
Van Raalte school with community
furnishings and personal belongChief boatswain’s mate Francis
singing led by Miss Marie Koof.
ings. Those attending the party
statement Saturday from
R. Deto of Holland, now on coast
sources close to the governmenton
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richard The Rev. C. A. Stoppels conducted The Virginia Park Woman's were Mrs. K. Kalvoord, Mrs. John
duty at SturgeonPoint on Lake
Smit, Jr., Mrs. J. Joostberens,Jr.,
devotions. Music consistedof two
the health of Crown Princess JulHuron, has been assigned to take Ash of 166 West 19th St, received comet solos bv Comie Steketee,dub entertained the Beechwood Mrs. J. Joostberens,Sr., Mrs. G.
iana of The Netherlands was taken
charge of the St. James station, word from Kentucky Baptisthospi- accompaniedby his sister, Mar- Boost* rettes Wednesday evening Lugten. Mrs. G. Joostberens and
as an indirect denial of persistent
Beaver Island. Mr. Deto coma* tal in Louisvillethat their son, jorie, and a piano solo by Ruth at a party in the community hall. Mias FlorenceJansen, all of Hamrumors that Juliana was expecting
from a sailor family,and has been George Ash, 19, who was seriously Bax. The sneaker for the evening A short address of welcome was ilton, Mrs. Gilbert Jaarda of Filla second baby.
riven by the president,Mrs. John
with the coastguards for a number injured in an auto crash recently,
Judge Fred T. Miles, whose Rutgers, and prayer was offered more, Mrs. Art Lampen of Zeeland,
She strolled
led Saturday in the garof years, part of the time with the is out of danger and shows slight
dens at Loo palace, near Apeldoorn,
improvementAsh was visiting subject was "This and That.” Gar- by Miss Jennie Brinkman. Follow- Mrs. G. J. Poelakker, Mrs. Ben
and‘ South
Haven crew.
Holland
‘ “
pushing baby Princess Beatrix in
relativesin Louisvillewhen the ret Vander Borgh made a plea in ing community singing, games Poelakker, Mrs. Andrew Jaardt,
ner perambulator. A recent illness
accident occurred. He sustained a behalf of the communitychest and were played and skating was en- Mrs. Gary Ter Seek, Mrs. H. Van
caused Juliana to cancel plans for HOLLAND PAYROLLS
double fracture of the skull. The B. Veltman explained the plans for joyed. Music was furnished by Ham, and Mrs. Kool. all of Holland, and Mrs. H. Wesseling, of
SHOWING INCREASE family from Holland, who were a Hallowe’en party for the children John
a visit to Scotland.
Swierenga’sorchestra. In
The announcement said that
called to Kentucky, have returned. of Holland, asking the cooperation charge of the - program arrange- Paw Paw.
of the parents, Ine party will be
“apart from influensa and a slight
A survey of the number of emments were Mrs. Martin Ten Brink,
ng
The sailing cruiser, Batavia, sponsored by the Junior Chamber Mrs. Florence Van Huis and Mrs.
case of jaundice there was nothing ployes in 30 Holland industries
whatsoever the matter with the shows an increase of 13 per cent which was constructedat the of Commerce. The meeting con Lane. Refreshments were in charge trict No. 4, Holland Township, was
held last Friday evening at the
by
princess’health."
over the figure for Sept 1, E. P. Campbell Boat Co. works in Vir- eluded with refreshmentsserved b;
of Mrs. Peter Van Howe, Mrs. A. schoolhouse on East 16th Street
St
While this was construedby some Stephan, secretary-manager of the ginia park, and christened and Mrs. J. Kamphuis. Mrs. J. Bennett, Kuyers, Mrs. Hattie Helmink, Mrs.
The Rev. J. F. Schortinghuis,pasMrs.
V.
Kehrwecker
and
Mrs.
P.
launched
last
August
13,
returned
as a denial of the rumors, the lack Holland chamber of commerce, anJohn Teusink, Mies Jennie Brink- tor of Ebenezer Reformed church,
to Holland harbor and docked at Boersma.
of any officialdenial and the per- nounced Monday.
man and Mrs. C. Onthank.About led in devotions,and an interesttill left
sistent nature of the /talk at
“Not only does this show an in- the boat company’s dock. Kenneth
125 were present.
ing program was given, consisting
the matter of another child uncer- crease in the total number of em- Campbell, associatedwith the boat
of tne following numbers: "The
tain.
ployes,” Mr. Stephan said. “This company, said the sailing cruiser
The men teachers of the public Beginners at Work” by the teachfigure does not include a considera- returned for winter storage at the
schools of Holland held a picnic
er, Mrs. C. Verbeek; • solo by Mel
ble number who have been trans- Campbell plant C. J. Peterson,
Wednesday night at the troop No. Cloud; a dialogue “Jennie’s SeSUPPLY COMPANY
owner
of
the
craft,
and
Robert
6 Scout cabin near Port Sheldon. cret” by two children; a play
COMES TO TOWN ferred from part-time to full-time Hayne, both of Chicago, were
work since Sept 1."
CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH E. J. Aalberts was in charge of “When Father Goes on a Diet" by
The figures were compiled as of aboard the boat. Mr. Campbell
Cor. Central at Tenth. Woman’s arrangements, assisted by Albert a group from the Russchsr school;
The ManufacturersSupply Co. Oct 15.
said the sister ship of the Batavia Literary Bldg.
Bradfield and Stuart A. Ludlow. A
and an address on “Factors in the
of Grand Rapids, Mich., announce
is nearing completion at the Camp10:00 A. M. — Rev. L. J. May social evening followed the supper. Child’s Ufe" by the Rev. Ralph
the opening of a branch store at
bell factory at Virginia park but speaks on “The Seven-Fold Work The meeting was the first of the
Heynen, pastor of the Nlekerk
202 East Eighth St., this city, Adrian De Kraker, who is work- will be kept in storage there until
season and about 25 were present
Christian Reformed church. The
where they will carry a complete ing in Detroit, spent the week end next spring, when she will be of the Cross.”
11:2 A. M.— -Bible School, with The club meet* every month. following officers were chosen for
in Holland.
line of mill and factory supplies.
launched.
a gospel magic lesson by Rev. May Jerry Breen is president and Mr. the enauing year: J. Maat, presiAalberts Is secretary.The meeting
during closingexercise.
dent; Earnest De Haan, vice presApplications for marriage lieople next month will be held at the ident; J. M. Muussee, secretary;
6:30 P. M.— The young peo
censes have been filed in the county
home
of
Leon
Moody.
“The
study their second lesson on
and J. Vsnden Berg, treasurer.
clerk’s office by Arnold H. Overway, 21, Holland, and Edna Mae Doctrine of Man.”
An
advisory
committee
for
the
7:30 P. M.— Song Service with
The regular meeting of the
Rosendahl, 20, Holland
special music before Rev. May expansion of public health activl Polar Bear club of Holland is beRe-elect
ties
in
Michigan
was
appointed
The Lake Freighter Dow Chem- speaks on “Sin and the Sinner.
7:30 P. M. Thursday—Prayer today by Governor Murphy. Dr.
PI
ical entered Holland harbor and
Henry A. Luce of Detroit,presi- Automobiles left the Lievense garcleared after unloading a cargo of meeting in Gospel Hall.
dent
of
the
Michigan
Medical
assoEveryone invited to every serage in Holland and from the De
coal totaling approximately 7,500
ciation,was named chairman. Other Zwaan home in Zeeland at 7 p.m.
tons. She returned to Toledo via vice.
members include Paul de Kruif, for the benefit of those who do not
Lakes Michigan, Huron and Erie.
who lives on Lake Michigan near
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY Holland. He is an author of note have automobiles.
Mrs. F. E. De Weese of Holland
Services in Warm Friend Tav- and formerly lived in Zeeland,
Mrs. Anna McDonald, 61, died
entertainedwith luncheon Wedneswhere he was bom.
about 9 p. m. Monday at her
day in honor of her aunt. Miss ern.
Sunday
Service, 10:30 A. M.
home, rural route No. 1, Holland,
Allie I. Engle. Her guests, all from
Automobiles driven by Herman followingan illness. She was bom
Subject: "EVERLASTING PUNof Holland
Allegan, included Mrs. Charles
Dirkse, 22. rural route No. 4. Hol- in IllinoisNov. 19, 1877. Survivors
ISHMENT."
Wilkes,Mrs. C. F. Peck, Mrs. C. W.
land. and Mrs. John Batjes,28. 28 are the husband, Jesse J. McDonSunday School at 11:45 A. M.
Kellogg, Miss Lenora Porter. Miss
Wednesday Testimonial meeting, West 17th St., figuredIn a minor ald, and one sister Gale McDonald
Martha Agar, Dr. Mary and Miss
collision on North River Ave., near
8:00 P. M.
Columbus, Ohio. The body will
ElizabethWetmore, and Mrs. T. P.
Third St. Her car struck the front
taken to Orion on Wednesday
Noble. — Allegan Gazette.
of the Dirkse auto.
IMMANUEL CHURCH
Rev Rinehart,18, rural route 5,
Mrs. Edward Donlvan, speech inA crowd of 175 skated to the Holland, was asessed $10 fine an<
C. M. Beerthuis,Pastor.
structor in Holland high school,
(Meetings
in
the
Armory.)
music
of
newly-installed
electric
costs Monday after pleading guiky
Second Term
will take her second semester
Sunday, 10:00 A. M.— Morning organ Thursday night at the Virspeech class to a Grand Rapids Service.Speaker: The Rev. H. B. ginia Park Community club roller
was arrafgned before Justice of
Democratic Ticket
theatre Saturday night to see the
Centz, converted Jew. Subject: rink west of Holland. R. E. Chao
stage play, “You Can’t Take it "The Things Which Jesus Gives.” man, C. A. Onthank and Dick Miles Peace John Galien to whom he paid
the assessment.The comlpaint was
With You,” by Kaufman and Hart. John 17.
composed the committee which sworn to by O. W. Lowry of the
Thanking you for your confidence in me in conductThis play won the Pulitzer prize
purchased the instrument for the Charles R. Sligh Furniture Co.,
11:30 A. M.— Bible School.
in 1937.
2:30 P. M.— Mass Meeting. Mr. rink. The organ was played by and alleged that he stole a wrench
ing the afiairs of this office. I solicit your considerMias Mabel Plaggemars, student Centz will speak on “God and the John Swierenga. It is a two- at the firm on Oct. 22 while workmanual instrument with extremely ing there.
ation and continued support for a second term.
at Christianhigh school, who won Red Network.”
7:30 P. M. — Evening Service. variable volume and cost $1,800.
the Gold Medal W.C.T.U. contest
Sgg8SS8SS88S888SSSS8SSSSS88a8SSSS8SSSS8S88SSSSS^
CHICKEN LARCENY AND
in Holland last soring, gave her Speaker: Mr. Centz. Subject: “The
Mrs. John J. Siebelink of Hol(Political
INTOXICATION CHARGES
prize-winningreading. "What God Shepherdof Israel.”
land rural route No. 6 was surFACE GRAND HAVEN MEN
Hath Blessed,” at the state Thursday, 7:30 P. M. — Mid- prised by a group of relatives on
W.C.T.U. conventionin Grand Rap- week Bible Class.
the
occasion
of
her
birthday
anniSaturday, 10:00 A. M. — ChilWalter Hyde and Richard Lyons
ids. The next convention will be
versary. Game* were played, reboth of Grand Haven, are held in
held in Detroit a year from now. dren’s Bible Class.
freshments were served *nd beauthe county jail by city police officthat
local
tiful gifts were presented to the
CITY MISSION
ers on complaint of Ernest Hyde
SUPERVISORS DIVIDED
guest of honor. Those present infor the larceny of chickens from
51-53 E. 8th St.
cluded Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Schutt,
OVER REFERENDUM ON
his coop. The officerspicked up the
Geo. W. Trotter, Supt.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bud
Den
Hollander
STATE WELFARE LAWS
two men who will also be charged
Saturday, 7:30— Praise and Tesand daughter Lois of Grand Rapids,
with driving drunk and being
timony Service.
John
Siebelink,
Sr..
Mr.
and
Mrs.
(Grand Haven Tribune)
drunk and disorderly. Chickens
Sunday at 1:30 — Bible School.
Jake Siebelink and son Kenneth, were found in the car according to
At
2:30—
Mass
Meeting
at
ArMr.
and
Mrs.
Jake
Bush,
Jerome
While the board of supervisors
Clarence Van Toll, Grand Haven
and Shirley Bush of East Saoga- city officer.The two will be artook no formal action through reso- mory. Rev. H. B. Cent*.
Beet Sugar is one of Michigan's most important
At 6:30 — Junior Prayer Band. tuck, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Dykstra, raigned this afternoon.
lution to indicate the feeling of the
At 7:30 — EvangelisticService. John Siebelink and daughters Charcrops. Thousands of Michigan farmers and wage
board in regard to the proposed
Hyde has been convictedof drivchanges in the state welfare laws Mission Orchestra.Geo. Trotter lotte and Joan Adele.
earners get a good part of their living from this crop.
ing while drunk before and the
will
speak.
which come before the voters on
charge will be a second offense.
jgh Friday
At 7:30 Monday through
Miss Dorothy Weener, daughter
It is important to your whole community that
Nov. 8 through referendum, exTrooper Robert Fisher, state poCor
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
Weener
pressions expressed on the floor, an Evangelistic Bible Conference
your local stores carry Michigan Made Beet Sugar .
lice post, picked up Anthony Bentof Crispj and Claude Mulder, son
in committee and informally,show
Gary, Ind.. near a gas station
Also see that your family uses Michigan Made
of Rhine Mulder of Allendale,ley,
that many of the members are not
at Zeeland, who was reported as
were
married at the parsonage of
in
favor
of
the
new
set-up.
Beet Sugar.
insane. The man had a rural mail
the Crisp church Thursday eveMaynard Mohr, Zeeland townbox under his arm and was acting
But by all means talk to your local grocer. See
ning by the Rev. P. D. Van Vliet.
ship, Henry Slaughter.Tallmadge,
very queerly. The officerfound that
They were attended by Mrs. Heine
Henry Geerlings, Holland, exthat he carries this home product Insist on it
>e had been drinking bay rum and
Bolman, friend of the bride, and he was charged with being drunk
pressed themselves on the floor as
Take no other.
by Peter Mulder, brother of the and disorderly.
opposed to the laws enacted
bridegroom. The bride was attired
through bills in the legislature last
Michigan Made Beet Sugar is a high quality
Simon Alofs. 21 yes
irears old, of
in a gown of nink chiffon over silk
year, on the ground that it cenproduct Best for all cooking and table use.
Holland, was fined $50 and $9.10
fashioned on nrincesslines with a
tralizes too much power at Lancosts upon pleading guilty to drunk
short train. She wore a headdress
sing, through a proposed five-man
QUAUTY GUARANTEED In the following brondti
driving before Justice Hoffer at
to
match.
Her
attendant
wore
blue
commission which would be named
Grand Haven. He was also sentencsilk organdie, also princess style.
by the governor and supported by
RED
ed to five days in jail with 50 days
After the ceremony a receptjon
the senator.
addition if the fine and costs are
was held at the Woman’s Literary
BIG
HOUSEWIFE’S
Following Mayor Richard L.
unpaid. Alofs and s companion
club building, Holland,where
Cook’s appeal for support of the
who paid $10 fine and $6.10 costs
nearly 100 relativesand friends on s drunk and disorderlycharge,
proposed law, Maynard Mohr and
gathered.
Congratulations
were
others pointed to act 257, section
Isven po
were arrested by Grand Hi
followed by a program announced
eight, as a vital spot in the law
lice.
by Chester Weener. Several hymns
which they interpretas centraliz- o -----were sun*» bv the guests and a solo
ing the power of relief administraGRAND
RAPIDS
MAN
by little Janet Vander Zwaag
tion in Lansing, thus taking away
RETURNED TO OTTAWA
Other features of the program
much of the power that is now held
ON BAD CHECK COUNT
were a duet by Justin and Kenneth
by the county through its commisVander
Zwaag;
reading
by
Mrs.
C.
sion on which two board members
Carl Menzie.
'-I*.*'-,38 years old, of
I "
Weener entitled “The Bachelor Grand Rapids,is held in the county
hold places.
— BATHS ARE EUN
Sale”; a pantomime by Miss Lor- jail on a bad check charge. He was
Suggestion was made that the
etta Nykamp, Rav Weener and Mr. arrestedin Kalamazoo and Sheriff
SINCE WE GOT THAT
board go on record as to its attiand Mrs. John Weener; a Dutch Frank Van Etta brought him
tude on the proposed law but the
hii
consensus of opinion was that the conducted by Rev. John Lanting, reading by Richard Machiele, and the Ottawa county jail. His com
Baptist
Church
of
La
a
piano
solo
by
Mrs.
John
Baumembers did not wish to influence pastor
plaint, signed by J. E. Thoma,
Th
their constituentsone way or an- Saale, 111. Mr. Lanting for six mann. The group especiallyen resort promotion "manager for the
other by formally expressing years was pastor of Immanuel joyed selectionson the marimba Chamber of Commerce, charged
played by Edgar Holkeboer given Menzie with issuing a $65 check
themselves.
Church here.
intermittently
between numbers of for which there were no funds, in
the program and while the guests payment of cottage rent.
were being served. A repast was
o
Attend the Harvest Sale at the
served at attractivelydecorated MAN SENTENCED TO
Christian High School Friday af
tables set in an E form, served by
SO. MICHIGAN PRISON
ternoon and evening. Articlessuch
friendsof the bride, Miss Kathryn
as clothing, shoes, household goods,
John Duell, age 37, was sen
Meeusen, Miss Sina Kraai, Mrs.
jewelry, hardware,in fact, goods
Richard Machiele, all of Zeeland, tenced in circuit court by Judge
of every kind and descriptionwill
Mrs. Martin Reenders and Mrs. A1 Fred T. Miles for six to 10 years
be on sale. Articles remaining unMeeusen of Grand Haven and Mrs. at Southern Michigan prison
sold at 8:30 P. M. will be sold at
William Saakers of Holland.Games Jackson on a charge of breaking
auction.
followed the lunch. Mr. and Mrj. and entering the garage of John
Mulder will make their home in Ohlman, Georgetown, last July. The
Grand Rapids, where both have sentence was imposed as a third
(Political Adv.)
been employed for several years. felony. Duell was convicted
superior court, Grand Rapids,
Carl Bjork of 221 West 12th st., 1919 for unlawfully driving away
tester of the South Ottawa Dairy an automobile and again in 1934
WILL PAY CASH for Participa- Herd association for the past four for larceny from a dwelling.
§» i
tion Trust Certificatesof Hol- years, left Thursday for Traverse
land and Zeeland Banks. G. D. City to take over the local agency
Albers, 254 CoUege Ave. 48-53* there for the state farm insurance
companies. Jerry De Vries, tester
WANTED — Large unfurnished in St Clair county, has been callroom, preferablywith bath, ed to fill the vacancy in the South
dose in. by business girl. Call Ottawa associationcaused by Mr.
Bjork’s leaving.
4831 or 2828.
Mr. and Mrs. Geori
rge Hoving of
WANTED:— Man with sawrig to Lakewood
Blvd. enntertained at
cut cordwoodon shares.
dinner Saturday evening on the
John C. Dunton, Ottawa Beach.
No more skimpy lukewarm baths for Johnnie.
occasion of their 30th wedding anFOR SALE : — Girl’s good quality niversary. Decorationswere in
Now he rates a big generous tubful
at just the
winter cost, with hat and. tipper keeping with Hallowe’en.A set of
right temperature. And Every Drop of it is
muff. Size 10, rust color. In ex- China, an electricclock and- a
—-Free from Rust
cellent condition. Will sell cheap. lunchepn set were presentedby the
Innuire 38 West 21st St, Hol- guests! Attending the affair were
Mr.
r. am"'"
and Mrs. Martin Dyke, Mr. and
land,
Mich.
Now, you too, can enjoy the luxury of a warm
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WHERE YOU ALWAYS FIND SOMETHING NEW
Phone 9006

Holland

30 East 8th St.

ARROW

FAVORITE

—

<1 0i.Q

HOT MV.

w

WATER HEATER

-

-

Santa0’
Qiack!,

fife

You
in

lillll

m

—

___

when you want it No waiting, no fussing.
Always an instant supply of Hot Water ready at
your finger tips. And, it’s So Economical you
can’t afford to be without Automatic Gas Hot

FOR SALE:—

2 rockers; 1 electric
refrigerator;1 lamp: 2 porch
chairs; 1 kitchen table; 1 hand
painted cannisterset (bread box
and waste basket to match); 1
smoking stand. Jerry Routing.

Water Service.
Decide NOW to get the facts on
Hot Water Service for your family.

a

tailor-made

Mo

Vaoderwerp

Republican Candidate for

CONVENIENT TERMS TO SUIT YOU!
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT!
COME

IN

Michigan Gas

I

TODAY!

&

Electric Co.

STATE SENATOR

FALL RUMMAGE SALE
The Ladies’ Literary Club will
give a rummage sale next Satday> October 29, beginning at 9
o’dock at the literary dub rooms,
10th and Central Avenue. The
sale is m behalf of a very worthy
cause.

Mrs. Henry Van Den Berg, Mr.
and Mrs. Abe Van Den Ben;, Mr.
and Mn. Leo Eby and son, Mr. and
Mrs. Gerrit Stam and family, Mr.
and Mn. Gunner Johnson and
daughterof Lakewood farm, Mr.
and Mrs. James Welscot of Montello park, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Hoving, Julius Wagenaar, Henry
T. Baker, Miss Isabelle Van Ark,
Gerrit Hoving, Alvin Hoving,

George Hoving, Jr., and Mias Bette
Lou Hoving.

Mrs. Frank Jaarda was surprised Friday evening at the home
of her daughter, Mn. John Kooi,
rural route No. 4, by all her chil-

dren and a group of relatives and
CHINK ER CHE%
For Ottawa and Maskegon Counties
The new Chinese Checker Mar- neighbors.She was presented with
ble game that is creating such a many beautiful and useful - gift*.
at ELECTION, NOVEMBER 8
sensation is here. A game for all Refreshments were served. Games
Formerr Circuit Judge
J
for Muskegon ages. Get it for your next party. were played and prizes were swardWill loan as many as you want ed. Mn. Jaarda is making her home
County, 1918 to 1988
one and a half miles southwest of
Prices— 75c-$2.80.
Also Senator for Ottawa and
J. Engelsman, 25 E. 22nd St Hamilton after spending two yeart
with her children. Her home wag
Muskegon Counties, 19114912
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s300,000,000
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MANHATTAN
ledeiered O. S. Patent Office

So hot so claaxL so trouble-froo.so altogether
factory,that

we ask co

it

satis-

could easily sell at a higher price. But

extra

premium for

extra performance,and

the value is certainly the hit of the town. Practically
eooflsi
•

•

.

.

.

.

holds fire remarkably .

.

what more could you want at

.

heats up quickly

ANY

price!

...That Practically SOOTLESS

COAL

,

Van Aisburg Coal Go.
Phone 2679

496 Colombia Are

mm
£

THE HOLLAND CtTY

_

Potter of W. 16th Street last Sun*

CITY

ATTORNEY SPEAKER AT
LOCAL REPUBLICAN
MEETING

Mlia Phyllis TUttaga, a junior MR. AND MRS. RALPH TYMR8 _________ ef today. Mr. Tym«
at Oberlin College from Holland,
CELEBRATE 44TH ANNI- Jred out u a farm hand a year
has recently been named a perattar his arrivalby this aame Mr.
VERSARY
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Plesscherand
In
- '
manent member of the Varsity
Boven. Mr. Tymes helped organ16-year-old Fremont youth family of Ann Arbor were visitors
Women's Glee Club. She haa also
ise the very first Choral Society of
Before a large and interested auwm bound over to Probate Court at the H. J. Potter home recently.
been elected secretaryof the Club.
The 44th wedding anniversary Graafschap Christian Reformed
dience
gathered
at
Republican
Rev. Potter is recuperatingfrom
Monday Afternoon after trying to
Misa Tiesenge, who is in the sec- of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tymes, rur- church, beginning with 12 memheadquarters on River Avenue and
nuke off with $60 in cash from the his recent operation at the Holond alto section of the Club, is the al ronto No. 6* Thursday, October bers. first practicingut the home
9th Street last evening,the RepubSTATE
BELIEVES
HERD
RE*
land
hospital.
service station on the corner of
daughter of Mr. end Mrs. Neal 20, was celebratadat the home of of Mr. Germ Mokema, who waa
lican nominee for prosecuting at*
DUCTION
IS NECESSARY
River Ave. and 15th fit. Sunday.
Tiesenga of 837 College Ave. Dur- their daughter, Mrs. Ben Dirkse, “voorsinger” in the tame church
torney, Elbern Parsons, waa the
A
daughter was born Oct. 4 to
TO
COMBAT
STARVAHe took the money while the staing spring vacation tne Glee Club 48 West 18th St, last Saturday and who later became Caahier of
speaker of the evening. Besides
the Rev. and Mrs. John Nieusma
TION AND FARM
tion attendant was taking care of
of Chancellor,S. D. Mrs. Nieusma
Mr. Parsons, Judge Vander Werp plana to make a trip around Lake evening, October 22. In addition the First State Bank, then located
DAMAGES
a customer, and when he attempted
concei in the cities to celebratingthis anniversary it where the WoolworthStore now is.
was formerly Jean Potter, daughof Muakegon, candidate for state Erie, giving concerts
to leave, Walter Wierema seized
bordering tne lake.
waa also the birthday of their eon The duty of the “voorsinger” conter of the Rev. and Mrs. H. J. PotHolland has had an example in senator, RepresentativeNelson
him and put him in the rest room
Gerrit, or "Pat” Tymee. Also, on sisted of announcing the flret
ter of West 15th St.
its next door neighbors of what Miles, and Mayor Henry Geerlings
until police arrived.
G. De Witt was surprisedTues- that same date and day, Thursday. Psalm before the arrival of the
too many deer mean right in Alle- made brief speeches, and John
TWO GRAND HAVEN BOYS TO gan county and especially near Schreur, president of the Young day evening at his home in Bor- October 20, It was 50 yean ago minister as well aa leading all
Mias Vivian Piulus of Holand,
culo by his children. Refreshments that Mr. Ralph Tymes arrived in singing by the congregation,there
SKATE TO FLORIDA AND
Hamilton. The surplus denizens of Republicans of Holland, was the
senior in the music department at
** v a v
were
served by Mrs. De Witt A the vicinity of Utfeaftchap and being no pipe organ or any instruthe wood there clean the farmers chairman of the meeting.
CALIFORNIA
Western State Teachers collegein
gift waa presented.Those attend- where he has resided since that ment to provide either the pitch or
of celery and other crops. The
Mr. Persona reproved Gov. Murlalamasoo,will be the soloist at
ing
_ were Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Pet- time.
guidance for the congregational
farmers surely have a kick coming phy for not expellingthe sit-down
the first concert of the year to be
(Grand Haven Tribune)
roelje and family, Mr. and Mrs.
A sociable evening was spent in singing. Also the reading of a por- Bible Story Books in many styles,
when
wild-life cannot be kept in strikersfrom the Flint automobile
given at the Civic Theatre Sunday
Mart Nagelkerk and family of Zea- the presence of their children and tion of Scripture was done b
by the sizes and authors at from 10c to
bounds. However here is another plant, which waa instigatedby the
afternoon by the Teachers college
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam De Witt grandchildren:Mr. and Mrs. Peter “voorzinger.
A roller skating marathon from reason why deer life must be re- C.I.O. Mr. Parsons stated that the land,
$240.
choir in Kalamazoo.
and family, John Vugteveen of
Grand Haven to Floridaand Calif- duced according to an able sports strike at the General Motors Rusk, Marvin De Witt of Borculo C. Sikkel, W. Arnold, Raymond,
Elisabeth
H.,
Martha
Ruth
ana
Parents should be careful in selecA farewell party was held ornia, sponsored by Joe Davis, sen- writer and an article in the Detroit plant could have been settled with- and Sena and Marie De Witt of Paul Jay Sikkel; Mr. and Mn. Milo
Dr. Samuel M. Zwemer who un- ting there hooka adapted to the
Tuesday evening at the home of ior and junior, proprietorsof the News from the pen of Albert out bloodshed within 24 hours, but Holland.
Schrotenboer of East Saugatuck;
proper age or grade to get the
Mr. and Mrs. John Tubergen on Barn skating bowl, Grand Haven, Stoll, ir. It is interestingreading before Gov. Murphy had settled the
Mr. Albert Tymes; Mr. and Mrs. derwent an emergency operation most out of them.
strike, 6 weeks had elapsed. There
rural route No. 5 honoring Mr. will be untertaken by two Grand and follows:
By ALBERT STOLLJR.
was ample time for law enforce- Mrs. B. A. Van Loo and daugh- John Tymes, Ronald Dale and Nor- for ruptured appendicitisa week
and Mrs. J. Van NieuwenhuisenHaven young men, A1 Fisher,23,
Unless all signs fail the most ment, and this state is simply mak- ter, Ada, of Gpand Rapids, spent lin Wesley of Grand Rapids; Mr. ego Saturday in Princeton hos- ASK US TO HELP YOU SOLVE
and family who will return soon and Cortney Abrogast, 23.
THIS PROBLEM WITH YOU.
The men
Saturday controversialproblem facing the ing a bid for the lawless. Mr. Par- Tuesday at the home of Mr. and Gerrit “Pat" Tymes and Mr. and pital in Princeton,N. J., ia in favto their home in South Gate,
Mrs. Egbert Boone on R.F.D. No. 8 Mrs. Ben Dirkse end Beverly Joan
Calif. The family has been visit- morning headed for Florida with incoming Legislature will be the sons stated that the people of Michorable condition.Dr. Zwemer was
of this city.
Holland.
ing relatives in Holland for a little more than an extra pair of proposal to so modify or change ' :*n are not going to play Charles
Mr. Tymes recollects the funeral stricken several weeks ago and
Michigan’s
one-buck
law
to
permit
cCarthy
to
Edgar
Beraen
RooseBrink s
Store
skates,
a
few
wheels
and
the
mincouple of weeks.
two-course
processionsome years after his ar- had gone to the hospital for treatin the selectionof the next
lunch was served and
----- a
- gift
___
was imum amount of clothing packed the killing of does as well as bucks. velt
rival in this country of Mr. Peter
48 East 8th BL
in packs which they will carry on And this is likely to include fawns. governor.
presented to the ------hono
ored couple.
co
Attend the Harvest Sale at the Boven, grandfatherof our local ment He had been at home three
This is being opposed generallyby
Regarding the Dies investigation
_______
Attending were_____
Mr. and
Mrs. Van their backs.
Christian High School Friday tf merchant, as being a common far- weeks before returningto the
PHONE 4345
The sponsors will guarantee the organized hunters’ groups as well committee, Mr. Parsons said that ternoon and evening. Articlessuch
hospital for the operation. Dr.
Nieuwenhuizen and children,Jenmer’s wagon with attached box for Zwemer is one of the founders of
nie and Julius, Mr. and Mrs. Bert boys 1600 if they succeed in get- as owners and members of deer the presidentclaimed this commit- as clothing, shoes, household goods
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
hauling beets. This served as the the Arabian mission of the ReSiebelink, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Schro- ting to Californiain six months hunting camps and clubs throug- tee was used to defeat Mr. Murphy jewelry, hardware,in fact, goods
hearse, in contrast to the stately formed church.
out
the
north.
They
may
not
be
in for re-election. The fact is that the
having
skated
every
inch
of
the
tenboer, Mr. and Mrs. John Siebeof every kind and descriptionwill
link and daughter, Joyce, Mr. and way. If they skate back to Grand the majority but they certainly are committee was organised in a be on sale. Articles remaining unmost
vociferous
in
presenting
Democratic
congress
and
has
*
Mrs. Minnie Van Alsburg and son. Haven the sponaors will guarantee
sold at 8:30 P. M. will be sold at
Democratic chairman, and the comand Mrs. John Tubergan and expenses to New York Citv to see their opposition.
auction.
This
controversy
did
not
have
its
mittee is endeavoring to get at the
the world’s fair to be held there
bergan and daughter, Elaine.
inception when the State issued truth.
next summer.
permits to three farmers in the
Saturday evening Representative
E. P. Stephan, secretary-man- A trip of this extent on skates Flynn Valley section of Alcona Nelson Miles will speak on the
has never been successfullyacager of the Holland Chamber of
county to kill deer that were ravag- amendments, at the Republican
Commerce,went to Grand Rapids complished,said Mr. Davia. al- ing and destroyingtheir field crops.
headquarters in the Hotel Netherthough it has been attempted. The
yesterday td^attendthe midseason
young
men
have
been
skating
at It has been coming on for a long lands building to which the public
furniture market which opened
the Barn for seven years and for time; in fact ever since our State is invited.
there Wednesday.
the past 10 days have been under game experts sensed that the time
special training. An itineraryhaa was coming when our deer herds
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. De Roo of
Born this forenoon at Holland been mapped out which will in- would become altogethertoo large
hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Theo- sure paved or tarvia paved roads for the carrying capacity of thdr Holland,formerly of Cincinnati, O.,
dore Snyder, 166 East Seventh all of the way.
winter ranges. This means ultimate spent Sunday afternoon and evenSt, a daughter.
Checkers will be placed in vari- death through starvation and ing visitingRev. and Mrs. A. Jaous cities along the way and the disease. So it is not a bit surprising baay at their home on South
City Clerk Oscar Peterson has boys must report each day as to that deer have been dying oy the Church St., Zeeland.
at his office the ballots for the genfor the rpast five years
--how much ground they have cov- thousands
era election to be held here Nov. 8
ered. The
.... young
,uu.,« men hope
ouve to pay
7*" ThCn
John Harm Diekjakobs, rural
and that personswho wish to apply
their way through the aale of
*8tI®.ated at
for an absentee ballot may do so cards, appearance at public rinks leMt 10’000 P*08^ via this route. route No. 6, Holland, plans to
leave Friday for New York City
___
fV
at any time. He said the deadline __
and other methoda, aa they hope to
for the filing for absentee ballots have the $500 in a lump sum when
Miss Laura Mulder, of Holland, where he will sail aboard the
is Saturday,Nov. 5. The city clerk
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Law- Steamship Bremen for Graafschap,
they have completed the test.
Germany, to visit his two brothers,
is making plans to send out numThe sponsors believe that consid- rence Mulder of North Blendon,
John and Frederick Diekjakobs
erous absentee ballots in reply to
whose
marriage
to
Gerrit
De
able advertisingwill be given the
many applications already filed Barn and Grand Haven and that Groot, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert and sister, Janna Diekjakobe.
with him.
the marathonwill attract publicity De Groot of East 15th St, will
take place next week, was complialong the route.
Counfry
Fancy Florida
mented with a shower given last
Willis Van Der Zwaag and JoseNo. 2
night at the home of her sister,
phine Slag of Crisp were married Tame Deer
con
Mrs. Cornelius Postma in Zeeland.
last Wednesday evening at the
Mrs.
Cyrus
Mulder
was
the
assistBecome
Vicious
Whol*
Cantor
Sections
parsonage of North Holland by
ing hostess. Games were played
Rev. H. Msassen. They are living
Choico SsUction
on the farm of his father, John
You can’t trust a buck deer in during the evening,and a twoMeal for Salads.
course
lunch
was
served.
The
brideVan Der Zwaag.
fall. Tame or wild, they become
Cooatry Club fancy Florida - (Giant oan 11c)
Dossorts, Cocktail*
bad actors when the breeding sea- to-be received many attractive
son
approaches. For this reason gifts. Besides the hosteasesand the
Tali
The following members of Mrs.
Tall 14-ox. can
3 can*
our State Departmentof Conserva- peat of honor, others present were
Pino’s Sunday School class of the
Mrs.
John
Van
Nuil,
Mrs.
Gerold
tion officials find it necessary to
Second Reformed church, Zeeland,
14«A-Ib.
warn persons holding wild deer in Post, Miss Dora Berghorst, Miss
M1CH1GAX MAID
ft
attended a party at the home of
sack
captivityto be extremely careful Margaret Postma, Mrs. Harold Ter
fall Milltd By* floor 8 lb. sack 13c
Ada C. Boone last Friday evening:
Haar, Miss Esther Mulder, and
Mrs. Rosamond Berghorst, Mrs. in handling the animals at that Mrs. Bartel Mulder.
time. But in spite of these warnJoan Nagelkirk,Mrs. Ward Keppel,
(8 pound bag IBe)
fall of Dates and Rat*
ings each season brings its casthe Misses Anne Wyngarden, AnCountry Club Quick Oats Lgo. pkg. 17c
ualties.Just recently a 76-yeartoinette Van Koevering, Sena TelRayi-N-Date •'-d
1 Oc
old man, living near Fenton, was
genhoef, Claire Wierenga, Mary
Santa Clara - 70-80 Si**
lb* 1 9€
feeding
a
seven-point
buck
at
his
fresh
Sworn
Eataoro
Stout, Hannah Mae Borst, and Ver.
home when the animal charged
na Rogers, and Mrs. Pino.
po^nd
him gnd wounded him critically.
Or Spaghetti
lb.
Governor
The deer had been a pet and
Highest Quality
Hot Dated" Spotlight
balk
Professorand Mrs. D. H. Krom showed no signs of viciousnessin
Frank D. Fitzgerald
Avondale
Coffee (3-lb. bag 43c)
1 5c
inga and sons, Charles and Carl, the past. A “tame” buck after
ov Kenyon
"cL!
of Grand Rapids were guests at passing one year of age becomes a
THE
Sara Time and Washing
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. treacherousanimal each fall.
fOR LOWEST PRICE i /,v TOWS
Lieutenant Governor
fancy
f 9C
Scot-Towels
«>u*

<Uy.
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Too Many Deer
Michigan

A

Must Be Killed

1

left

Book

A

_

ding

KBOGEBI

25 TONS - COOKIES

COJDjhMjALMTHISWEEK

y#

—

1 .11

__

J

— ^—
p.y
post

FANCY HIGHER

— —
^

.

PRICED VASIETIS5

CHOCOLATE WINDMILL

^

PUFFS

STRAWBERRY

RAISIN I H

OATMEAL
PEACH CBEAM
Cub

FRUIT

10

COCKTAIL GRAPEFRUIT
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

TO

_

2»u55c

BUTTER

o

••••••••

10c

Q

^cxa£^

£

STORE

3

Luren D. Dickinson

Harry F.

You’ll be calling for

Cotpot Rive* *nd Eighth

__

SALE NOW ON THRU

opts

SATURDAY

YEAST TABLETS
60c PEPSODENT ANTISEPTIC
60c CALIFORNIA SYRUP OF FIGS
50c LYON’S TOOTH POWDER
$1.00 1R0NIZED

25c

BAUME BENGAY
NOXZEMA CREAM

30c

HILLS CASCARA QUININE

75c

250

62c

DANDERINE

Miller Dunckel

Vernon

J.

YONKER’S

36c
29c

..

.......

2 for 25c
...

20 West 8th

St,

for Cool Homing* - Country Club

Pancake

3
Crackers 2

with

it, and

other Form-

estate.

styles, in our corset

Q

Carl E.

0

John Vanderwerp

one

State Representative
Nelson A. Miles

pstoe SalsaleoiniLimeKkkey.
IWater.
LithiatedLemon.
Lemon lime, loot

77c

13 East 8th St.— Holland

0

Elbern Parsons

IT IS

Special

AUTOMATIC IR0NERS
Irons

TO

One of the Fisher Bros.

William Wilds

Quickly

Bottje

Daniel F. Pagelsen

B

J.

0

Fred Van Wieren

Thomas Mahan
Drain Commissioner

Regularly $59.95

B

Willard B. Bloemendal
John K. Winter

RINSO

supply]

With every Automatic Washer aold
ginning today and ending Oct. 29

“We

Vogelzang Hardware Co,
aah.
Holland, Michigan

Square

County Surveyor
Carl T. Bowen

VOTE FOR THE

* Hsr* k a

a

LINCOLN NOV.

PARTY

8. IT IS

LARGE BALLOT.

CONGRESS
practical

Latoosa

»

3c

1

IN

Political Advertising

btudneanmn of Dutch descent,

to

your Breakfast

fc

1

Wheat

Puffs

pkg

$c

Margot* - OTekoe

Tarty - Crunchy

Tea

u-ifc.

rtf.

27c

DONUTS

CM> Super-Casbooated

ALWAYS

ALL VARIETIES -

FRESH

4E25c

a

OF

\

-

Mod*

Snvnral Timng

Evtry

Day

CHEESE BREAD
Adds Color and flavor
Sandwiches

to

mIOc

bHalloween

2>/2c

1

4

25c

FEED
MASH
Wmoo

>£* 91.30

Weeoo BalancedEgg

Z* M.80

-

1

0c

16*

Dairy

$1.20

Ask about Kroger's fill

a*.

39c

Applet 10

u»-

29c

1

7c

Hubbardson

-

COMFLITI
or

OCT

15

p^k

tKT

100-lb. bag 98c)

-YEARLING LAMB-

Lamb Roast

“*

Armour'*Star - Sheep

Oysten
"
Sirloin

C.Q.

RING
Wo

aggressive fighter for the people’sinterest He
I

Bo Done Forever with

MdUylsm.

1

Frankfurter**

nation*

I

“>

LAMB-ISc
2ftc Lamb Chop* *
rarer

Intoleranceof man."
Which appeals to you? The ballyhoo of politicians or facto axpressed by there who knew the sit-

t

Banana*

Wesoo BalancedScratch

Poultry Servian

LEG O'

-

VOTE DEMOCRATIC

5c

Yellow fruit

said:
refused to resort to fores

there were no father Use children,
no wldowad mothers left as tragic symbols of the stupidityand

Let’s

FEEDS

riot

agreement waa settled reasonably and sanely. There was no
aftermath of rancor and hate,

THE

«<*

U. 8. No. 1 - (Bashol 60c

thorn to sit down with ns and talk
It over. They did, and the dis-

.

knows hew and an kelp you fot strong representslion, effidont economicalgovernment. Let Urn
represent YOU . . Vote for bin, November 81*.
.

CORN

Wheatiei p*
Country Club

• 23c

POTATOES

had faith In their inherent goodness and in the inherentgoodness

SECOND COLUMN ON THE

TO

Adds

(Bogularlj 3 tor 25c)

Applet 10

of their employers. Wo asked

TUNIS JOHNSON

Pumpkin "tJ^IOc

3c

1

BRITTLE & 10c

Spys

—to dub and shoot down American working men. Wo havo faith
in Um dignity of human life. Wa

TO SEND
be-

»>

Snow Whit#

Governor Murphy

i

0

Kraut 3Ho.SVroan.15c
Country Club

15c

<—

23c

Avondale Sauer

Orange

CREAMS

4

Candy

CAULIFLOWER

which the troopa could not have
handled.”

County Coroners

$39.95

Black and

7ftc

Balanced

Lieut CoL Samuel D. Pepper,
udge advocate general of the Michigan National Guard said:
“Any attempt on the part of
the National Guard Troops forcibly to eject sit-downstriker*
from General Motors plants in
Flint during the recent labor
trouble would have resulted in
bloodshed,delayed peaceablesettlement and provoked

SPECIAL

13c

Pees

Corn
0c

1

any

Pumpkin

force.”

8
Circuit
Court Commissioners

SAVE $20.00

^

BEANS

21c

for Halloween

William S. Knudsen (Vice Pres.
Gen. Motors) said:
MLet’s get away from talk of

Register of Deeds

Frank

(2nd

largest stockholder in General Motors- said:
“I would rather lose our plants
than lose the life of a single
American working man.”

Fred Den Herder

0

Tender

Standard White

2*8 SiM

County Clerk

YOUR ADVANTAGE

Whole

ORANGES

AND WERE INTERESTEDIN
PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT

Frank Van Etta

0

LARGE SHRIMP

CALIFORNIA VAUNCIA

THOSE WHO KNEW THE FACTS

Sheriff

County Treasurer

and Smoothly

FREE

fines at

Grape and Straw-

SAY:

Week

3

STRIKES HAVE BEEN MADE
AN ISSUE BY POLITICIANS

|

•••••••• 0

BANTAM CORN

llaek and Orange - Jelly

1m*w

berry Seda.

Prosecuting Attorney

0

National Washer-ironer

-

Beer. Orange,

«SAVE wiih SAFETY »
ai your ?cxa& DRUG STORE

7H(

GINGER ALE

$5.00

Political Advertising

lie

MACARONI

Mapea

State Senator

Holland. Michigan

.................

Un> OU

Dog Food 6

16c

...

M

29c

4

CANDIES

Woooo flaky

department today!

United State* Representative

0

10

HALLOWEEN

Soap bar J^c

round the body stretch,

KnooihoizeD Shoppe

Phone 2568

25c

with np and down and

fit

DRUG STORE

46c

..............

bar.

Chipto-Oxydol £ 20c

Sec

Brown

6

Naptha

P and G

a trim Talon fastener.

Auditor General

Q

it

2 for 57c

PONDS TISSUES

$1.00

4*

5eautlful N«w
cord laid paper will qivt
your leftm o hondtomeappearance

roii*

23c
IQg

roii.

ioned entirely of Laztex

it’s zipped together

Holland, Mich,

Pels

again and again. Fash-

State Treasurer

Holland's Busiest Drug Store

OATS

floooo Ti***o 4 roll* Ito

*CORD

Rate Drugs

79c

Standard Quality

3
Clifton Tissue 3

Kelly

Q] Thomas Read

Q

23c

Scot-Tiiiue

CREATION

Attorney General

G

PILLSBURY'S FLOUR

1000 Shoot*

Secretary of State

Q

23c

PRUNES

Oko

23c

TOMATO JUICE c^Z.

^

Nut

“

3

**

Steak

23c

Casing

3c
III THIS EASY

Bacons

Sliced

19c

Country Club - (Cello,pkg.)

•tore.

t Have

dark poach

25c Haddock
&12ttc
fillet*

&tlc

~

Beef

17cm 21c

C. Q. Shoulder

sPSwrjgfS
i

BOLOGNA

*-*»- * 15c

Accept Welfare Orders and Cash W.

Jemee C. Vcrhey—Grocerieg
Ralph Willie—Meat*, 12 W. 8th 8t
Gee. EUander— WaahinftoaSquare
JohaSdjuIHug— 372 ten. Ave.
Mike Veele— 12th at WaakT?
N. Van Koevering— Zeeland
j

-Pol Adv.

1

Kb

P. A.

Chocks

flavorsstar ini
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ELECTION OF OFFICERS SUNDAY SCHOOL MEET AT
HAMILTON
FEATURE AT FELLOWSHIP

HOLLAND GETS TULIP GIFT

Charles D. Karr company of
CLASS MEET
The Allegan County Sunday Holland has donated 75,000 tulip
bulbs to the city for mass plantMr. George Eilander, retiring School Council announces the tenth ing on Michigan Ave., which is
president of the Fellowship class annual Children’s Division Insti- US-131 on the south side of the
of Bethel Reformed church, of tute to be held in the First Re- city. This will add one-fourthmile
which William Mokma is teacher, formed church of Hamilton on to the eight miles of lanes already
presided at a meeting held Tuesbeing planted by the city, accordday night, and the following offic- Saturday afternoon,Nov. 5 at 2:00 ing to S. H. Houtman, manager of
o’clock.
All
children's
workers
of
ers were elected for the ensuing
the Tulip Time festival.
year: J. Welling, president; B. the county, and also parents,pasBoes, vice president;Mrs. J. Wig- tors and superintendentsare urgAnother $500 was paid off on the
gers, secretary;Mrs. J. Lightvoet,
ed to attend.Mrs. Edith Walvoord Third church, Holland, debt the
treasurer;and Mrs. J. Nieboer,asof Holland, state chairmanof the past week by the general treasursiffstant secretary-treasurer.
The program, announced by Mr. committee on Children’sWork, and er, Jack Marcus. This reduces the
Boes, consistedof selections by a superintendent of Ottawa County outstanding indebtednessto $2,100.
male quartet composed of Herbert Children'sWork, will be the disand Simon Wybenga, Arthur Grev- cussion leader. Arrangements for
The members of young men’s
engoed, and Fred Plump; readings the meeting are in charge of Mrs. class, with George Mooi as teacher
by Edgar Holkeboer, and an ad- H. D. Strabbing of Hamilton, Al- entertained guests at a social meetdress bv the Rev. C. A. Stoppels. legan County Superintendent
of ing in Beechwood school on WedAbout 30 attended the meeting.
the Children’sDivision.
nesday.
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AUTO PLATES HERE; LOW
NUMBERS NEXT YEAR

Your Conscience Be Your Guide!"

For Changing
PCKlN" A W1NNEQ
IN A mocwt-oace
19 A ONCW

Foliage in Fall

COMPAOEO TO

REVEAL COLOR
PHASES AND BEAUTIFUL

SCIENTISTS

PICKIN' A

ON

WINNCQ

TU19
©ALLOT /

LEAF ARTISTRY

ager of the Holland license bureau,
at 56 East Eighth St. The plates
include low numbers, beginning
with "1," this year, contrary to

tioxm.i. i rniri n

the Departmentfor Forest Botany
at the New York State College of
Forestry. “The riot of colors iri
the leaves of many forest trees at
this season of the year is due to a
mixture of four colors—green, red,
yellow and brown.

"With the coming of autumn
with its attendantchanges of
light and temperature, the leaf

Here’s VALUE that IS VALUE! For a limited time only Brointer’soffer
the KARR SPECIAL mattress, speciallybuilt to our own specifications
and containing a genuine KARR spring constructionthat is unconditionally
guaranteed for 5 years. You want a mattress that will BE comfortable
and that will STAY comfortable, and the KARR SPECIAL mattress fits
the bill. The Karr unit is famous for comfort, and the whole mattress is
built to give you greater value at a lower nrice than ever before. Get better
sleep for years to come by buying a ROYAL mattress today. Note the
features!Note the price
!

red pigment in autumn leaves,
however, is producedduring the

Help Stock Other

Waters

These
Features:
KARR

spring unit

Guaranteed 5

years.

Sisal Insulating Pad$
for Greater Durability.

Your choice of imported

RAYON DAMASK

fabrics

of high quality.

Long

fibre cotton felt! Pre-

built B o r d e r s ! Ventilators !
Handles! All the big features!

WHY
This Offer
Is Possible:
Since Karr spring
structions

SPRING CONSTRUCTION
con-

are made

in

Holland, and are more
widely known here than

anywhere else in

Permanently comfortable!It
will never iaq because each
spring, twice-tempered for supreme resiliency,is coiled in
that "hour-glass"shape which
buoys up weight instead of flatteninq under pressure.

the

world for their comfort

and durability qualities,
we asked the Karr Company to get us some

EXTRA VALUE

mattresses that hundreds of Holland people would want.
The result is the KARR
SPECIAL mattress which
we obtained because we
know that Holland pe<nle
will want lots of thrm.
This quantity, plus the cooperation of the Karr

Company makes

Will keep its shape! Us springs
wound in opposing right and
left coils (see slelch abovel so
that if a spring lands to lean in
ona directionits neighbor'stendency to lean in an opposite
direction will permanently
ogualiraell tensionand prevent
any "lean."
ore

it possi-

ble for us to offer gr^t**!
value in the KARR SPE-

CIAL

mattress than

in

any other mattress we
have ever sold at this

Mr. Slagh stated, as they have not
yet been received at this office.
The shipment of plates which is
being distributed Includes 9,600
sets of passenger plates, 360 sets
of veterans’ plates,1,200 sets of
commercial licenses, 850 pairs of
farm commercial, 1,500 seta of
trailer plates and 50 pairs of trailer coaches. Weight of the shipment
is 14,000 pounds.

ikAAi

BOY PEPPERED

WITH BIRD SHOT

AMERICAN
LEGION

fading of the green pigments. This
fading lets the light bring about
the chemical reactions between the
sugars and the tannins and possibly other substances that form
the red pigments. That light does
play an importantpart is sugThe next regular meeting fnllfl
gested by tne fact that the ml
coloration is most abundant in on the evening of November 9th.
sunny climatesand bright seasons; with John Althuis as chairman and
also by the fact that if a leaf is R. Rutgers, M. Hadden, Ben Lievintensely shaded by other leaves, it ense and M. De Lin arranging the
will not turn red. The yellow pig- lunch and program.
» • •
ments are present in all red leaves
but are not visible because the red
The Club Rooms underwent quite
outshines the yellow. The oaks,
a change since we last met. Remaples and sumacs have either painted, floor scrubbed, and parlarge amounts of sugar or tannin tition taken out. It gives quite a
or both in their leaves and conse- bit of extra room with the chairs
quently show the most brilliant set up across the end.

NEWS

Painful injuries were received by
Charles Bell, 13, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Bell of rural route
4, and Dale Van Ostcrhout, 10.
also of route 4, when hunters accidentally peppered them with bird
shot Tuesday afternoon near Pine

WTVVWTTWTWWWWWW Creek

PROMINENT DIVINE WILL BE
HERE ALL SUNDAY
The Rt. Rev. Lewis Bliss Whittemore, bishop of western Michigan, and thereforepriest in charge
of Grace Episcopal church, Holland, will spend all day Sunday at
the church here in a full program
of services.
The bishop will be in charge of

school.
Holy Communion, at which the
The accident occurred when Jo- church school will make ita corseph Ter Hoorst and John Ter poral communion,at 8 a. m. Sun-

Hoorst of 143 Fairbanks Ave., and
Ray Zietlow of 338 East Sixth St.
sighted a rabbit. Joe Ter Hoorst
and Zietlow fired and hit the boys.
The youngsters were playing a considerabledistance away, it is believed, because of the small distance that the shot penetrated.
Bell, the more seriouslyinjured,
ran a half mile to his home before
reaching aid. He was treated at
Holland hospitaland discharged.
reds.”
The accidentwas investigatedby
• • •
"Brown is due to several sources,”
says Dr. Meier. "Yellow pigments
Keep the Hope - Olivet football Deputy Sheriffs William Van Etta
known as flavenes break down and game in mind for the night of and William Kruithof.
giveYise to brown coloration; prob- November 4th. A block of some 90
ably oxidationof other substances seats has been reserved for Leglike tannins in the cell wall brings ionaires and their wives until the SELF INTEREST MUST BE
CURBED; LACK OF CONSIDabout the same brown color which game start*. Your Legion cap or
ERATION FOR WORKER
occurs in wood when exposed to card is your admission.
SPELLS FAILURE
light for a long time. Autumn coloration is most brilliantwhere
Every ex-serviceman is invited
transition from summer to autumn to attend the Armistice Day pro"We have more pent-up wants
is rather abrupt.” This explodesthe
gram at the high school on Nov. than at any time since the Civil
theory held by nearly everyone ilth. All are asked to meet at the War,” B. C. Forbes, pubisher of
that Jack Frost paints the leaves tower clock building at 10:30 and Forbes Business magazine, told apbeautifulin the fall.
march to the high school in a body. proximately 200 members of the

JAS. A.
212-216

RIVER

BROUWER

AVENUE

CO.

Holland, Michigan

Exclusive Headquartersfor Karr Unit Mattresses

Fluffy Pastel Blankets
40% WOOL
Each Blanket in “Cedar Treated” Gift
Box. Choice of exquisite colors. Regalar $3.75 at the introductory price of

$*.95
Come

in

and see them.

Deposit 50c and pay 25c

Weekly

MASS FURNITURE CO.
Phone 2011

Holland, Mich.

50

W. 10th St.

Ottawa

AND HAMILTON STREAMS

which group raised the fish in its
rearing ponds at Holllnd near
New Groningen on the old Zeeland
road.

The offer waa receivedfrom the
Holland organisation by North
Ottawa club officials and Herman
Poel, Felix IMinske, directors, and
J. N. Poel, secretary,were designated to get the fish from Holland
and supervisethe planting.
Plan Carp Work
A meeting of the North Ottawa
club board was held Tuesday night
and plans for obtaining revenue
from carp seining, either alone or
in co-operationwith the Holland
club, and establishment of rearing
ponds were discussed. In the past
few years the Holland group has
had carp seining right in Grand
river, Spring lake and Macatawa
lake, and has obtained considerable
revenue in this wav.
The rearing pond proposalawaits
an inspectionby Claude Lydell,
superintendent of the Comstock
Park hatchery, who is to determine
which is the best suited location
for a pond for rearing Ash. When
this report is ready and arrangements are completed on the carp
seining problem, a meeting of the
North Ottawa club will be called
by Carl T. Bowen of Spring Lake,
formerly of Holland, president.

day. Following tne service, a discussion of church problems at
breakfast in the guild hall will
continue until time for Sunday
school at 9:45. The bishop will also
speak at the usual 11 a. m. morning^prayer service.
first address in a new series
of talks on the Episcopal church
will be given by Bishop WhitteEmpty Ponds
more at the vesper service, 6 p. m.
Mr. Lydell waa in Holland reWith this series, the church will cently with his crew to empty the
again begin evening services, which rearing ponds at the club’s Conhave been discontinuedfor several servation park, east of Holland,
years. The services are arranged and distributethe fingerlingsin
especially for those who are unaole Lake Macatawa and streams near
to attend the morning services and Hamilton. Monday they removed
for adults who are planning to be the fish from the smallmouth bass
confirmed, but non-Episcopalianapond, Tuesday from the laraemouth
are invited to attend them. The bass pond and Wednesday from the
hour at which the series will reg- bluegill pond.
ularly be offered, 6 p. m., has been
The
he young fish were
---- placed in
arranged especiallyso as not to the rearing ponds early ii
June
under
conflict with the evening services to be raised into flngerlinj
rungs u
of other churches in the city.
supervisionof the club, which carArthur C. Barnhart,whose train- ries out this type of work each
ing includes completionof two year.
The program begins at 10:45 and Exchange, Rotary and Lions clubs years at Episcopal Theological
STAGE is very impressive.
at a joint meeting in the Warm school, Cambridge, is In charge of LOCAL YOUNG MAN
COUNTY-WIDE REPUBLICAN
Friend Tqvem Tuesday noon. "All the parish.
WEDS IOWA GIRL
RALLY
we need is a convictionthat all
The Old Clothes Drive will be the radicalismand experimentation JUNIOR WELFARE LEAGUE
The marriage of Miss Tracy
A great county-wide rally has put on in connectionwith the Toy and regimentation of power is
PLANS ACTIVITIES Hell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
been scheduled for next week Drive this year. Keep these two over, and we will become confident.
Adam Hell of Cibley, Iowa, and
Wednesday,November 2, at Grand projectsin mind while you are do- Let it be known that the removal
A business meetjng of the Jun- Gerald Appledom, son of Mr. and
Haven. The place of meeting has ing your usual housecleaning and of leftismis on the way, and then
been set for the Woman's club watch the papers for announce- make room for the greatest pros- ior Welfare League was held in the Mrs. Gerrit Appledom, 198 W. 17th
buildingof that city. A big parade ments as to the collectionof perity that the country has ever Woman's club building Tuesday Street,took place at 8 o’clockon
night. Members also discussed a Monday evening in the Appledom
with band and torch lights is sched- clothesand outgrown toys.
known.”
number of projectsto be undertak- home. The Rev. Fred Vander Weide,
uled for 7:30 p. m., and the meetHolland Furnace Co. made the en.
uncle of the groom, using the sining will convene at 8:00 p. m.
Holland’s representativesto the arrangements by which Mr. Forbes
Accordingto Mias Ruth Geer- gle-ring ceremony, officiated lx
beThe speakers of the evening will Wolverine Boys’ State last June
was brought here to speak. The lings, the dancing class was to be- fore a group of about 50 guests.
be Miller Dunckel of Three Riv- gave a very complete report of the
Rotary club called the joint meet- gin this Thursday in the Woman’s
The bride wore a floor-length
ers, candidate for state treasurer;activities of that group. The boys
ing of the service clubs.
club. Plans for a "fun night" to be gown of white satin with lace qroke
and Harry E- Kelley of Detroit, were S. Padnos, L. Harris and BidMr. Forbes began his talk by re- held sometime in November were and sleeves. She carried a bououet
candidate for secretary of state. der.
viewing the recent historyof bus- given by Mrs. John W. Van Put- of roses, swainsona, and snapdraHoward Fant, city attorney at
• • •
Grand Haven, has been appointed Mrs. Nicholas Hoffman, Mrs. iness, especially since the war, ten, and Mrs. Bernard De Pree, in gons, tied with a blue ribbon, while
general chairman. The committee Martin Jappinga, Mrs. Ed Slooter, which he views as the turning charge of the December project, In her hair she wore a band of
on veteran women and young Re- Mrs. A. Do — er, Mrs. Bertal Slagh, point in what he called the "drill said that orders will be taken for orange blossoms. The bridesmaid,
publicans were also named for the Mrs. Alfred C. Joldersma,Mrs. away from the so-called "privileg- plum puddingsas their monthly Miss Frances Appledom, a sister
of the groom, was attired in a
purpose of getting this group out John Kobes and Mrs. J. Rozeboom ed' classes to the man lower down." project.
The speaker cited the cases of
The recent purchase of reading floor-length teal blue satin with a
in attendance at this meeting. All
attended the Fifth Districtmeet- Russia,Germany and Italy, "where
tables for Holland hospital as a small jacket. She carried a bouquet
in Ottawa county are invited to be ing of the American Legion auxilordinary people have been put into gift from the league was approv- of pom poms and snapdragons.
there. A large committee and difiary held in Zeeland recently. Mrs.
ferent sub-committees have been Milford Beebe, district president, the saddle,but liberties have been ed, and it was decided to provide Arnold Appledom attended his
one more child with glasses. The brother as best man.
appointed by the general chairman, presided over the business meeting taken away.’’
The couple exchangedvows beincludingseveralfrom Holland and held in the morning. Appointments
The boom days of the ’20’s were rest of the evening was spent in
fore a pink
ik and white arejb, from
Zeeland. Those from Holland on for the year are: Mrs. Marion Mc- carried to extremes which could welfare sewing.
which was si
suspended a white wedthe receptioncommittee are: Mrs. Cauley, Grand Rapids, secretary not continue,the speaker said, and
ana wmen
which was aecKea
decked
Elbem Parsons, Charles A. Mc- and treasurer; Mrs. Burnette, then the country looked for a scape- PROGRAM FOR JUNIOR C. OF C. ding bell, and
with palms and bouquets of gladiBride, Ben Mulder, Aleta Zwemer, Coopersville,chaplain; Mrs. Bar- goat. Although he approved of the
HALLOWE’EN NEARLY
oli and dahlias.Lohengrin’s wedMrs. ElizabethHyma, Mrs. G. John bara Hosman, Comstock Park, re- early New Deal measures, Mr.
COMPLETE
ding march was played by Raymond
Kooiker, Mrs. C. Vander Meulen. habilitationchairman; Mrs. Ger- Forbes said that when measure
All entries in the iack-o'-lantern Bontekoe. He also accompanied
Committee for women are: Mrs. trude Van Der Wynen, Grand Ha- after measure was passed, he
Charles McBride, Mrs. Harry Orr, ven, child welfare chairman; Mrs. "could not help asking, as a canny contest for the Hallowe’en party Miss Eudora Vander Buntc who
Mrs. J. E. Telling, Mrs. William J. Antoinette Joldersma, Holland, Scot, ‘who is going to pay the to be sponsoredby the Junior sang “I Love You Truly” and “BeChamber of Commerce Monday cause.”
Olive. Mrs. John Winter. Young poppy chairman. Board members bill?”’
Following the reception,a wedThe speaker then described the night must be brought to the
Republicans’ committee:John R. are Mrs. Leona Whitten,Cedar
Dethmers, Vernon Ten Cate, John
continuance of New Deal policies, Chamber headquarters at Eighth ding supper was served by th«
Springs; Mrs. Robertson,Caledonia,
Galien, Mrs. R. Parkes. Veterans and Mrs. Margaret Jappinga, Hol- “as a result of which the depres- St. and River Ave. before noon on Misses Wilma Bronkhorst, Eleanor
committee: A1 Joldersma, Preston land. Mrs. Alta Squires of Rock- sion lasted longer here than in any Saturday, according to Bruce Veld- Prins, Audrey Beckman, and Marman, chairman of the committee on ian Van Huis, while Mrs. Bernard
Manting and Archie Vander Wall. ford is district vice president. place in the world.”
arrangements.
Deters was in charge of the kitAmong committee members from After a luncheon served by the
"The turning point came whet
Features of the party, which is chen. Mr. and Mrs. Adrian VanZeeland are: A. J. Van Koevering,
the
people
of
the
country
respondZeeland unit, distinguishedguests
Atty. JarrettN. Clark. Grand Hav- were introduced and gave a brief ed as they did to the proposal of the first project to be sponsored by der Wcide were among out-of-town
en, Spring Lake, and Coopersvilleoutline of the work to be carried recastingthe Supreme Court. That the newly-organizedJunior Cham- guests.
The couple left on a wedding trip
also have several members on the out the coming year. Mrs. Ella was gratifying,at least, to some ber, will be a parade through Holland to Riverviewpark, moving West and will be honor pests at a
committee.
Swanson, department president of of us who think that America has pictures, refreshments, clown acts reception to be held at the home of
o
Michigan;Mrs. Joan Danhof, de- the best form of governmentin the and other amusements.
the bride’s parents in Cibley. They
The annual business and social partment vice-president and poppy world," the sneaker said.
Leonard (Peenie) Dailey and Roy will be at home to their friends
meeting of the Adult Bible class chairman:Mrs. Pearl Goetz, past
As evidence of the passing of Young, Holland residents who were after Nov. 7 in Muskegon, where
of EbenezerReformed church was departmentnresident,and Amerthe turning-point,
and of official formerly professional circus clowns, the groom is employed.
“.u .
held last Friday evening, with the icanism chairman, and Department
recognitionthat the generalfeeling ' have been secured as funny men
The bride was honored at three
officers and teachers of the EbeneSecretary Bertha Proestall all gave of the people had changed, Mr.
zer Sunday School as special brief talks. Mrs. Swanson was Forbes cited the recent attempted for the evening.They are donating showers, one given at the Appleguests. An address entitled “Quit presented with a gift from the “purges," and then a statement their services for two performanc- dom home, another by Miss Marian
You Like Men" was given by the group by Mrs. Dickman, unit presi- from a source which the speaker es. The pair toured the country in Van Huis, and the third by the
girls of the Woolworth Co.
Rev. H. Fikse, pastor of the South dent of Zeeland, who presided at referred to only as a “spokesman 1923 as clowns with a circus.
Frizes which will be awarded in
Blendon Reformed church. Mes- the afternoon meeting. The Fifth at Hyde Park, who said, 'there will
Gordon Batey, 65, fromerly livdames H. Kortering and W. Van- District birthday party will be held be no more calling of names, and the jnck-o’-lantemand other contests are on display in the window ing six miles southwest of Fennden Belt furnished the special mu- at the Roosevelt hospital at Battle
no more TVA's; the government of Yonker’s Drug store at 20 West ville, crushed his right hand nad
sic. The entire staff of officers Creek, Nov. 16.
is going to work hand in hand Eighth St.
forearm in a corn shredder Wedneswas re-elected.The officers are:
with business.’
o
day afternoon. He was taken to
1L Kortering, president;Clarence Frank Baker, rural route No. 4,
“Yet we are spending more monAbout $8,000 in four per cent Community hospital, Douglas,
Dykhouse,vice president;Mrs. J. Holland,pleaded guilty to a charge ey this year. . . Today, we are still
E. Naber, secretary; and Mrs. J. of allowing a minor to use his au- where we were five and a half refinancingbonds have been sold where the arm was amputatedat
by Bethel church,according to Ger- the elbow.
F. Schortinghus,treasurer.
tomobile on his arraignmentbe- years ago. Today, however, the rit Nyboer, secretary of the deafore Justice of Peace John Galien people of America have sensed it, cons, following a meeting of the
Edward Hutchinson of Fennville and was given a fine and costs of and have decided that they prefer deacons last night. The church, by MASS MEETINGPLANNED FOR SUNDAY
is one of the June graduates of the $3.35 which he paid. Deputy Sher- more prosperityto more politics."
its refinancing, hopes to sell $23,law school of University of Mich- iff William Van Etta reported that The speaker forcast a* "new era of
A great mass meeting has been
000 in bonds to relieve a six per
igan who recently successfully Baker permittedhis 13-year-oldprosperity" if the Nov. 8 election cent
planned for Sunday afternoon in
mortgage.
passed the state bar. At present brother to take his automobile for indicatesthat "leftism in America
o
the Armory, at 2:30, when the Rev.
he is associated with his father, a drive Monday night. The youth has been checked, and the people
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bergren of H. B. Centz, a converted Jew, an
Marc Hutchinson, at the Michigan was reported to have driven are determined now that AmeriChicago were in Fennvilleover the ordained Presbyterianminister,
Fruit Canners, Inc., where he will through the yard of Frank De Rid- canism is more important than
week end and completed the sale who before his coming to the Unitcontinue for some time.
der, rural route No. 4, Holland, these other ‘isms.’’’
of their house on Maple St. to Mr. ed States lived in Russia.Germany
The speaker pointed out the vast and Mrs. Carl Walter. It is now oc- and Czechoslovakia, will address
causing damage and tearing down
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence a clothesline. Mr. De Bidder gave needs of America, built up by cupied by Mr. and Mrs. Zenoah
the gathering on the
Boeve, Friday, Oct 21, an eight and chase and obtainedthe license num- means of stinted buying during the Woody, who plan to move soon to
subject, "God and
a half pound son named Calvin bers of the car. Officers traced its depression years, with the conse- South Haven, after which it will be
the Red Network.”
ownership to Mr. Baker and plan- quent potentialperiod of prosper- for rent.
.
He will deal with
ned to file a reckless driving ity. He warned business men to
Communism, the nachange
their
tactic*
in
the
new
Mrs. John H. Crane, of Fenn- charge against him but filed the
ture of it, the menMrs. H. J. Potter suffered a fracille entered Blodgett hospital, other charge in learning the facta prosperity, replacing the former tured ankle and has been confined
ace of it, and what
Grand Rapids, last Wednesday for of the case. Baker told officers he lack of considerationfor the work- to her home. Her husband who has
the attitude of the
further treatment. Her daughter, did not know his brother had tak- ers.
Christian should be
"I urge business men not to fail been seriously ill is improving and
.
Mrs. Ethel Cole, is assisting in her en the
toward it. The relahopes to be out again soon.
themselves
or
others
in
their
own
care at Blodgett. Mrs. Crane was
tionship of Jews to
interests
or
in
the
interests
of
the
Marion
Petersen,
daughter
of
Mr.
seriously ill at Douglas hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kardux
H B. U°mmani8ffi will al-.
some six months ago. She is well and Mrs. Fred Petersen,Fennville, public. That is the only cure, as I and Mr. and Mrs. Sam Habing of REV
rF\T7 B0 h® discussed. This
sustained a bad cut; over her eye see it, for the economic ills that Holland are planning for their trek
known in Holland.
mass meeting is
and one leg bruised, and ligaments have afflicted our country. Go to to the state of Florida in the near sponsored by the City Mission,the
------ - o
The children of Gibson school torn on one ankle which was it."
future.
Wesleyan MethodistChurch, and
-o
are painting cat-tails and milk- placed in a cast, when she darted
Immanuel Church. Mr. Cent* will
Mn. Delbert Myer of Per
Fennville Rev. and Mrs. Teunis Muilenberg
weeds for winter bouquets. Un- suddenly from behind parked cars
also speak at the morning service
ipanied
__
_
______
accomt
into
one'
driven
by
Mrs.
Otto
JorMrs.
George
Myer
doubtedly tie milkweeds will stand
of Holland hope to take a trip of Immanuel Church on “The
still long enough for posing but gens. Mrs. Jorgens, who was bf Holland and Mrs. Harvey Dose- through the western states and Things
ngs Which Jesus Gives,* and
cat-tails are another matter again driving slowly, suffered from shock man of Kalamasoo. went to Chica- then visit iheir daughter in Cali- at the evening
______ . ____
service on “The
fco Friday to spend the week end.
of the accident.
fornia during the winter.
unless the cat's asleep.
Shepherdof Israel."

young
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AT LEAST 30,000 FINGERLINGS GO TO GRAND HAVEN

WWW

Note

Ponds

former practice.
Thlrty thousand bluegill fingerThe southernhalf of Ottawa lings were planted by officera of
county will be indicated by the let- the North Ottawa Rod and Gun
ters "OA” .on the plates, while club in various bayous near Grand
"OT” will show residence in the Haven last week.
northern half of the county. AnThe small fish were planted in
other change this year is the use Steams bayou, Millhousebayou,
of only one form of application Pottawattomie bayou and Spring
blanka for all kinds of cars as an lake following acceptance of an
economy measure.
offer of the fingerlings to offidala
Persons desiring to buy half- of the North Ottawa club from the
year plates should apply Jan. 1, Holland Fiah and Game club,

“Frosta hasten but do not cause
the coloration of leaves in autumn/'
says Dr. Henry F. Meier, head of

"The red color is due to a pigment
known as orythrophvllor anthocyan.
Some plants normally have a large
amount of this red pigment dissolved in the liquid part of the
cells of the leaves as in Japanese
maples and copper beeches. The

Holland

This morning the new license
plates for next year went on sale
at the office of Bertal Slagh, man-

visible.

AL MATTItl'SS

I

"Let

ceases to manufacturegreen pigments (chlorophyll. The chloropnvll
already present soon fades and the
yellow pigments fcorotin and Xanthopyll)which are already present
with the green pigments, become

wurs
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
MANY FARMS POSTED
AGAINST BIRD HUNTING

GENERAL

ELECTION
NOTICE

IS

HEREBY GIVEN, That a

But*

Thousand* of hunters invaded
the woods and fields beginning
Saturday, the opening day of the
pheasantand ruffed grouse season in the southern half of the
state. Many farmers have posted

General

Its True

___ II

_____

IHC MAH HHOSt

?_!

Mr. and Mn. Henry Beek and
childrenattended a shower honoring Miss Elisabeth Emmalander of
Hudsonville who will aoon become
the bride of Alvin Elden, at the
home of Mr. and Mn. Henry Elden on Wednesday evening.

SlLMA SAUTtRHA*

FtfTAPiTMRU
FKKTLON6-

their lands, forbidding hunting,
because of losses resulting from
killing of stock and poultry, and
damage to fences by careless hunters in former years. Not all hunters are inconsiderateor careless,
but because of unsportsmanlike
conduct of a few, the hunters who
wish to heed property rights of
owners are excluded from many
good hunting areas. The season
ends Oct. 81.

Vries and children on Wednesday
evening.

lAMRAmmAUHOf-

1

MWAmttrr-sPonrM
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Of VOAML NffaHT-

1

Mrs. John Vander Kooy entertained with a birthday party honoring her daughterBernice’s 10th
birthday anniversary.
7. Those present were:Martha Van
in Regenmc
Regenmorter,
Helen
Mae Van
Noord. A.
Arlene
---- Noord,
Beek, Althea Van Dyke, Jane Ann
De Jonge, Delia De Witt, Loll
Lois De
Kleine,
Adelaide
. ------- Van
•— Rnee,
*vuee, Ann

fHtsTTHomnofm*

MMAMHKBomt"

mm&mmmrn,

OF GLOVOt,
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Case Orders New

-

ON

TUES., NOV.

..

At the place or

places of holding the Election in said City

WARD —

Lincoln School, Columbia Ave. and
11th St.

SECOND WARD

THIRD

— Second Story of Engine House
No. 1, 63 West 8th St.

WARD —

G. A. R.

Room, Basement Floor, City
Ave. and 11th St.

Hall, Cor. River

FOURTH WARD
I'

I F

T

— Washington School, Cor. Maple
and 11th St.

H WARD

—

1st. Precinct — Polling Place, College
and 19th St.
2nd. Precinct— Longfellow School,

24th St.

SIXTH

WARD — Van

Raalte Ave. School House,

Van Raalte Ave. between 19th
For the purpose of voting for the election of the
followingofficers, viz
:

STATE
Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of State, Attorney General, State Treasurer, Auditor General.

CONGRESSIONAL
Representative in Congress.

LEGISLATIVE
State Senator, Representativein State Legislature.

1!

COUNTY

Prosecuting Attorney, Sheriff, County Clerk, County Treasurer, Register of Deeds, Auditor in Counties electing same,
Circuit Court Commissioners, Drain Commissioner,Coroners, County Surveyor, County Road Commissioners, and
such other officers as are elected at that time.
Also To Vote on the Following:

i.

1. To Amend

the Constitutionof the State of Michigan
extend the term of office of County Clerk, Prosecuting Attorney, Sheriff, Treasurer and Register of Deeds to four
years.

to

2. To Amend

the Constitutionof the State of Michigan to
provide for the appointment of Justices of the Supreme
Court.

3. To Amend the Constitutionof the State of Michigan to
prevent the diversion of Highway Revenues.
4. A Referendum of

Act No. 257 (Senate Enrolled Act 99)

of the Public Acts of Michigan of 1937.

THE POLLS
and

will
•lection.

open at 7 o’clock a. m.
until 6 o’clock p. m., of said day of

of said election will be

remain open

OSCAR PETERSON, City Clerk.

of Marion, 111., were supper guests
at the home of Mr. and Mn. Leonard Van Ess on Tuesday evening.

and useful gifts.

-

The Hope Gospel Team was in
charge of the Christian Endeavor
society of the Second Reformed

In the past applications for plates
requiredthe applicantto look over
some nineteen different forms before decidingwhich one to use. Mr.
Cose points out, that the single
application form will lessen the confusion to the applicant, in addition

Notice of

—

—

On Monday afternoon Rev. and
Byron Center society was the guest Mrs. G. J. Vande Riet attended the
of the local C. E. Next Sunday meeting of the Ministen’ Conferevening Mn. Angeline Lubbinga ence of Classis Zeeland held at the
will be the leader.
home of Rev. and Mrs. A. De Vries
to saving the state a considerable
sum for paper and printing.
Mrs. Nick Hooker was an all-day of Borculo.
The new 1939 applicationblank
visitor of Mrs. Neal Edema of ByMr. Gerrit Schaap has been conron Center.
will also be convenientfor owners
fined to his bed for a few days
of commercial vehicles, due to the
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis De Kleine with the flu, but is now on the way
I fact that the weight will be reand children are enjoying a few to recovery.
I corded on the same blank, thus
days in the upper peninsula.
Mr. Albert Voss and Miss Ruth
having the proper information on
Mrs. William Struik is enjoying Hazekamp were united in mar-,
one form.
a trip to Conrad, Montana,where riage at the home of the bride on
During the year 1938, some six
•he is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Ger- Wednesday eveningy Rev. Vande
and one half million forms will be
trude Palmbos. Mr. and Mrs. Riet officiating.Congratulations to
used and it is estimated by Mr.
George Vruggink and daughter of this popular young couple!
Case that this figure can be cut in
New Hope are staying at the Struik . The annual family visitation has
half by the use of this new applihome.
CWNUScrrlc*
cation form.
again been started in both congreThe followingattended an alum- gations.
ni dinner given by Bernard De
Rev. Harold Hoffman of Stone
Bow 'Portland’ Cement Gets Name
Mr. McClernan, working in a clothing factory, reported afterwards that he heard a terrificdetonaUon. Vries at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ridge, New Jersey, preached in the
"Portland” cement gets its name looked up and saw three fellow-workers
on the floor. He himself had been thrown over too. None was seriously John Rillema. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Reformed church on Sunday affrom the fact that the concrete hurt. But Mr. McCleman’s clothingwas spread all over the
Hop, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ter ternoon.
•
Haar, Mr. and Mrs. William Nyenmade from it resemblesstone quarMr. Pritchard is only two feet two Inches longer than his
'
Miss Alice Vande Riet is at preshuis on Thursdayevening.
ried on the island of PorUand. EngMiss Ssuterna weighed only one pound, was placed In a two-quart mUk bottle because the doctor on the
ent employed in the Nyhuis Beauty
oland. The mesh through which esse thought that would be a good place to keep her warm.
ZUTPHEN
finished high-gradecement is
Mr. G. J. Brower, who has been
Rev. and Mrs. S. Vroon, Mr. and critically ill, shows slight signs of
screened is so fine it will hold water.
HONOR
ROLL
OF
HOLlibrarv is distinguishedby a fine Mrs. Gcrrit Heyboer and Mrs. Nell improvement.
Warns of Arrest
LAND CHRISTIAN HIGH fire place of Caen stone. He din- Peuler left Wednesday for Alto, Mr. and Mrs. Veldt of South
On
Potato
Laws
ing room has an unusual beautiful Wisconsin,calling on Mr. and Mrs. Holland, 111., were week end guests
REGISTRATION NOTICE
Superintendent John A. Swets plastered ceiling of the Louis XV Titus Heyboer and witnessing the at the J. H. Koopman home.
Park Township
CommissionerJohn B. Strange of Christian high school today period, and a fire place of Siena installationservices for Mr. T.
The Overisel C. E. society held
of the Departmentof Agriculture,announcedthe honor roll for the marble.
— for—
Heyboer who will become the pas- a joint meeting with the Ebenezer
Allegan county, today instructed first quarter of the current Now this old land mark with its tor of the ChristianReformed Society Sundav evening at the
General Election
departmental inspectors to arrest semester.
historic atmosphere is to be chang- church at Alto. Rev. Vroon also Ebenezer church.
Tuesday, November 8, 1938
retailers found violating potato
Studentsreceiving all A’s are ed into a regular tenementhouse.
To the QualifiedElectors of Park jaw by misbrandingpackagesbe- Charles Bazuin, Lucille Bouman, It is said that the two beautiful
Township:
ing sold to customers. Cheat made Nellie De Leeuw, Theodore Lucas, rooms describedabove will be left
Notice is hereby given that in in cities disclosed that a number of Martin Sjaarda, Ervina Van Dyke, intact because of their beauty, but
conformity with the Michigan Elec- retailers were selling as U. S. No. Betty Warner and Myrtle Weener. the rest of the building will unFour A’s, other marks B: Mar dergo changes that fit in with
tion Law, I, the undersigned town- 1 stock potatoes that would not
ship clerk, will, on any day except meet the requirements of U. S. vin Bonzelaar, Genevieve Deur, apartment-house life.
Sundays, or any legal holiday, Commercial grade and it is this Cornelia Garvelink, Audrey Kalreceive for registration the name of practice that the departmenthead mink, Ardeane Koetsier, Lloyd
Park not already registeredwho is determined to check through Lemmen, Ralph Martinus, .Janet
Traces of Ancient Indians
Piers, John Pool, Clarence Pott and
may apply to me personally for arrests,if necessary.
Traces of ancient Indian life are
"Such
practices,”
declared
Dorothy
Van
Loo.
such registration.Provided, howabundant In the Grand canyon reThree A’s, other marks B: Dell
ever, that I can receiveno names Strange, "are not only fraudulent
but sene to tear down the repu- Boersma, Vernon Boersma, Julia gion.
for registrationduring the time
tation of Michigan poUtoes, which Grotenhuis,Margaret Huizenga,
intervening between the second
producers and handlers are fight- Grace Knoll, Corrine Pool, Jacobs
Saturday before any regular, specing to establish ahead of Maine and Prins, Emily Vander Vlies and
JAMESTOWN
ial or officialprimary election and
Idaho, the nghtfu
rightful place for the Milton Wyngarden.
the day of such election.
potatoes
____ state.
_____
tatoes produced ...
in this
Two A’s, other marks B: Alvin
Notice is hereby given that I will
Mr. and Mrs. John Ensing of
Retailers must mark every pack- Bonzelaar, Vivian De Weerd, Albe at my officein my home on
age of potatoes and must mark vin Dykema, Edvar Holkeboer, Forest Grove; Mr. and Mrs. John
Wednesday,October 19, 1938
properly as to grade if they desire Lois Kaashoek, Clarence Kamstra, Vander Kooy and children; Mr.
and
to avoid prosecutionfor violations.” Lois Bernice Klaasen, Por, Mar- and Mrs. William Ensing and sons;
Saturday, October 29, 1938
To assist in the purchase of a new or
tinus, Lois Por, George Vander Mr. and Mrs. Nick R<K>ker; Mn.
from 8 o’clock a.m. to 8 b’clock p.m.
Paul Ensing and children;Nelson
Ploeg,
Frieda
Vander
Veen,
Louis
on each said day for the purpose of
Celery in Dutch
Ensing and Mrs. Paul Nederveld;
used car or to borrow for other purVan Wieren and Gertrude York.
reviewing the registration and regMiss Ella Ensing gathered at the
One
A,
rest
B’s:
Cornelia
Bouistering such of the qualified elecMichigan’s celery is in Dutch.
poses using a car as collateral.
man, Richard De Ridder, Lillian home of Mr. Bert W. Ensing on
tors in said township as shall propPublication of a new bulletin, Essenberg, Alfred Hietbrink, Ber- Saturday evening to help celebrate,
erly apply therefor.
his birthday anniversary.
"Celery Production in Michigan,”
The last day for general regis- brought forth a suggestion within nard Jonker, Dorothy Mulder, Mildred Schrotenboerand Wesley Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wolting of
tration by personal applicationwill
Beverly visited Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
the Michigan State collegeexperi- Vryhof.
be
ment station staff that because All B’s: Marian Heerspinkand Tigelaar and daughter on Friday
Saturday. October 29, 1938
evening.
many celery growers farmin- the Antoinette Telgenhof.
from 8 o’clock a.m. to 8 o’clock p.m.
Miss Nancy De Zwaan who has
state’s muck soils are Dutch, perA. KRONEMEYER, Clerk. haps the bulletin would be useful
been employed in Ludington, is
TIME SURELY BRINGS
Park Township. to them in their native language.
spending a few weeks with her parCHANGES
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John De Zwaan.
So a printerwas found who could
Miss Alma De Vries was a guest
readily set type in the Dutch lanThe Grand Rapids papers are an- of Miss Florence Nederveld of Byguage, illustrative cuts were borrowed from the English edition, nouncing the fact that the old ron Center a few days last week.
and the result is “Selderijteelt in homestead where the late senator The first P.-T.A. meeting of the
Holland, Michigan
and Mrs. William Alden Smith liv- Jamestown school met at the
Michigan."
ed on the corner of College and schoolhouseon Tuesday evening. A
Logan Sts. has gone into the hands program was given by a group of
Park Township
of realtors, and the place that at the pupils and educationalpictures
one time was a social center and were shown by Dr. Rues. Officers
where illustriousstatesmen met were elected as follows:president,
ELECTION NOTICE
will be changed entirely. For 60 Mrs. John Wyma; vice president,
years Senator and Mrs. Smith lived Lewis Zagers. A social hour was
Member Federal Reserve System
Notice is hereby given that a in this beautifulhome which they enjoyed after the meeting.
General Election will be held in built. Many famous men and woMr. and Mrs. Marinus Van Ark
the Township of Park, Ottawa men in all walks of life were en- and sons of Holland were supper
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
County, Michigan, on
tertainedwithin these walls. The guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herman De
Tuesday, Nos-. 8, 1938
at the two voting precincts,one
on south side and the other on the
REPORT OF CONDITION OF
north side of Lake Macatawa in
said township. .
For the purpose of voting for the
Report of Condition of
election of the following officers,

-

-

aw

AUTOMOBILE

LOANS

Bank

Peoples State

mmmi

o—

OVERISEL

church on Sunday evening. The

building.
feet.

and 20th Sts.

•'

The applicationsfor 1939 Motor
Vehicle license plates will be made
on one standard applicationform.

1938

as indicated below, viz:

FIRST

Mr. and Mn. Raymond Van
Games were played and a delicious
two-course luncheon was served by Haitsma and family of Zeeland,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest De Weerd

Motor

Vehicle Applications

8,

Elden.

Henry Loeks, who was in St

]

Election will be held in the
City of Holland, State of Michigan

the bride of Alvin

Mary’i hospital in Grand Rapida
for two months with a broken leg,
returned to hia home.
Mr. and Mn. Andrew Brink, Mr.
and Mn. John Brink, Mr. and Mn.
Peter Johnson and Mn. Wm. Roon
attended the wedding of Reuben
Mae Petrolje, Kathnm Mae Vander Van Noord of Jamestown and Mias
Kooy, Nellie and Bernice Vander Henrietta Baker of Grand Rapids,
Kooy.
at the home of the bride’s parents.

$i$WHmHANl*6A..

SCoTLMP,

Mrs* Henry Elden entertained

Special Election

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

viz:

STATE — Governor, Lieutenant
Governor, Secretary of State, Attorney General, State Treasurer,
Auditor General.
CONGRESSIONAL — Representative in Congress.
LEGISLATIVE — State Senator,
Representative in State Legisla-

FOR PROPERTY OWNERS
Notice

is

hereby given that a Special Election will be held in the several

wards and precincts in the City of Holland in conjunction with the General
Election on Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1938 for the purpose of voting upon the
lowing proposition

fol-

:

of Holland, in the State of Michigan, and a member of the Federal
Reserve System, at the close of business on September 28, 1938,
Published in accordance with calls made by the Commissionerof
the Banking Department and the Federal Reserve Bank of this district on a date fixed by the Commissionerof the Banking Department and the Board of Governorsof the Federal Reserve System
pursuantto the provisionsof Section 82 of the Michiganfinancial

THE HOLLAND STATE BANK
of Holland, in the State of Michigan, a member of the Federal Reserve System, at the close of business on Sept. 28, 1938. Published
in accordance with calls made by the Commissionerof the Banking
Departmentand the Federal Reserve Bank of this district on a date
fixed by the Commissionerof the Banking Departmentand the Board
of Governorsof the Federal Reserve System pursuant to the provisionsof Section 82 of the Michigan financial institutions act and
the Federal Reserve Act respectively.

institutions act and the Federal Reserve Act respectively.

ture.

“Shall the City of Holland raise by loan the

sum

COUNTY — PresecutingAttor-

of $16,500.00 to be

ney, Sheriff, County Clerk, County
...... . ...... . ..............................
$1,059,096.83
Treasurer, Register of Deeds, Au- 1. Loans and discounts .......
ditor in Counties eelcting same, Cir- 8. United States Governmentobligations, direct and/
or fully guaranteed .................. ............. . ..............
. ....... 281,109.37
cuit Court Commissioners,Drain
......................
. ....... 262 226.06
Commissioner,Coroners, County 4. Other bonds, stocks, and securities
Surveyor, County Road Commis- 6. Banking house. $63,000.00Fum.-ftxtures,$20,881.84 ...... 83,881.84
...............................
182, 355.91
sioners, and such other officers as 8. Reserve with Federal Reserve bank
9. Cash, balances with other banks, and cash items
are electedat that time.
Also to vote on the following:
in process of collection — ..................
. .......... . ...............
423,232.99
To amend the Constitutionof 10. Cash items not in process of collection ..........................
3,822.88
the State of Michigan to extend the 13. Other Assets .............. ............... .................................
1,936.59
term of office of County Clerk,

used for the purchase 01 ihe so-called Tannery Property on West 8th Street
gether with a strip of land lying between 7th and 8th streets and running
Mill Street east to the property of the Associated

Truck Lines near

amount

of $16,500 00 be

issued thereforeand be payable as follows:

Bond No.

1

and

2

amounting to $1,500.00 August

Prosecuting Attorney, Sheriff,
Treasurerand Register of Deeds

1, 1939

TOTAL

-

-----

$2,297,662.47

to four years.

Bond No.

3

and

4

amounting to $1,500.00 August

1,

Bond No.

5

and

6

amounting to $1,500.00 August

1, 1941

Bond No.

7

and

8

amounting to $1,500.00 August

1,

9

and

10

amounting to $1,500.00August

1, 1943

11 and 12

amounting to $1,500.00 August

1,

Bond No.

2

LIABILITIES

—

14. Demand depositsof individuals, partnerships,
the Supreme Court
and corporations__________________________________ $ 643,840.73
3
To amend the Constitutionof 15. Time depositaof individuals, partnerships
the State of Michigan to prevent
and corporations.... ............... ......................................
1,153,287.86
the diversionof highway revenues. 16. State, wussv/f
county, and municipal \JU|SVDIVO
deposita ............................
.... ....................... 315,335.78
----- savinge
—
6,467,7!
4
A referendum of Act No. 257 17. United States governmentand postal
deposits..
(Senate Enrolled Act 99) of the 18. Depositsof other banks, certified and officers’
Public Acts of Michigan of 1937.
checks outstanding,etc.
.........................
r .................
8,672.03
Notice Relative to Opening and
Totals of Items 14 to 18 inclusive:
Closing of the Polls
Not secured by the pledge of loans and/
Election Law, Revision of 1931
or investments ...............................
. .................
$2,126,504.11
(410) Section 1. On the day of
any election the polls shall be
Total Deposits ......................
. ..........................
$2,120,504.11
opened at seven o’clock in the fore- 30. Other
______liabr
labilities
‘
____________
__________
_ ____________
••••••• ••••••••••
______
>•••••••••••••
11,669.92
noon, and shall be continued open 31. Capital Accoufit:
until six o’clock in the afternoon
Common stock 1,500 ahares,par $100.00
and no longer: Provided, that in
per
•..•.$160,000.00
townships the board of inspectors
Undivided profits— net .............. 9,698.44
of electionmay, in its discretion,
adjourn the polls at twelve o’clock
Total Capital Account --- -----_______ _
169,598,44
noon, for one hour, and that tha
TOTAL, Including Capital Account
...- $2,297,002,47
township board in townshipsand
the legislative body in cities and
villages may, by resolution,proI, C. L. Jalving, cashier,of the above-namedbank, do solemnly
vide that the polls shall be opened
•wear that the above statement it true to the best of my knowledge
at six o’clock in the forenoon and
may also provide that the polla and belief.
C. L. JALVING, Cashier
"ML
op1n nok to* than
Correct— Attest:
eight o dock in the evening of the
for the appointment of Justicesof

1942

—

catiu
tT-u.jm.x
---

—

Bond No.

1944

-

,

—

13

and

14

amounting to $1,500.00 August 1, 1945

Bond No.

15 and 16

amounting to $2,000.00 August

1, 1946

Bond No.

17

and

18

amounting to $2,000.00 August

1, 1947

Bond No.

19 and 20

amounting to $2,000.00 August

1,

together with interest at
to exceed

4%

a rate to be

fixed

by the

per annum, payable semi-annually on the

1948

share

bidder, bul not

first

day of Febru-

ary and August of each year?”

.

m

^

;

^

JAY

present end in line at the poll* at

«

TINHOLT
DEN HERDER
OUDEMOOL— Directors.

GEO.

seme dey. Evenr quelifle<felector

M.

B.

H.

The polls of said dection will be
State of (Michigan,county of Ottawa sa:
open at 7 o’dodc a. m. and will (SEAL) Sworn to and subscribedbefora me this 10th day of October,

*
I

1938.

A.

GEORGE

KRONEMEYER, Clerk,
Pwk

Township.

My

H.

DAMSON, Notary Public.

commission expires June 29, 1942.

$3,399,222.00

LIABILITIES
Demand depositsof individuals, partnerships,
and corporations
-------------------------- $1,310,401.97
Time depositsof individuals, partnerships,
and corporations
...............
..................
. 1,319,166.7$

14.

------

------

.......

16.
18.

State, county, and municipal deposits _________________________ 311,272.20
Certified and officers’checks outstanding,etc ...............Rio ao
Total of Items 14 to 18
w, 549.39

inclusive

Not secured by the pledge of loans
and/or investments
...........
..... $3,004,390.29

.....

Bond No.

__

TOTAL

To amend the Constitutionof
the State of Michigan to provide

1940

$1,761,114.38

.____

.

1—

Shall the bonds of the City of Holland in the

Loans and dlscounta.

2. Overdrafts
. ..... .. .
159.83
3. United States Government obligations, direct and/or
15,000.00
fully guaranteed . ................
10,909.29
4. Other bonds, stocks, and securities
0. Banking house, $40, (XW.OO. Furniture-fixtures, $4,700.00 44,700.00
8. Reserve with Federal Reserve bank _
1,464,737.98
9. Cash, balances with other banks, and cash items
102,580.88
in process of collections ..... ...... ....... ..........
20.79
13. Other assets

....

and

—

ASSETS

1.

....

the so-called Tannery Creek,

.
_

......

described as Entire Block “A-, West Addition to the City of Hollaed, to-

from

ASSETS

................

„ Tot<J Deposits
,

1
.........................
................$3,004,890.29

28. Reserve for interest, taxes, and other expenses

andunjyld

.....

....

.......................
.................

............

..

Dividends unpaid ...... ......... .................
30. Interestcollected, not earned
31. Capital account:

“X*.

.

Cojmmon

....

par

stock, 2,600 shares,

$250,000.00
76,000.00

40,982.69

Total Capital Account

••••••

TOTAL, includingCapital Account
I, Alfred C. Joldersma, Cashier, of the

^

9.00
22,378.89

$100.00 per share
Surplus ................
Undivided profits— net

u"

0,461.73

.........

................

*t*t*m“t

365,982.69

$8,899,222.60

above

“

named hi nk
to

.Krt J my

„ ALFRED C. JOLDEB8MA, Cuhter.
0o£"£-Attaet:

gMB

(.sm,
OTTO

P.

KBAMER—

Directors.\

of

My commlulon mini 0<4^iSfm8*- NIENHUIS- N,rt*w PaNk

•
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tion of 240 bulbs may be had for clothing we
i
wear, the care we became Christians.Other Chris,
Expires Nov. 5—17095
Lftftfti
ATTENTION— Stock owners. Free
. i
drive, tne houses we occupy, were tians finding it easier to breek
STATE OF MICHIGAN
serrice given on dead or disabled
Ten persona received fines for made by others for us. These oth- away from their former customs,
The Probate Court for the Coun- service given on dead or disabled
BRIDES:—
Eye, Ear, Mom sad Throat
various traflk violationsin Hol- ers may have different ideas of liv- were inclined to find fault with the
ty of Ottawa.
horses
and
sows.
Notify
ns
Mrs. Leonard De Free and Mrs. land, Police Chief Frank Van Ry ing, follow different ideals and persons who had carried over JewSpecialist
At a sessionof said Court, held promptly. Phone 9745, collect. By •magOMBt wi th a Nov York
K. Kalkman entertainedat a party reported here today. Those fined, measure their rights by what seem ish practices.Paul made it clear
(Over Model Drug Store)
at the Probate Office in the City of HOLLAND RENDERING WORKS.
Tuesday evening in the home of the with no addresses given, follow: to be odd standards,nevertheless,that this was all wrong, but that no
Holland, Mich.
Grand Haven in said County, on
latter in honor of their daughters, Gerhart Otte, Elwyne J. Maatman, it is not too much for all of them condemnation was due the man who
SalM wo ara able to taka ehargt of
Frances De Free and Betty Kalk- H. E. Comer, Mike Bieba, Abra- to expect just treatment from us. was conscientious in refraining Office Houra: 9-11 a.m. 2-5 p.m. the 14th day of October, A.D., 1938.
Present,
Hon.
Cora
Vande
Water,
man, both of whom celebrated ham Edwards, speeding,each fined Above all we miss the path of right from certain foods. He called on Evenings— Saturday 7:90 to 9 KM
all datafla,turn outfitting tko brido
R<*. 1771 Judge of Probate.
their birthday anniversaries.Dec- $5 but Maatman, who was fined living ourselves if we say or do all Christiansto exerciseconsider- Phonea: Office
In the Matter of the Estate of
orations were in keeping with the $6 and Comer, fined $10; J. Lind- anything that makes it harder for ation for others and to avoid hinto arranging tko tablon. Call Brido'a
Sena Redder, Deceased.
E. J.
Hallowe’en season and appropriate sey Miller, Henry Stroop and Har- others to attain the highest level dering them by insisting on their
Isaac Kouw having filed in said Wants to Buy all Kinds of Scrap Sarrteo.
games were played. Two laree ry R. Morris, failing to stop for of living possible for them. It was cutting loose from the past Christ
D. C, Ph.C.
Court his petition, praying for lic- Material,Old Iron, Radiators,Old
cakes graced the table. The two through street,$3 each; Eugene somethinglike this that Paul had died for all, and the acceptance of
CHIROPRACTOR
R08B CLOAK STORE
honored guests were presentedwith Denny, refusing to obey officer’s in mind in the lesson we are to Him as Savior is the chief thing, Office: Holland City State Bank ense to sell the Interest or said es- Batteries and other Jnnk. Beet
tate in certain real estate therein market price; also feed snd ingar
gifts. Those present included Miss- signal, $5; and Donald Van Huis, study.
not this or that custom.
Houra: 10-11:30 ajn.; 3-5 ft 7-8 p.m. described.
bags.
es Edith Mooi, Katherine Baker, running red light, $3.
ffmyffffffffftfffftfff
Paul was writing to Christians.
By ripht the Christian regards 190 East 8th
Holland
It is Ordered, That the 15th day
Angeline Lam, Claribel Dunnewin
He had in mind placing a high his privilegein Christ as the suPhone 2905
Expires Oct * —12814
of November, A.D., 1938, at ten o’and Elmer De Maat, John Heemstandard of conduct before the fol- preme good. This is his liberty.
NEW GRONINGEN
clock in the forenoon,at said ProSTATE OF MICHIGAN
stra, Gerald Bax, Charles Stoppels,
Expires Nov. 5—15751
lowers of Christ. He knew that This is his freedom. It was natExpires Nov. 12
bate Office, be and la hereby apThe Probate Court for the CounGerrit Swierenga,Harvey Sprick
STATE OF MICHIGAN
The boys' ball team lost to East more is expected of Christiansthan ural for the Christian who had
• •
pointed
for
hearing
said
petition,
and Don Lam.
ty of Ottawa.
Holland 23-14.
that they should be always seeking formerlybeen bound by Jewish
The Probate Court for the Coun
and that all persona interestedin
MORTGAGE
SALE
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
ty
of
Ottawa.
and
exposing
the
faults
of
others.
ceremonialismto want to make
School board meeting was held
The Rev. Clyde E. Wood, pasAt a session of said Court, held said estate appear before aald at the Probate Office in the City
The greater test of worth is to considerableshow of his new way
• •
*
tor of the Bible Witness Assem- in the school Monday evening.
Court, at said time and place, to of Grand Haven in said County,
study oneselfand see to it that no- of showing his religion. But in this at the Probate Office in the City of
Default
having
been
made
tn
the
bly of Zeeland for the past year,
Evelyn Doomward of Holland
show cause why a licenseto sell
has resigned his pastorate be- was the guest of Adelaide Middle- thing he does can accuse anybody there was danger, Test by parading Grand Haven in said County, on the the interest of said estate in said on the 4th day of October, A. D., conditions of certain mortgages
1938.
to
lose
heart,
to
conclude
that
try18th
day
of
October,
A.
D.,
1988.
his
liberty
he
bring
himself
and
cause of ill health. He came to hoek.
signed and executed by Carl Shaw
real estate should not be granted:
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- and Eva L Shaw, hla wife, as foling to be upright is foolish or that his Christianity into disfavor. There
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaZeeland from the Berean Baptist
It
is
Further
Ordered,
TTiat
pubMrs. De Jonge of Holland was yieldingto sin is not very serious. would be nothing gained by caus- ter, Judge of Probate.
ter
Judge
of
Probate.
lows:
church in Grand Rapids.
lic notice thereof be given by pubthe guest of her daughter, Mrs. G. A matter that was causing much ing others to despise them and their
In the Matter of the Estate o!
In the Matter of the Estate of
First: That mortgage dated Oclication of a copy of tnia order, for
The Rev. and Mrs. Chester Komejan.
John
J.
Cappon,
Deceased.
disputation and bringing certain religiousways. Besides, these matAda C. Bannister,Deceased.
tober 10, 1914. to Martin Dykemn
three successiveweeks previous to
Meenp of Atwood who spent sevSchool now opens at 8:45 in the persons under condemnationwas ters of eating or not eating, of
The
Michigan
Trust
Oompan;
Laura Winstrom having filed in
of Holland. Michinran, as morteral days with the latter’s mother, morning, 12:45 at noon, and closes the use of certain meats. There this or that custom, were not the said Court her final administration •aid day of hearing, in the Hol- having filed in aald court ita aixt
gagee, recorded on October 18,
land
City
News,
a
newspaper
printMrs. P. Holleman,East 13th St., at 3:30, a new ruling.
were Jewish restrictionshanded essentialevidences of membership account, and her petitionpraying
annual account as Trustee under 1914, In Liber 111 of Mortgages,
last week, were surprisedby their
Floyd Riemersma was confined down from Moses and added to by in the kingdom of Christ. Higher for the allowance thereof and for ed and circulated in said County.
the will of said estate, and its peti- Page 681, In the officeof the RegCORA
VANDE
WATER,
congregation Thursday night up- to his home due to blood poisoning latdV decisions,which some Jews factors than meat and drink make the assignment and distribution of
tion praying for the allowance ister of Deeds of Ottawa County;
Jiidge
of
Probate.
on their return to their home. They but is able to be about again.
thereof.
found it hard to give up when they the Christian man. He must show the residueof said estate.
and which said mortgagewas duly
A true copy.
were presented with an electric Joyce Nagelkerk,CarolineDe
It la Ordered, That the 8th day assigned to Albert H. Meyer on
his religion in nobler phases of
It is Ordered,That the 22nd day
Harriet Swart,
washer and $25 in cash. Mrs. Vries, Donna Van Voorst, Joyce
conduct than can be developed in of November, A. D., 1938, at ten
of November, A. D., 1988, at ten October 25, 1919, by assignment
Register of Probate.
Holland Township
Meengs was formerlyMiss Ger- Deters and Nelvia Riemersma all
strist nonformitvto ceremonials o’clock in the forenoon,at said Proo’clock in the forenoon, at said recordedin said Register of Deeds'
trude Holleman.
spent Saturday afternoon at the
aboot food and drink. His mission bate Office, be and is hereby apProbate Office, be and ia hereby office on October 14, 1920, in LiELECTION NOTICE
home
of
Miss Mary Kossen in
is servicein Christ’s name, a ser- pointed for examiningand allowExpires Nov. 5—17640
appointed for examining and allow- ber 97 of Mortgages,Page 454;
The Holland Lions club is now Holland.
vice that God and man approves. ing said account and hearing said
ing said account:
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
engaged in making arrangements
snd which said mortgagewas duly
Notice is hereby given that a This service will be present in the petition;
The Probate Court for the CounIt is Further Ordered, That pub- assigned to Fred Ter Haar and
for a White Elephant sale to be
General Election will be held in acts of righteosness,fair-dealing,
It is Further Ordered, That pub- ty of Ottawa.
lic notice thereof be given by pub- Mary Ter Haar, his wife, or to the
conducted here, the proceeds to
the Township of Holland, Ottawa peaceableness, and real jov in
lic notice thereofbe given by pubAt a sessionof said Court, held lication of a copy of this order, for survivor of either, on October 28,
be turned over to the club’s fund
County, State of Michigan, on
yeilding to the guidance of the lication of a copy of this order, for at the Probate Office in the City of three successiveweeks previous to 1922, by usignment recorded In
for the blind. The sale will be held
Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1938
Holy Spirit. The Christian’scon- three successiveweeks previous to Grand Haven in the said County, on said day of hearing, ip the Hol- said Register of Deeds' office on
in the store buildingat Eighth St.
cern should always be how he can said day of hearing,in the Holland the 7th day of October, A.D., 1938. land City News, a newspaper print- October 26, 1922, in Liber 97 of
at the township hall.
and CollegeAve. Saturday,Nov. 12.
October 30, 1938*
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water. ed and circulated in said county.
Such a sale was conducted two
Mortgages, Page 555.
For the purpose of voting for the serve, rather than how he can dis- City News, a newspaper printed
and circulated in said County.
Personal Rights and Where They election of the following officers, play his superiority.
Judge of Probate.
CORA VANDE WATER,
years ago and approximately $170
Second: That mortgage dated
After all it is how the Christian
CORA VANDE WATER,
In the Matter of the Estate of
Judge of Probate. April 16, 1928, to Fred Ter Haar
was realized. Holland merchants End— Romans 6:17-23; 14:21.
viz:
controlshis conduct that tells how
William J. VandenBerg,Jr., also A true copy.
Henry Geerlings
will be asked to contributeunsalaand Mary Ter Haar, his wife, or
STATE — Governor,Lieutenant he stands with God and man. He A true copy. Judge of Probate. known
as William Jennings VanHarriet Swart,
ble merchandise and persons havto the survivor of either, of HolGovernor,
Secretary
of
State,
AtRegister of Probate.
ing old or unused articles are ask- >»»»»»>»»»»»»»»)»»»>»»»>»>$ torney General, State Treasurer, is supposed to add to his commun- Harriet SwartRegister of Probate. denBerg, Deceased.
land, Michigan, as mortgagees, reity the elements of peace and ediIt apnearing to the court that the
ed to contributethem. Any person
corded on May 1, 1928, in said
Until there is a little island Auditor General.
fication. This means more than not
time for presentation of claims
having donations is asked to call richly supplied with all that each
Register of Deeds’ office,in Liber
Expires Nov. 5—6342
Expires Oct. 29
CONGRESSIONAL—
Represenstarting
a
fight.
It
suggests
doing
against said estate should be limMarvin Lambers, 2838.
140 of Mortgages, on Page 7.
of us needs, as long as we meet tative in Congress.
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
something to build up a strong senited, and that a time and place be
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Third: That mortgage dated
Thousands of tuip bulbs have one another and live rather near
LEGISLATIVE— State Senator, timent in favor of righteousness. The Probate Court for the Coun- appointed to receive, examine and In the Circuit Court for the June 29. 1927, to Thos. H. Marsilje
been sold by the 35 local mer- together,there must be recognition Representative in State Legisla- Paul could not get away from the ty of Ottawa.
chants who are cooperating with of one another'srights. Obligation ture.
At a session of said Court, held adjust all claims and demands County of Ottawa, In Chancery. of Holland, Michigan, as mortfolly of making too much ado about
C. R. HEEMSTRA, Administra- gagee, recorded on July 20, 1927,
the Chamber of Commerce and to treat others consideratelycanat
the Probate Office in the City of against said deceased by and beCOUNTY — Prosecuting Attor- ceremonies in eating, as though refore said court:
tor of the Estate of JOHN F. in Liber 186 of Mortgages,on
the Charles Karr Co. in the non- not be thrown aside. Dependence on ney, Sheriff. County Clerk, County
Grand
Haven
in
said
County,
on
ligion consistedin how this or that
It is Ordered, That creditorsof HEEMSTRA, Deceased, Plaintiff, Page 380, in the officeof said Regprofit sale of 20 bulbs for 39 what others do for us brings the
Treasurer, Register of Deeds, Au- is done. However, somethins the 11th day of October, A. D., said deceased are required to pre vs. GERRIT ZAALMINK ft WIFE, ister of Deeds; and which said
cents, it was reported today. Ori- responsibility to have due regards ditor in Counties electing same,
1938.
greater is involved. We must thinl
sent their claims to said court at ADELIA; GEORGE ROELOFS ft mortgage was duly assigned to
nal supplies of many merchants for those on whom we depend. On ________ _____
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water,
Circuit Court Commissioners, Drain of our influence on others.It is i
STRYKER ft Fred Ter Haar on January 14, 1928,
said Probate Office on or . before WIFE;
ha
ave been completely sold, requir- our tables are food products from j Commissioner,
Judge
of
Probate.
Coroners,County
to lead another to disregard
the 15th day of February, A.D GRIETJE STRYKER, His wife; by assignmentrecorded January
ing new orders. Thousands of the ends of the earth. People we surVeyori County Road Commis- sin
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
his conscientiousscruples. We are
1939, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, JOHN KIEFT ft GRACE KIEFT, 28, 1928, in Liber 141 of Mortbulbs are still available. A collec- do not know provide them. The sionetw.randsuch other officers as
Benjamin L Scott, Deceased.
in danger of doing this by making
said time and place being hereby His wife, or their unknown heirs, gages. Page 228, in said RegisOtto
P.
Kramer
and
G.
John
are elected at that time.
a great show of our faith and our
appointed for the examination and devisees, legateesand assigns,De- ter of Deeds’ office.
Also to vote on the following: religious claims, as though ours Kooiker having filed in said court adjustment of all claims and de- fenders. Order of Publication.
And whereby the power of sale
1
To amend the Constitutionof were infinitely better than anoth- their fourteenthannual account as mands against said deceased.
At a session of said Court held contained in said mortgagaa haa
the State of Michigan to extend er’s. All of us ought to heed what Trustees for and on behalf of
It is Further Ordered, That pub- at the Court House in the City of become operative,and no snlt or
the term of office of County Clerk, we are convinced is right; but this Frank Scott, beneficiary of said es.'
lic notice thereof be given by pub- Grand Haven. Ottawa County, proceedingat law having been intate,
and
their
petition
praying
for
Prosecuting Attorney, Sheriff, does not mean that we should deny
lication of a copy of this order for Michigan, on the 19th day of Sep- stitutedto recover the debts seTreasurer and Register of Deeds the same privilege to others. It is the allowance thereof.
cured by said mortgages, or any
three successiveweeks previous to tember, A.D;. 1938.
It is Ordered, That the 15th day
to four years.
faith that must predo/ninate,not
Present: Hon. Fred T. Miles, part thereof, and there is Claimed
of November, A. D., 1938, at ten said day of hearing,in the Holland
To amend the Constitutionof whims or prejudice.
to be due on the date hereof the
City News, a newspaper printed Circuit Judge.
o’clock in the forenoon,at said Prothe State of Michiganto provide
On reading and filing the bill of total sum of $2,626.86for princiand circulated in said county.
bate
Office,
be
and
is
hereby
apfor the appointment of Justicesof
complaint in said cause and the af- pal and interest, composed Sy the
CORA VANDE WATER,
Expires Nov. 26
pointed for examiningand allowthe Supreme Court.
Judge of Probate. fidavit of Nelson A. Miles, filed amount due on the separate mortSTATE
OF
MICHIGAN
ing
said
account;
3
To amend the Constitutionof
A true copy:
herein, from which it satisfactorily gages In the order set forth above,
In the Circuit Court for the
It is Further Ordered, That pubthe State of Michiganto prevent
Harriet Swart.
appears to the Court, that the de- for principal and interest, First SI,County
of Ottawa.
lic notice thereof be given by pubthe diversionof highway revenues.
fendants above named or their un- 802.70; Second $720.80; Third $602.Register of Probate.
In Chancery.
lication of a copy of this order, for
4
A referendum of Act. No. 257
known heirs, devisees, legateesand 86, and attorney fees as provided
Notice of Sale.
three successiveweeks previous to
(Senate Enrolled Act 99) of the
assigns,are proper and necessary in said mortgages;
HENRY
J.
NIBBELINK,
Expires
Nov.
5
said
day
of
hearing,
in
the
HolPublic Acts of Michigan of 1937.
parties defendant in the above enNow Therefore,notice Is hereby
signee
of SETH NIBBELINK, land City News, a newspaper printSTATE OF MICHIGAN
Notice Relative to Opening and
titled cause, and;
given that pursuant to the statute
Plaintiff.
ed and circulated in said county.
In the Circuit Court for the
Closing of the Polls
It further appearing that after and said power of sale In said
vs.
CORA VANDE WATER,
County of Ottawa.
Election Law, Revision of 1931
diligent search and inquiry it can mortgagescontained,for the purALFRED
J. BRYANT and MINJudge of Probate. In Chancery.
(410) Section 1. On the day of
not be ascertained,and it ia not pose of satisfying the sums due on
A true copy.
Notice of Sale.
any election the noils shall be NIE BRYANT, Defendants.
known, whether or not said defen- said mortgages, the costs and
Harriet
Swart,
In
pursuance
of
a
decree
of
the
Grand
Rapids
Trust
Company,
a
opened at seven o’clock in the foredants are living or dead, or where charges of said sale, and any taxes
Register
of
Probate.
Circuit
Court
for
the
County
of
noon, and shall be continued open
Michigan Corporation,Trustee, any of them may reside if living, snd insurance premiums paid beuntil six o’clockin the afternoon Ottawa, In Chancery,made and
Plaintiff vs. Manufacturers Founand, if dead, whether they have fore the date of said sale by the
and no longer: Provided, that in entered on the 6th day of Septemdry Company, a Michigan Corpor- )ersonal representativesor heirs mortgagee, or assignee, the said
Expires Nov. 19
townships the board of inspectors ber, A. D., 1938, in the above enation, William Arendshorst, Isaac iving or where they or some of mortgages will be foreclosed by
of electionmay, in its discretion, titled cause, I, the subscriber,a
Kouw, Esther A. Nyitrom, John them may reside, and further that sale of the premises to the highest
adjourn the polls at twelve o’clock Circuit Court Commissioner for
Arendshorst, Holland Lumber and the present whereabouts of said de- bidder at public auction6n the 18th
STATE OF MICHIGAN
noon, for one hour, and that the the County of Ottawa, Michigan,
Supply Company, Edgar G. Land- fendantsare unknown, and that the day of November,1988, at two o’In the Circuit Court for the wehr, C. Vanden Heuvel, J. Fris,
townshiphoard in townships and shall sell at public auction or vennames of the persons who are in- clock in the afternoon of said day,
the legislative body in cities and due to the highest bidder at the County of Ottawa.
Earnest C. Brooks, Henry Winter, cluded therein without being nam- at the north front door of the
In Chancery.
villages may, bv resolution,pro- North Front Door of the Court
Paul Vander List, Selma C. Swift,
but who are embraced therein court house in the City of Grand
HOLLAND STATE BANK OF Morton ManufacturingCompany, ed,
vide that the polls shall be opened House in the City of Grand Haven,
under the title of unknown heirs, Haven, Michigan.
HOLLAND,
at six o’clock in the forenoon and in said County of Ottawa, State of
Andrew Klomparens, Edward Yeo- devisees, legatees and assigns, can
Said premises are described as
mav also provide that the polls Michigan, on the 6th day of Decem- A Michigan banking corporation, mans, W. S. Shaw, E. S. Naylor, not be ascertained after diligent follows:
Plaintiff,
shall be kent open not later than ber, A. D., 1938, at two o'clock in
H. S. Shaw, C. W. Shaw, N. P. search and inquiry:
The following described land
eight o’clock in the evening of the the afternoon, Eastern Standard vs.
Shaw, D. A. Culliman, Defendants.
and premises,situated in the City
On motion of Nelson A. Miles,
LEONARD H. THOMSON and In pursuance of a decree of the Attorney for plaintiff, IT IS OR- of Holland, County of Ottawa,
same day. Every qualified elector Time of that day, all those certain
present and in line at the polls at lands and premisesor so much
ADELAIDE G. THOMSON
Circuit Court for the County of DERED, that said defendants and
State of Michigan, viz: All that
Defendants.
the hour prescribedfor the closing thereof as shall be necessary to
Ottawa, In Chancery, made and en- their unknown heirs, devisees, legpart of lota eleven and twelve in
thereof shall be allowed to vote.
pay and satisfy the amount of the
In pursuance of a decree of the tered on the 6th day of July, A. D., atees and assigns,cause their apBlock fourteen of the South' The polls of said election will be said decree, viz: $2,044.24, and the Circuit Court for the County of Ot- 1938, in the above entitled cause, I, pearance to be entered in this
west Addition to the City of Holopen at 7 o’clocka. m. and will costs and expensesof this sale, tawa, In Chancery, made and en- the subscriber,
Circuit Court cause within three months from
land, which is bounded by a line
remain open until fi o’clock p. m., together with interest thereon tered on the 5th day of October, A. Commissioner for the County of Ot- the date of this order, and in debeginning at a point on the
of said dav of election.
from the date of the decree at sev- D., 1938, in the above entitled tawa, Michigan, shall sell at pub- fault thereofthat said bill of comsouth line of said lot eleven,
WALTER VANDER HAAR. Clerk. en per cent; and if said sale is in- cause, I, the subscriber,a Circuit lic auction or vendue to the high- plaint be taken as confessed by one hundred fifty feet east from
sufficient
to
pay
these
amounts,
Court Commissionerfor the Coun- est bider at the North front door of the said defendants,their unknown
the southwest corner of lot ten,
Holland Township.
then to certify the deficiencyto ty of Ottawa, Michigan, shall sell the Court House in the City of heirs, devisees, legatees and asin said block fourteen. Running
the Court for a personal decree at public auction or vendue to the Grand Haven, in the said County of signs.
thence east along the south line
against the said defendants Alfred highest bidder at the North Front Ottawa, State of Michigan, on the
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, of said lots, fifty feet. Thence
Holland Township
J. Bryant and Minnie Bryant, for door of the Court House in the City 15th day of November,A. D., 1938, that within twenty days plaintiff
north to the north line of said
REGISTRATION NOTICE
the payment of such deficiency.
of Grand Haven, in the said County at Ten o’clock in the forenoon,Eas- cause a copy of this order to be
lot twelve. Thence west fifty
— for
Said property being describedas of Ottawa, State of Michigan, on tern Standard Time, of that day, ublishedin the Holland City
feet. Thence south to the place
follows:
General Election
of beginning. Said premises are
the 29th day of November, A. D., all those certain lands and premis- lews, a newspaper printed,pubTuesday, November 8, 1938
subject to easementfor use of
All those pieces and parcels of 1938, at two o’clock in the after- es, describedas follows,viz:
lished and circulatedin said CounTo the QualifiedElectors of HolLots fifteen (15), sfxteen (16), ty, such publicationbe continued
a passage or drivewayreserved
land suituate in the Township noon, Eastern Standard Time, of
land Township:
seventeen (17), eighteen (18), thereinonce in each week for six
in deed given to John Van Alsof Robinson, County of Ottawa, that day, all those certain lands
Notice is hereby given that in
burg and recorded in Liber 108,
State of Michigan, and more and premises or so much thereof nineteen(19), twenty (20), twen- weeks in succession.
conformity with the Michigan Electy-one (21), twenty-two (22), of
page 513, in Register’soffice.
Fred T. Miles, Circuit Judge.
particularly described as fol- as shall be necessary to pay and
Dated August 24th, 1988.
tion Law, I, the undersigned townsubdivisionof Lot one (1) Block
satisfythe amount of the said delows, viz:
Countersigned:
for
ship clerk, will, on any day except
FRED TER HAAR,
A and the east three hundred William Wilds,
The West one-half (W^) of cree, viz: $12,019.51, and the costs
Sundays, or any legal holiday,
seventy-three(373) feet of that
Clerk of Circuit Court. Surviving Assignee of Mortgagees,
the Southeast one-quarter (SE- and expenses of this sale, together
receive for registration the name of
%) of Section One (1) of Town with interest thereon from the date part of Lot two (2) Block A, ly- TAKE NOTICE, that this suit, and Surviving Mortgagee.
lican Ticket,
any legal voter in the township of
ing north of ninth street.
in which the foregoing order was DIEKEMA, CROSS ft TEN CATE,
Seven (7) North of Range Fif- of the decree at seven per cent; and
Attorneys for Surviving AssignHolland, not already registered,
Also that parcel of land begin- duly made, involves and is brought
teen (15) West, according to the if said sale is insufficient to pay
primaries as follows:
who may apply to me personally Government survey, being Rob- these amounts, then to certify the ning at the northeast (NE) cor- to quiet title to the following de- ee of Mortgagees and Surviving
for such registration.Provided, inson Township, Ottawa County, deficiency to the Court for a perner of Lot sixteen (16) of East scribed piece or parcel of land sit- Mortgagee.
Business Address:
however, that I can receive no
Michigan.
sonal decree against the said dePark Subdivision; thence run- uate and being in the Township of
Ottawa County by 6113 votes
names for registrationduring the
Holland, Michigan.
Park, Ottawa County, State of
fendants Leonard H. Thomson and
Dated: October 19th, 1938.
ning west along the south side of
time intervening between the secMichigan, described as follows, to
Adelaide G. Thomson,for the payKent County by 18606 votes
J. Thomas Mahan,
ond Saturdaybefore any regular,
ninth street, two hundred ninety- wit:
ment of such deficiency.
Expires Oct. 30
Circuit Court Commissioner,
special or officialprimary election
"Lots 107-108 and 109 of Block
six (296) feet; thence north sixSaid property being describedas
Ottawa County, Michigan. follows:
and the day of such election.
9
of
Central
Park
Addition,
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN— ORDER
ty-six (66) feet; thence east two
Total
24719
Notice is hereby given that I will Frank Pbs.t,
which heretofore has been erCONSERVATION
All those pieces and parcelsof
hundred
ninety-six
(296)
feet;
be at my officein my home on
Attorney for Plaintiff.
roneously describedas being
(X)M MISSION
RACCOON
land
situate
in
the
Township
of
thence south sixty-six(66) feet
Mr. Mapes fully appreciates this splendid endorseWednesday, October 19, 1938
Business Address:
Block 11."
IN LOWER PENINSULA
Park, County of Ottawa, State of
to the place of beginning.
and
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
ment of nearly twenty-five thousand majority, and
Nelson A. Miles,
The Director of Conservation,
Michigan, and more particularly
Also Lots twelve (12), thirteen
Saturday, October 29, 1938
Attorney for Plaintiff.
having made a thorough investigawishes to thank heartily the voters of the two coundescribedas follows, viz:
(13),
fourteen
(14),
fifteen
(15),
from 8 o’clock a.m. to 8 o’clock p.m,
tion relativeto trapping of racBusiness Address:
ties representing his district.
sixteen (16), seventeen (17),
• Lots Thirty-seven (37), thirtyon each said day for the purpose of
coon in the Lower Peninsula, recHolland, Michigan.
eighteen
(18),
nineteen
(19),
With such a result in the primaries, repeated on
eight (38), thirty-nine (39), fiftyreviewing the registration and regommends certainregulations.
twenty (20), twenty-one (21),
four (54), fifty-five(55), and fifElectionDay, November 8, the election of congressman
istering such of the qualified elecTHEREFORE, the Conservation
twenty- two (22), twenty-three
ty-six (56) of the OriginalTown
tors in said township as shall propMapes, a qualifiedand honorable representative at
the Stars Commission, by authority of Act
(23), and twenty-four (24) of Lasting
of Waukazoo.Also all that part
erly apply therefor.
2:30, P. A. 1925, hereby orders that
Washington for many years, is assured.
of Lot Four Hundred Ninety-six East Park Subdivision, all located
The last day for general regisMost, beautifultribute to one de- for a period of one year it shall
in
the
City
of
Holland,
County
of
Vote for Carl E. Mapes for congress at the Novem(496) of the First Addition to
tration by personal application will
be unlawful to trap raccoon in the
ber election.
be
Waukazoo beginning at the Ottawa and State of Michigan. parted is the offeringthat expects Lower Peninsulanorth of the north
Together with all the heredita- no reward save its own evidence
Saturday, October 29, 1938
Northeasterlycorner of the said
line of T. 16 N. and west of Sagiments and appurtenances therefrom 8 o’clock a.m. to 8 o’clock p.m.
lot, running thence Northwesterof lastingworth. Whether simple naw Bay exceptingfrom November
unto
belonging
or
in
any
wise
ly
Two
Hundred
(200)
feet;
WALTER VANDER HAAR, Clerk,
15 to December 15, 1938, inclusive,
appertaining,and also the perma- or imposing in character,memorial
thence Southwesterly.Four HunHolland Township.
and south of the north line of,T.
nent
fixtures
now
located
In
or
problems
of
yours
become
oura
dred Fifty (450) feet; thence
16 N. and east of Saginaw Bay,
Southeasterly
Hundred hereafter attached to and form- from the day you consult us.
including all of Huron county, ex(200) feet; thence Northeaster- ing a part of said premises and
cepting from December 1 to Dely Four Hundred Fifty (460) the buildingsthereon.
cember 15, 1938, inclusive.
Also,
feet to the place of beginning.
Signed, sealed and ordered pubAll
the
personal
snd
mixed
Intention being to include the
lished this 16th day of June, 1938.
property
and
assets
of
the
Man
easterlyTwo Hundred (200)
P. J. HOFFMASTER,
ufacturersFoundry Company,
feet of Lot Four Hundred NineFRIENDLY • SERVICE
Director, Departmentof
and all property, both real and
ty-six (496) of the First AddiConservation.
W« know our customer! don't with to submit to empersonal, wherever situate, now
Attorneys-at-Law
tion to Waukazoo. Also lot Four
Conservation Commission by;
barrassing investigationsso we offer a Personalized
W. H. LOUTlT,
Hundred Ninety-five (495), also owned or hereafter acquired by
Office: Over Holland State
the aald Manufacturera
Foundtry
_________
Chairman.
Loan Service designedto provide quick cash loans
lots Four Hundred 'Fifty-four
Bank
Company
which is locatedat
810
it8
(454) to Four Hundred EightyWAYLAND OSGOOD
without any personal discomfiture whatsoever.
Ealt*8th
Street,
in
the
Cl
.
_______
^
_
___
_.ty
of
Holland, Michigan
six (486), both inclusive,and
Holland, Ottawa County, Michilots Four Hundred (400) to Four
GET A
gan, where said personal properHundred Thirty-five(435), both
ty can be inspected. All of
LUMBER BARGAINS
•Your oar. (it need not be paid for)— personal propinclusive, except therefromlots
which property 1 shall offer for
Hemlock, Rough or dressed, 2x4
Four Hundred Thirty-one (481)
erty— your own signature are ample security. Anysale at public vendue or auction
‘ * 2x8, 2x10— $80.
and
Four
Hundred
Thirty-two
one— married or single— with a steady income eon
to the highest bidder.
$30.00, Shiplap, $10.00.
29 East 9th St.
(482), all lying And being in the
All of the above describedpropuse this easy, dignifiedprivate plan to secure
. rough, $34.00.
• Holland, Michigan
First Addition to Wsokazoo, erties being located in the City of
Get opr prices on Bars shingles
needed sxtr^i cash. Check over your money needs—
Park Township, Ottawa County, Holland, County of Ottawa, and
and rough Hemlock and white
then come in and talk it over. *
Michigan.
State of Michigan.
relievespine Barn Boards. Anything you
Dated: October 12th, 1988.
Dated: 9/28/88.
want in Yellow Pine, White Pine
J. Thomas Mahan,
J. Thomas Mahan*.
and Fir lumber at lowest prices.
Circuit Court Commissioner,
CircuitCourt Commissioner,
. We
deliver
anywhere.
10 W. 8th St, 2nd floor,Phone 3175 >
Ottawa County. Michigan.
FEVER and
Block north and half block
* v
Comity, Michigan.
AH Types of Insulation.
Diekema, Cross ft Ten Gate,
we*t of Warm Friend Tavern
John R. Dethmers,
HEADACHES
Bolhuis Lumbar and Mfg. Co.
Attorneys for Plaintiff,
Liquid, Tablets
Attorney for Plaintiff,
due to Colds
200 E. 17th St
PHONE 4284
Business Address:
Salve, No»e Drops
Business Address:
Holland. Michigan. „
Holland, Michigan.
Holland,Michigan. . . .
18 Wi 7th SL, Holland
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ALLEGAN COUNTY
Mrs. Marv A. Russell, one of
twins in Allegan city, died in
Grand Rapids at 91 years. The
other twin, Mrs. Martha Smith,
still

lives in Allegan.

Jimmy Bobo, age 19, formerly of
Mississippi, was being held in the
Allegan county jail here today
pending his transfer to Southern
Michigan prison at Jackson where
he will serve from six to 10 years

on a charge of robbery with a
deadly weapon. Bobo was sentenced by Judge Fred T. Miles in
Allegan circuit court after he had
youth
stood trial before the judge, having waived a iury trial. It is
alleged that Bobo stabbed Mrs.
Fannie Krechobsky, 70, during an
attempted robberv at her home in
Casco township, Allegan county,on
the night of Sept. 10. Bobo, formerly employed by Mrs. Krechebsky, is alleged to have gone to

been found guilty. The

Mrs. Krechebsky’sbedroom and
held his hand over her mouth. He
(attempted to learn where she kept
her pocketbook and struck her
twice with a jackknife while trying to force her to reveal the

guests
Lubbers of Lansing and Josephine Bud Ten Brink, Mr. and Mrs. Jul- Dangremond and daughter Yvonne, Lee of GrandviDe, were gneata In
Mrs. Herold Kronemeyer and Mr. Timmermanof Grand Rapids were iua Kempkers, Mr. and Mr*. Walall of Holland, and Mr. and Mn. the home of their parents, Mr. and
Gerrit Immink Sunday afternoon. week end visitors in their respec- lace Kempkers and daughter NorRay Dangremond and son Roger Mrs. Ed Dangremond on Sunday.
Miss Jane Steketeeof Grand tive homes.
ma Jean.
Rapids spent the week end with Mr.
Mr. Roy Cobb is ill at his home.
There will be a special song ser.
and Mrs. C. J. Voorhorst and famThe eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. vice prior to the evening service
servii in
ily.
RussellKleis was taken to the Hol- the American Reformed church at
Mr. Gerrit Vande Riet, son of land hospitallast Friday when he 7:80.
Rev. and Mrs. Vande Riet, sang at accidentallypulled hot’ water over
Members of the Women’s Study
the services of the Reformed himself.
club were guests of the Plsinwefl
church Sunday evening.
Mesdames John Drenten and club at Plainwell last Thursday
Your Walgreen System Agency
Miss Jean Oltmans, a missionary Henry Brouwer and the Misses evening.
of the Reformed church in Japan Florence Brouwer and Florence
A community play entitled “The
N.EComer River and 8th We Deliver Holland
and home on furlough, visited rel- Lugten motored to Grand Rapids Enemy" will be given in the audiatives in Overiseland Hamilton re- on Wednesday to visit Juella Browtorium in the near future. The play
cently.
er.
is being directedby Mrs. I. ScherMr. and Mrs. Donald Voorhorst
for
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lugten, Lois, penisse.
were Sunday evening guests at the
I^aurence, Melvin, Howard and GilA. C.E. social was held in the
home of their parents.
bert Lugten attended the birthday
Miss Myrtle De Witt and Miss anniversary of Mrs. Lugten’s fa- First Reformed church last Tuesday evening.
Lois Kronemeyer rendered a duet
ther, Mr. Henry Wolters in East
Leonard Dangremond left last
at the Women’s Missionary society
Saugatuck last Sunday.
Friday morning with Tollman's
of the Reformed church last week
OLAFSEN'S—
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Klein have
Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. H. J. moved into the Louis Vander Meer truck for St. Louis, Mo. with a load
of "dills.” The pickles are from
Liver Oil,
Hoffman and Mrs. Henry Klumper
residence.Mrs. Henry Klein has the Maatman-Barkel pickle staeach read a paper on our Kentucky
moved
into the Lampen apartment. tion.
50
mission work.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker and
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat
Mrs. John Wolterinkof Forest
Liver Oil
Grove called at the home of Mr. daughter Joyce were Sunday din- entertained Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Schutmaatand family at dinner on
and Mrs. C. J. Voorhorst Monday Haakma.
100
Sunday.
afternoon.
Harvey Kronemeyer returned Mrs. Dena Roelofs and children

MODEL DRUG STORE
Headquarters

PREVENT THOSE NASTY WINTER COLDS
TAKE VITAMINS NOW!

- - 59c
HALIBUT-A
Capsules - . 69c
HALIBUTA,
Capsules . $1.19
Cod

•

home from the Holland hospital of Kalamazoo are

HAMILTON

last Saturday.

Messrs. Gilbert Lugten and Jus-

Mr. L. Calahnn is spending a

tin Roelofs are re-employed at the

pints

Liver Oil

visiting rela-

tives here.

Tablets
tl 10
......... iflelif

Wheatamin

100

Mrs. H. W. Schutmaatand daughter Evelyn spent Tuesday in

Contains Vitamins ABDG€JE

few days with relatives in Decatur, General Motors plant in Grand
Kalamazoo.
Michigan.
Ra nids.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Kronbergof
The
Misses
Verletta
KlomparMr. and Mrs. Henry Kempkers Three Rivers, Mr. and Mrs. Donin the home rushed to her aid and
held Bobo pending arrival of the ens of Plainwell,Genevieve Klom- entertained the following at din- ald Slighter and daughter Mary
parens of Grand Rapids, Gladys ner Sunday evening: Mr. and Mrs.
officers.
Jane, and Mr. and Mrs. Milton

money. She screamed and was
heard by a niece. A nephew also

The Gibson school has a

Vitamin Products

.

Tablets

Wheatamin

250

$2.39

Model”

Yon Get The Best At “The

JEW

new-

electric clock.

The Gibson school has organized
a 4-H club. The girls chose the
name “Fight Grand Workers"; the
boys. “Ouch, My Thumb.” Dona!
Lindholm is president;Helen Hirtzer. vice-president;Violet Srhoemaker, secretary and treasurer.
Meml>ers of the club are Marjory
Boyce, second year sewing; Helen
Hirtzer, first year sewing; Violet
Schoemaker, third year sewing;
Paul Resseguie, first year handicraft; Allen Frelander, third year
handicraft;Hubert Schoemaker.

HOMEMAKERS

EXTRA PRRCHASIHG POWER

third year handicraft;Edward
Bransberger,third year handicraft;
Donal Lindholm, electricity on the
farm; Edward Bransberger. electricity on the farm; Edith Morris,
the teacher, is the leader. A safety
patrol has been organizedwith
Violet Schoemakeras captain,Ella
Schoemaker, Norman Frelander and
James Boyce III are patrolmen on

On Toeadiy, November 8, you will be railed upon to cast your
ballot in one of the most important elections ever held in Michigan.
It la very Important to stress at this time the fact that every citizen,
regardless of party, should exercise his or her right to go to the polls

on November 8 and cast a ballot Whatever your choice may be, at
least vote!

STOP AND THINK
was 80 years ago that the Republican party was founded in
this state “Under the Oaks at Jackson."It was the party of Lincoln,
GarAeld, and McKinley. In fact, “Honest Abe” was the first man to

Fennville firemen were called
from their early morning hot coffee
to answer an alarm on the Todd

farm where a strawstackwas
burning. When they arrived not

75%

of the laboringmen

own

What was

Mr. and Mrs. Jake

true in Holland was true largely throughout the nation.

The business of the country prospered,and with it labor, merchants
aad agriculture prospered.It

is

a well-known fact that up to the time

of the World War, under Republicanadministrations, there was always

a balancedbudget,and this nation was out of debt, and
practically unlimited.

its

credit was

The great World War, which occurred during

Wflaon’s administration,
which naturallynecessitatedthat this country go into debt in order to carry on the war for preparationand the
real battle, pot this nation “in the red" several billion dollars. No

SM

begrudges this expenditurefor this was imperativesince our fight-

ing

men should have and

did have the best; however, after the war.

and during the Coolidge administration,a substantialpart of this
tremendous debt was paid, and the budget balancing continued.It

is

needless to say that at present this feeling of confidence does not

exist
Industry is so hedged in with lass and mandatesand taxes and
labor strife that the whole structure,industrially, has been “jittery,”

by Craat A4P T.o Co.

Hop and

daughters of Zeeland were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. M. Middlehoek on

Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fish of Grand
Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Schuitema and baby of Holland
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. B.
Schuitema on Saturday.
Mrs. S. Wiersma entertained a
group of friends at her home last
Wednesday afternoon. Those present were Sirs. C. Van Voorst, Mrs.
C. Ver Liere, Mrs. Helen Schaap,
Mrs. J. Bouwens, Mrs. P. Middlehoek, Mrs. De Boer, Mrs. Deters,
and Mrs. B. Veneklasen.
Mrs. Henry Karsten of North
Holland, formerly of here, submitted to an operation at the Holland hospital Monday morning.

-

o

-

and has retarded confidence. Undoubtedly some classes of business
OVERISEL
deserve regulation, but a vast majority of enterprises,large and
small, are loyal to the nation and loyal to the constituencyin which
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Schipper
they are located, and that should always be taken into consideration
and childrenof Kalamazoo visited
by any governing body.
their mother, Mrs. Sena Schipper,
last week end.
Briefly, this is a nat:on still unlimitedin wealth. Michigan alone
has such resourcesthat it could be isolated and live. The nation has
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Albers and
a fruit and vegetablearea, covering the Temperate and Torrid zones.
Mr. John Koops of Grand Rapids
Its agricultural area is so abundant that there is plenty for everyone,
Attend the Harvest Sale at the
and to spare. Its richnesson the earth’s surface is unprecendented
Christian High School Friday afanywhere. What is true of the top of the earth is true below the
ternoon and evening. Articles such
earth’s surface. It would seem that our mineral wealth has scarcely
been touched. We have a concrete example in Allegan County, just as clothing, shoes, household goods,
one little spot next door where, within three years, at least $1. >.000.000 jewelry, hardware, in fact, goods
of every kind and descriptionwill
in oil resourceshave been found. In northern Michigan a plaster mine
has just been discovered with enough to build houses with for .100 years be on sale. Articlesremaining unto come. It is needlessto say what »>ur oil, coal, gold, silver, copper, sold at 8:30 P. M. will be sold at
auction.
borax, iron, and an endlesslist of other mineralsmean to this nation.
WTtat Is more, America has the finest tool shop, consideringour industries, in the entire world— Our transportation
facilitiessurpass
anything ever dreamed of and so s e might go on enumerating.We
I
have every resource at our command and everything to do with and
work with. It seems we should succeed, hut haw we? Republican administrationshave succeeded.

CHICKENS
BEEF

BEEF POT ROAST

Our Current

DIVIDEND
Rate on

SAVINGS
SHARE
ACCOUNTS
IS

»%

LIBERAL dividends credited
to YOUR savings share account are
just as productive as the

actuallysave here.
profits,and

and

profits are

You

By CORA
Director of

BOTH

earn profits

,Y THE

21c

P,ECE Ib.

14c

shoulder cuts

Sirloin
Beef

MUTTON LEGS

OYSTERS

or

D,tECT

CHOPS

LAMB ROAST
LAMB

0*5^

2 lbs.[25c

i

23c

No.

i 2

ib.

25c

CUTS Ib.

SAUERKRAUT
CANADIAN STYLE BACON

Modeless
Pichics Sugar Cured

!b.

Sparkle Dessert

pkgs.

1

*<d

Suds
Soap
Rinso

37c

Very Special Dinner
ioart

cakes

2 small 1 7c; 2 large
Lux Flakes small 9c; large

17c

URD

*

2

Pancake Flour
Corn Meal, Yellow
Rolled Oats

Cigarettes

5
5
5

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

24»/2 lbs.
lbs.

Green
2 cans 29c
Sauerkraut, Beets 4 cans 25c
Salmon,
2 cans 21c
Borden's Cheese 2-lb. loaf 39c
Lima Beans, Seaside 3 cans 25c
PineaoDle Gems
2 'SJU- 19c
Pineapple

Pink
Gems

No. 2

TOMATOES

cans

25c

Tissue

Waldorf
4 rolls 7c
Red Cross Towels 3 rolls 25c
Brooms, Clean Sweep each 21c
Household Matches 6 boxes 7c
Clothes Pins, box of
05c
Palmolive
3 cakes 6c
1

1

30

Soap

1

:24-oz.

Bokar Coffee
Condor Coffee

2

loaves

Coffee

39c

Fresh Eggs,

21c

Keyko

5c
13c
15c

43c
23c

Mb. can

4gc

GRAPEFRUIT

2

.....

»

2

Good

Feed

Ib.

ib..

10c

19c

1

1

1

1

Sugar 5-!b. bag 25c
1-lb. 3 for 20c

Brown
4X Sugar,

Alt WHOLE KERNEL

3

GOLDEN IANTAM

can.

25C

Sun Sweet Prunes 2-lb. box 15c
Daily Dog Food
6 cans 25c
Graham Crackers
2 lbs. 15c
Shredded Wheat
2 pkgs. 23c
Ib. pkg* 21c
Ritz Crackers
Wheaties-Huskies
pkg. 0c

50c

25o

1

19c • Mincemeats 2^*. 19c

Ttuiti

CRANBERRIES

Sure

OLEO

270

Ib*

0O lbs. $1 *29
0O lbs. $1 .65
Dairy Feed, 6%
0O lbs. $1 .05
Karo Syrup CrMn Ub#l can 10c

14-lb. 35c

Raisins, Seedless 4* Ib. bag

49c

Cartons doz.

In

Mash

79c
81c

Ib*

Roll

Oleo

Scratch
Laying

1

lbs.

4

lbs.

1

25c 9 CORN

2* Ib. can

Salada Black Tea

24
Iona

Country

Butter,

$1.15

ir*^ cart.

Maxwell Hse. Coffee

1

and

i/e

5c •

GRAPES

jet

alt

lei
lb.

5c

peck
IDAHO POTATOES 10 fcs.

16c Bananas ripened to peak flavor lb. 5c
19c CAULIFLOWER
large size 9c
CAULIFLOWER

SWEET POTATOES 6

19c

POTATOES

"m&B&h1

lbs.

U. S. NO. I GOLDEN JERSEYS

Oranges

*

i0c

Spry 1-lb. 18c; 3-lb. can 50o
Karo Syrup, Blue Label 5 Ib. 29o
Argo Starch
-Ib. pkg. 08c

7c

19c *

BREAD Twist

Hills Bros.

1

10 bars 31c

Gold Medal Flour 24*4

ilk

^

3
Giant Peas

10c • FLOUR

2giant33o
2 large 35c

Ajax

Pillsbury Flour

Medina Cost Dinner

Tsaor

2

Lux-Lifebuoy 3
Super Suds
Super

*

Boaat Pork with Sags and Onions
Browned Sweet Potatoes Canliflowsr
Brsad and Bnttar
)eep Apple Pli

9c

Northern Tissue
Scot Tissue

PURE

Coffee

1

25c
37c
2 cans 25c
4 rolls 9c
4 rolls 29c
3 'cr

25c

4 cans

16c

3 Ibt. 10c
V.echeeIb.

2 cans

Red Salmon
Tuna Fish, Sultana

^g l*m. lb. 7c
BACON SQUARES m,lcV.eSar Ib. 14c

Low Cost Dinner
Chopped Lamb Loaf
Scalloped PoUtoes Green Beans
Bread and Butter
Coconut Cream Pie
Tea or
Milk

lOc

can

Pumpkin

CH0ICE SH0ULDER

AAP Kitckea

25c
29c

Kieffer Pears

STEW

Smoked

25c
25c
qt. 10c

4 cans
2 cans

21c

Grade

4

Soup

NN00^TEE 2 Ibt.
lbs.

3can#10o

Peas-Corn

A 125-ft.
Wax PaperCutrite JL
rolls 25c •

2

3

Beef

2 'sc 25c • Tomato Juice

4 cans
4 cans

5i.i5

Corned
49c
Tomato Soup c*mpb.ir»4 cans 27c
Pork & Beans, Iona
19c
Tall Boy
3 cans 25o

23c

C0AST

PERCH FILLETS
Ring Bologna

17*

,b.

Meat

Potted

pt.

FI0M ™E

HADDOCK FILLETS

2-qt. jar

6-oz. jar

1

PEACHES

o

5c

25o
19c

25

• Beet Sugar

29c

58-oz. jar

Pickles

Apple Sauce
Cranberry Sauce
Salad Mustard
Green Beans, Cut
Clapp's Baby Food
Del Malz Nibiets

Ib.

1

Psg.

An*

Pure Preserves

Ib. 11c

2^

2-lb. jar 21

Salad Dressing
Apple Butter

25c

lb.

Round or
Fed Branded

ANTHONY

CARROTS

FAHC,W“H,°5 His.

2 -..49c • APPLES" &£

1

10c

5 ..-19c

c'hfrke^w^SlrtnS’Soanr

OWN HD AND OPKRATKD BY GRIAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TBA

your savings

CO. —

"Ml prices subject

to

change

only with the changes In the

twrJU*”

AMPLY SECURED
fcow PuddlSjj “thBCMUrd Banes

&

Coffss

Loan Assn.

CLOCK

Incorporated older the laws of the State of Michifan >

UNDER THE

Tn/s^pS0

Steaks Grain

730RK price* have continuedto
1 drop, making fresh pork one of the

money you

by many modern homes.

Ottawa County Bldg.

Peanut Butter
Tomato Catsup

25c

Ibt.

& 12c

Soda Crackers 2

Three seasonabledinner menus

The

on

24c

follow.

SAVE! EARN! HAVE!

Checkt

We Redeem Welfare Ordert and Cath WPA

14c

Dill

PORK

MUTTON ROAST

ib..

olds^on;aetd,on
2

BACON

FRESH SIDE

2

Chopped

PORK SAUSAGE
SLAB

bone.loTstpork
lb.

Fresh

Groond Beef

co*U a littlelesi; lamb and veal price*
are unchanged.
Spinach and green bean* are again
reasonable,cauliflower i* cheap,
though not comparably to cabbage,
which i* one of our mo*t valuable and
versatilevegetable*.
At Hallowe’en, apple* take on new
Importance, as they are part of the
fun and are essential for refr«»hment*. New crop chestnut* and pecans
are now in market.

PROFITS
on PROFITS

lb.

TENDE* 9UAL,TY CUTS

FRESH HAM ROLLS

mo*t attractive meat buy*. Poultry,
eipeciallvbroiling,frying and roasting chicken*, ia low in price. Beef

DIVIDENDS ARE

f

CUTS |b. 17C

CH0ICE CHUCK

River Ave. &]Tenth St, Holland

Soft

Vote for the party of Lincoln. Oarfield. and McKinley, and come
back to the old American way of yesterday.

COMPOUNDED

|L
M
lo» ZlC

FRESH
birds

ROAST

iic

lb

ROASTING -FANCY
dressed spring

SUNDAY DINNEH

Political Advertising.

*

Boiling Beef T%itr<

NEW GRONINGEN

their

own homes," also through their own thrift.

Copr. 1*31

in fine foods — bargains by the score — that we just haven’t
space to list in this advertisement!It’s easy to save when ALL
prices are marked way down — and kept WAY down every
day in the week. That’s A&P’a policy. And that’s why
thousands do all of their shopping at A&P. Join the happy
throngs. Get your share of the savings. Come to A&P today!

The Fennville fruit exchangeis

handling this vear the largest crop
of apples in its history. All records
or receipt were broken from Fri%s nominated and elected under that party, in 1861 and again in 1865,
day to Wednesdaywhen 5,000 busha term never completed.It was the party under whose administration els were received each day, and
only 3.500 bushels could be packed
the greatestprosperityof all time was experienced. At least 70% of
in a day’s run, which ends at 10
this period was under Republican administrations,
and during that
p.m. Twenty carloads of apples
period the op-buildingof this nation has been unprecedented.
are stored in other places and the
so-called soft fruit room has been
Older folk will remember right here in Holland,if they hark back
converted into storage which holds
• few years, that under the government of Republicanadministrations
1.000 crates and another room is
there was a feeling of confidence, of contentment,of happiness among
being equipped which will hold
3.000 crates. Many apples have
dtixens in mil walks of life. This became a home-building town and
coaaty,yon might say, where people in moderate circumstancesbuilt been sold directlyto a pie house,
a great advantage in marketing.
their ova homes through their own thrift and paid for them; in fact,
the slogan went forth “In Holland

For homemakers who keep a sharp eye on prices, A&P’a
big new markets are a revelation!Get out your pencil and
paper and note down the many savings you’ll want to make
from the fine foods listed below. Then bring you* list to
one of our A&P Markets — but be prepared to add to it after
you reach the store. For on all sides you’ll see other values

A«P

IR

their road.

much could be done with the straw
enveloped in flames.

It

FIND FOOD DOLLAR HAS

PHONE

2205

.

The regular issue of the Woman's
Day, a monthly publicationiponsored by the Atlantic k Pacific
Tea Co., is now availableand copies can be secured at 2c each at
any Holland. Ottawa, or Allegan
county AAP food stores. Ask
for your copy.

SELF
SERVICE

SUPERS MARKETS

SELF

SERVICE

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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PRESENT SHOVEL AND BOOTS
TO ATTORNEY PARSONS

‘
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Beautiful Allegan Bride Becomes Resident

NOTICE OF BURNING

Local Teachers

Property owners are urged to
avoid burning leaves on the paveOf
ments of paved street! and sideElb«m Parsons, nominee for
walks, and are requested to either
27
prosecutingattorney on the Repubdispose of them in another way or
lican ticket, city attorney of Holby huming on their own property.
land, and a member of the board of
The burning of leaves on pave- GRAND RAPIDS WILL BE HOST
supervisors,can go hunting thia
ments, either concrete or blacktop, TO 4500 WESTERN MICHIGAN
fall with a pair of rubber boota
is greatly injuriousto the paveINSTRUCTORS
and a shovel presented to him by
ment and the desire to preserve
Fred Van Wieren, drain commisdecent streets opposite our own
sioner, before the board last week.
Holland public school students
operty should dictate a policy
"If he can’t shoot a rabbit he
will have a vacation of four days
against thia abuse.
can dig one out of the hole,” reIt is against city regulstionsto beginning today, Thursday,since
marked a fellow board member.
burn leaves on the streets, as well the entire teaching staff will go to
It seems that Parsons has
as depositing any kind of refuse Grand Rapids Thursday and Frialways wanted a pair of boots and
in the street.
day, October 27 and 28, and the
shmrel provided by the county
o
pupils will not return to their
for WPA workers. The drain comSISTER HONORED
studies until the followingMonday.
missioner produced a pair with the
WITH PARTY The Michigan Educational assoheels out and no handle to th*
ciation will meet on the above
shovel, which would prevent the
Mr, and Mrs. Gerrit Gerritaen named dates and under the state
supervisor from ever yielding to
entertained with a party at their law all Instructors, unless ill, are
the temptationto lean on the
home on Lincoln street, Zeeland,in supposed to be present at these
handle, said Mr. Van Wieren when
honor of their lister, Mrs. Ann ressions.
hi made the presentation.—
Grand
Morgan of New London, Conn.
Zeeland and the rural school
Haven Tribune.
Those present besidesthose already
teachers, as wall as all those from
mentioned were Mr. and Mrs. John
fWWfWWffJTfWW
other schools in Ottawa and other
Staal and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
western Michigan counties, ate to
Nagelkerk
of
Zeeland;
Mr.
and
Zeeland
be present and it is expected that
Mrs. Benj. Staal of Holland; and
’’FurnitureCity” will be host
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Staal of the
Celebrates Her
to at least 4,500 of them.
Grand Rapids.
Dr. No-Yong Park of the Uni88th Birthday
o
j verslty of Minnesota, lectureron
TWO COATS STOLEN FROM
I Orientalsubjects, will discuss "The
(Zeeland Record)
CAR AT GRAND
Conflict at the openSATURDAY Sino-Japanese
ing Mssion in the civic auditorium
Mrs. Robert De Bruyn, Sr., a
Two coats, valued at S30 belong- Thursday morning, October 27, at
lifelong resident of Zeeland, on
10 o'clock.
ing to Antoinetteand Mary Gules,
Tuesday, October 18, celebrated
Linton Wells, foreign corresponSpring Lake, were stolen out of a
her 88th birthday anniversary at
car beion_
belonging to John Alex, Jr., of dent, will speak on "Adventures
her home on East Main street, in
Muskegon
n which
whl
was parked near of a Reporter” at the closing sesthe restfulnessof her home. She
Hatton Recreation hall, Grand Ha- sion Friday afternoon,October 28,
has lived in her ^resent home ever
ven, while the group was attend- at 1:80.
since it was built several years
ing the Wildrom tripletsbenefit
Babcock to Preside
ago, and on the same place before
party held there.
Thureday evening, Supt E. H.
thab for severalyears. At the presThe window near the ventilator Babcock of Grand Haven, presient time she lives with her daughwas pried open by a screw driver, dent of the state association, will
ter, Miss Sue De Bruyn.
the Grand Haven city police re- speak on “A Program of ImproveOn last Sunday she celebrated
ported, and the coats were thus takment,” Clifton Youngman will give
the event by giving a birthday
en out The lots wu discovered readings of his poems. Mrs. Wilparty with her children and her
when the party returned to the car liam T. Sanders will speak in
grandchildren as guests. Among
which had been securely locked.
behalf of the Parent-Teachers’
assothose in attendance were Miss Sue
During the night the carburetor ciation of which she is state presiDe Bruyn, Mr. and Mrs. David
and distributorwere stolen off a dent, and Walter F. Gries, secreDe Bruyn, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
car belonging to Miss Antoinette
tary of the department of welfare
De Bruyn and son Robert Donald,
—Courtesy of Kalamazoo Gazette
Dirkse of Grand Haven.
of the Cleveland Cliffs Iron comDonald De Bruyn, Miss Evelyn De
of Ishpemlng, will give an
Bruyn, Mrs. John Donia, Robert,
LOCAL POLICE OFFICERS DO pany
MRS.
inspirational address, "Drill Cores.”
Florence, Ward and Eleanor Donia,
TARGET
PRACTICE
A concert by the Western State
and Mr. and Mrs. Terry Brower
Teachers’college choir, directed by
dale home were decorated with
and daughter Frances Beth, all of
P'
Police Commissioner Herman Harper Maybee, will open this proVj Looyengoed, the daugh- colorful bouquets of fall garden
Zeeland; Mr. and Mrs. Frank De Arthur Van
Prins at Monday’s meeting of the gram.
Bruyn and daughter Frances Ruth ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Stock- flowers for the occasion.
Central High school orchestra,
of Flint; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert dale of Allegan. Miss Leonore
Mr. and Mrs. Van looyengoed board reportedconcerning the pisDunbrook of Milwaukee;Mr. and Stockdale was recently wed to Mr. left immediatelyfor their new tol shooting, a part ox officers’ Grand Rapids, will furnish masic
Mrs. Willard De Bruyn and daugh- Van Looyengoed, son of Mrs. James home at Virginia Park, Holland, work. The svertges for officers to for the morning program, at which
ter Diane, and Mrs. GertrudeDe Verschure of Holland.
Grand Rapids Boy Scouts will adwhere they are now at home to date follow:
Bruyn, William De Bruyn, Miss
The couple spoke their vows in their many friends from Allegan, .22 calibre averagesfor slow, vance the colors.
timed
and
rapid
fire
scores
out
of
Margaret De Bruyn, and Jack simple rites in the home of Rev. Plainwelland this city. The groom
Dr. Charles W. Helsley of East
Staad, all of Grand Rapids.
A. G. Beard in Plainwell where is employed by the Karr Mattress possible 300 — David O’Connor. Congregationalchurch, Grand Rap188.4;
Jay
aDlman,
241;
Gerald
The aged mother was showered they were attended by Mr. and comoany.
ids, will give the Invocationat the
Vanderbeek, 234; Jacob Van Hoff,
with congratulations and wishes Mrs. Donald Hasty of Lacota.
The bride is a graduate of Way- 361.3; Ernest Bear, 237.1; Neal opening session.
for many happy returns of the ocland high school and a Kalamaioo
Programs Thursday afternoon
Plagenhoef, 260.2; Harv|Mr MurFollowing the ceremony at 7:30,
casion. She was also presented
business college. Before her marray, 212; James Spruit, 202; .38 will consist of division meetings on
the couple returned to Allegan for
with some fine birthday gifts and
riage she assisted her father,
calibre averages for slow, timed general professionaltopics. Mary
a receptionattended by 100 guests.
showered with postcard greetings
treasurer of Allegan county, as
and rapid fire scores out of a pos- Harden, directorof curriculum of
A
huge
wedding cake, topped with
She has living today five childeputy countv treasurer.Mr. Van
sible 300 — Ernest Bear, 219: Har- Horace Mann school, Columbia unia miniature bride and groom, was
dren, David De Bruyn, Miss Sue
Looyengoed graduated from Holvey Murray, 202; James Spruit. versity. will address the early and
served during the evening and was
De Bruyn, and Mrs. John Donia of
land high school.
206; Jacob Van Hoff, 254; Neal latar elementary group. Dr. Fredthe centerpieceon a beautifully decZeeland; William De Bruyn of
Before her marriage Mrs. Van Plagenhoef, 282; Dave O’Connor, erick D. Knight, director of the
orated table. Mrs. John Stockdale
Grand Rapids, and Mr. Frank De
was honored repeat- 214; Jay Dalman, 247; Gerald Van- division of education of Purdue
Bruyn of Flint: thirteen grand- was assisted as hostess by Mrs. Looyengoed
university, will address junior and
Roy Chapman of Plainwell and edly by prominently social folks of der Beek, 232.
hildren, and three great-grandsenior high school sections;Noro
Mrs.
Earl
Stockdale
of
Grand
both Allegan and Plainwell, where
children.
Miss Marilyn Sulkers,daughter man Frost, professorof rural eduRapids. The rooms of the Stock- she is popularly known.
Although Mrs. De Bruyn is in
of Mrs. E. H. Sulkers,celebrated cation of George Peabody College
advancedage she is still in posher eleventh birthday anniversary for Teachers,Nashville, Tenn., will
session of all her faculties and is
Saturday afternoon with a theater speak to the rural teachers; speAGED SISTERS-IN-LAW
able to do some of her household
MEET AFTER 35 YEARS party followed by refreshments cial teacherswill hear an address
duties. The community joins in MAYBE THE PHEASANT
served at the Sqlfcers’ home, 225
extending the wish for many more
WAS
LOOKING
FOR
A
Van Raalte Ave. Marilyn’s guests
A
very
happy
reunion
was
ochappy years of life.
rsity of Chicago.
GOOD PLACE TO HIDE casioned here last week when Mrs. were Janet Brooks, Jean and Janet
John De Bruyn and her children Snow, Peggy' French, Ellsbeth Gries will address the ParentMr. and Mrs. Bert Gold, 54 West
David Nedervelt did not go hunt- and grandson, Mr. and Mrs. Otto Johnson, Peggy Prins, Nona Ver Teachers’ division, of which Mrs.
13th St., have received word of the ing with the opening of the season, Hansen and son Mark, of Bismark, Meulen, Barbara Pratt, Ann Henry Cork of East Grand Rapids
birth of a daughter in a Lansing
same, North Dakota, came to Zeeland to Becker Donna Van longeron, is chairman.
hospital to their son and daughterSection Meetings
d the spend a few days visiting the for- Louise Swift, and Faith Den Herdin-law, Mr. and Mrs. George Gold fields and marshes, a pheasant mer’s sister-in-law,
Mrs. R. De er.
A large number of section meeto
of Lansing.
accommodatingly
ngly knocked
knocki ’ itselfout‘ • Bruyn, at her home on East Main
for teachers of each subject
The marriage of Miss Wilma ings
against Mr. Neoervelt’spo
>rch win- street.
will be held Friday morning at
The remarkable fact is that these Nyboer, daughter of John Nyboer points all over the downtown area.
dow. However,Mr. Nedervelt will
not eat pheasant for the bird was two sisters-in-law had not met for of 13 West 17th St., to Raymond
Herold C. Rader, county coma hen. He revived it and tele- the past thirty-five years, until this Hilbink, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. missioner of Moncalm county, is
Hilbink
of
166
West
9th
St.,
was
phoned Conservation Officer I. A. week. The John De Bruyn family
chairman of this region, which inAntles to come and get it.
has been a residentof North Da- solemnizedFriday evening in cludes 14 west Michigan counties.
Fourth
Reformed
church.
The
Rev.
TWYTTYVVV^TWtvYTTYVVVV kota for these several years, and H. Van Dyke read the service, Lowell J. McDougal of Central
had not been in this part of Michihigh school is executive secretary
Authorities at Holland hospital gan during that period. They were using the single ring ceremony. of the region, succeedingLester C.
recentlyannounced the following guests of Mrs. De Bruyn while The couple was attended by Miss Doerr, who resignedthis year after
Ruth Nyboer, sister of the bride,
Our next regular meeting is births:Mr. and Mrs. Jack Meurer Here.
many years in this position.
and Julian Hilbink,brother of the
Thursday evening, Nov. 10 in the of rural route No. 4, a daughter,
Others officers are: Vice chairbridegroom.
Following
the
cereV.F.W. Hall, 179 River Ave. The Oct. 8, Judith Ellen; Mr. and Mrs. GRAND HAVEN MAN STARTS
man, A. A. Kaechele,Allegan; secLadies Auxiliary meets the same Fred Bell of rural route No. 4, a
PACKING IN ZEELAND mony a receptionwas held at the retary, Marjorie Graham, Carson
home of the bride for the immeevening in the G.A.R. room in the daughter, Oct. 14, Agnes Belle;
City.
diate families.Mr. and Mrs. HilMr. and Mrs. C. De Vries of 28
City Hall.
A new industry was started in bink will make their home at 652
West 12th St., a daughter, on Oct. Zeeland during the past week when
special program was held
Washington Blvd. after Nov. 1.
Don’t forget everybody out for 15; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wendt of the George D. Rosso Package Co. Mr. Hilbink is employed by Van during the Sunday school period
rural
route
No.
4, a son, Oct. 16,
or
our
annual
final arrangements
bought the old Van Hoven-Ver- Dyke & Volkers,contractors.
at Fourth Reformedchurch Sunday
Annual Armistice Day banquet Michael; Mr. and Mrs. A1 Baker of eeke Co. building on East Main
morning and presentationof awards
39
East
15th
St.,
a
son,
Oct.
13,
on Friday evening, Nov. 11th. A
Street,and put in a stock of all
Mrs. Dick Boter and Mrs. Jam<*s for perfect attendance for the past
large turnout expected of all V.- Richard Lee; Mr. and Mrs. Carl kinds of package material, prin- Ossewaardewere hostesses at the year was made to 45 students.
Tidd
of
367
Central
Ave.,
a
son,
F.W. members and auxiliary, and
cipally of celery boxes. However, meeting of the Woman’s Literary Opening exerciseswere in charge
also invited guests. A good time Oct. 15, Carl Monroe; Mr. and Mrs. they are not limited just to celerv club in the club house Tuesday. >f SuperintendentJohn Atman and
J. Wesley Seaver of 87 East 25th
for all.
boxes but provide material for all Mrs. Louise Leonard Wright, chair- followinga short lesson discussion,
St., a son, Oct. 15, Jimmy, Jr.
• • •
kinds of shipping boxes. These can man of the Departmentof Govern apageant was presented entitled
Remember, a large representabe bought either "knockeddown” ment and Foreign Policy of the “The Life of Our Sunday School.”
tion is expected at the V. F. W.
Postmaster, Louis J. Vanderburg or built up. Mr. Rosso, the man- National League of Women Voters, Marion Van Dyke represented the
rally at Hart, Mich., Sunday, Oct. and Mr. Phil Vicari of the Holland ager, is from Grand Haven. He spoke on the subject, "A Woman Sunday school; Betty Speet, Dis30. Let’s have a good turn out.
MerchantsCredit Service Bureau, started in this business about ten in Search of Her Home.” Public couragement;Barbara De Roone,
have been asked to advise Holland years ago, and for some time has Affairs committee of the club, Mrs. Hope, and Lois Harringsma,Ser• • •
What’s the matter with some of merchants to be on the lookout for operated a plant in both Grand Jay Den Herder, Mrs. J. C. Rhea ice. A group of songs was sung
our chicken raisers. It’s about a series of money orders stolen Haven and Hamilton.
and Mrs. Nelson Miles, chairman, by children of the primary departtime they turned out to meetings. early in the month from the post
entertainedMrs. Wright for lunch- ment. Awards were made by the
The Rev. Gunst, superinten- eon in the club tearoom preceding superintendent and the meeting
Remember we can’t have a good office at Galveston, Indiana. The
form numbers are 98,801 to 99,000. dent of the Muskegon city mis- the meeting. Arrangementswere closed with all singing “Onward,
meeting unless we all turn out.
Two men and a woman are involv- sion, Mr. Purchase, also of Mus- in charge of Mrs. Joe Rhea am ChristianSoMiers/ Mrs. John
Kobes was . in charge of the
Ben Roos says that seeing that ed. If they try to buy somethinig kegon, and Henry Moddere of Mrs. C. Vander Meulen.
o ---program.
he is the good husband of the with a strange money order in Ho1- Florida visited at the Albert
o
president of the Ladies’ Auxiliary, land and vicinity, call up the Ser- Tibbe home on East 13th St.
Mrs. Preston Kampen was hostess
he wants to rent or borrow a swal- vice Bureau, the police, or the post and the Willianj Modders home at a surprise supper last evening
The 10A class of Holland high
on West 18th St. Monday.
low-tailedcoat and silk topper for office.
in her home at 284 Fairbanks Ave., school held election this week and
the Armistice Daj banquet.
in honor of her husband who mark named the following officers: Aned his birthday anniversary Oct. thony Kempker, president; DonSorry to hear that Dixie Hyma
20. Several gifts were presented. ald Kuite, vice president; Esther
on
can’t be with us on Armistice Day.
Among the guests were Mr. and Van Dyke and George Hulst, sec• • •
Mrs. Adrian Jacobuss* Mr. and retaries; Adelaide Ter Haar, treaGlad to hear that Comrade HarMrs. Harvey Bluekamp, Mr. and surer, and Edward Damson, patdenburg is back from Hines hosMrs. Hollis Northuis, Miss Bobbie ron.
pital. Hope we see him at the next
Wright and Tom Longstreet.
meeting. Let’s all turn out and
o
Miss Ruth Nibbellnk attended
A few relatives and friendssur- the funeral servicesin Kalamazoo
give him a hearty welcome.
riced Mrs. Mary Wolbert at her Tuesday for John C. Rutherford,
• • •
tome Thursday, the occasionbeing brother of her mother, Mrs. C. W.
If you were a member of the A.her birthday anniversary. Gifta Nibbellnk. She was accompanied
E.F. you belong in the V.F.W.
were presented and refreshments bv Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Rutherford
• e e
were served. Those present were of Terre Haute, Ind., who were in
Don’t hear much of our gobs or
Mrs. Fd Wolbert. Mrs. C. Spyk- Holland to visit their sister, Mrs.
sailorslately. Let’s turn out and
hoven, Mis. G. Wolbert,Mrs. Henry Nibbelink,178 West 12th St.
show ’em we’re on the map.
•'offmeyer, Mrs. Mary Wolbert and
-------- o
* • •
Mrs. J. Rotman.
Judge Fred T. Miles has receivFor a real evening of pleasure
ed a letter from his son, Wendell A.
don’t forget the V.F.W. Fun Party
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Wierda Miles, who is taking post graduate
Friday evening.at 8 p. m. >
have returned to their home in Los work at the University of WyomAngeles, Calif.,after spending aev- ing at Laramie, that he believes
DRENTHE
era! weeks here visiting relatives. the West still offers opportunities
for young men. Mr. Miles, who was
Bert De KJeine of Drenthe, and
Miss Alyce Alderink, Moody graduatedfrom Hope college in
Jacob Dozeman and son of OakBible Institute student,spent Sun- June, is taking a post graduate
land, • and Marvin Doteman of
day at the home of her parents, course to secure a master's degree
Grand Ranids went on a motor
Mr. and Mrs. H. Alderink of Sixth in government He is accompanied
tnn to Snringfield, 111.,last Friday.
St
by Lester Waasensar, HoUand, who
; The Men’s Society held their
....... e
» also taking post graduat<f™J
annual business meeting Monday
Dr. and Mrs. William Winter left
evening, when the following offifor Ann Arbor, where Dr. .Winter
Mr. and Mrs. _
cer* were choeen: Rev. L. Velttake post graduate work in the rural route No.
kamn. president;John Klomp, vice
clinic. They expect to birth of a son at
r president:John Kamps, secretary;
two weeks.
named Ronald Lynn.
i Corneal Kamps, treasurer.
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COMBINATION OFFER
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A

9-Piece Outfit

9-Piece Outfit

WALNUT VENEER

SWEDISH MODERNE

Consisting of the Following

Consisting of the following:

:

•

FULL SIZE BED

•
•

ROOMY CHEST
VANITY

•

BENCH

•

SIMMONS SPRINGS

•

INNERSPRING MATTRESS

FEATHER PILLOWS
HANDSOME SPREAD
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•

ALL
FOR
ONLY

$69

•

FULL SIZE BED

•

VANITY

•

STURDY BENCH

•

HANDSOME CHEST

•

SIMMONS SPRINGS

•

INNERSPRING MATTRESS

Speakers

FEATHER PILLOWS
LOVELY SPREAD

• 2

•

ALL
FOR
ONLY

-

$122

-

-
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LOCAL NEWS

.

tmilng

W*lto" 3ch<>01 «f
counting in Chicago.

most two hours.

Futon

Hr. and Mrs. B. J. Rosendahl anof the Michlnn
Tuberculosis Association,working nounce the anproachingmarriage
In conjunction with the Ottawa of their daughter, Edna Mae, to
County Health department showed Arnold Overwey.The marriage is
two motion pictures entitled ‘‘Con- scheduled to take place on Thankstacts” and ^Behind the Shadows” giving Day. Mr. Overwey is at-

Leo

:

_____

(Pol. Adv.)

Review of Present State Administration’s

Accomplishments

Governor Murphy has given Michigan a clean, efficient and
progressiveadministration.

A-

ZEEUMD

Kennth Mast, six-year-old son of
Benjamin Mast. 27 W. 15th St, was
taken tb his home for a fractured
right leg below the knee Monday
afternoon.The boy is reported to
have beeft playing on a teeter-tot- school gymnasiunh ‘‘Hi* Family
ter on the playground at the Chris- Upstair*,*a tfirt*aetcomedy, will
tian grade school, and that his be prtkented.
playmate jumped off the other end,
Miss Maggie Vande Bunte, who
causing it to fall on the leg.
has been the guest of Mayor
Mrs. Gerrit Yntema, will leave
Marylyn Ann, seven-month-old soon for Washington, D.C., to spend
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- the winter.
ward hlnascn, East 32nd St., died
A surorisepartv was held at the
Monday at her home following an
illness of. bronchitis.Besides the home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Raak
>arents, she is survived by one of Zeeland honoring Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Wierda, who will soon
>rother, David; the paternalgrandrents, Mr. and Mrs. William return to their home in Los Angeles, Cglif., after spending eev
vlaascn I the maternal grandpareral weeks visiting relatives in
I^r' ant* ^n1, ^r'e Prin». «11
of Holland. Funeral serviceswere Holland, Zeeland and Grand Rap-

Ado About Nothing
(Ditrott

Fmt tnu)

Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Van Alsburg
OEtertatocd with ft iteration recently at their home. MEast 21»t
, fa honor of their son and
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Van Alsburg, who were
mantly fa the Presbyterian church in Potosi, Mo. Twenty-one guests were present Mr.
and Mrs. Van Alsburg left shortly

City lait wetk foH&ar
and Gov. Murphy
ribbingcontest, an imoromotu
ki<
promptu kidding
match to see if
they could get each other’s goat
And during the pleasantriesMr.
Fitzgeraldsuggested jokingly that afterwardand are
irtld

now in

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

their

HOLLAND COLONIAL
in Potoai.

Continuous Dally SUrtfag at 2:80
Strippedof

all ita

tires, the auto-

Price Change— 6:00
mobile of George Dykstra, 804
West 15th St., was found abandoned
fa a woods near Grand Haven, the
Grand Haven notice, department re- Friday and Saturday, Oct
ported to Holland police. The car
The Marx Brothers
was stolen some time after midin
night from its parking space on

28, 29

1M

Matinees Daily at
teO and 9:15
Contfanoaa Performance on Sat
Price Change— 5:00

Evenings—7

Friday and Saturday,

Oct

28, 29

Doable

Featare
two-course lunch was
held at 2 p. m. Wednesday from ids.
Eighth St.
the Klaasen home, with the Rev. L. served. Those present were Mr.
Peter Lorre in
1. The Old Age Assistance program broadened. Age limit was Van Laar officiating.Burial was in and Mrs. CorneliusWierda of
’’MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO”
Service
California, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Pilgrim Home cemetery.
John Howard in
reduced from 70 to 65, the number receiving has been increasedfrom
Expires Nov. 12—18164
Wierda and Mrs. Mary Wolbert of
‘TOUCHDOWN ARMY”
Added— News, Cartoon
Announcement,of the donation Holland. Mr. and Mrs. John Lokera,
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
32,000 to 78,000; the total amount received increasedfrom $3,475,000
Added— Chapter No. 9 of Serial
and Noveitiee
of 75,000 tulip bulbs to the Hol- Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Lokers, Mr.
The Probate Court for the Coun“Radio Patrol”
land Chamber of Commerce and and Mrs. Albert Raak, Mr. and
GUEST NIGHT— Sat, Oct. 29
to $12,000,000; the average payment per month was increasedfrom
ty of Ottawa.
the executive Tulip Time commit- Mrs. Charles De Wys, Mrs. Jane
Lily Pona and Jack Oakie
At a session of said Court, held
Monday and Tueaday,
tee for use in a mass planting in Blauwkamn. Richard Wierda, Mr.
-16.50 to almost $19.00. The necessityof turning over their humble
at the Probate Office in the City of
Oct 31 and Nov. I
in
Holland to encourage home plant- and Mrs. John Raak and children,
Grand Haven in said County, on
Hope Hampton and Randolph Scott
little homes has been abolished. Remember the First Old Age Assis“HITTING
A
NEW
HIGH”
lnK of tulips in this city has been Edwin and Stanley, Carrie and
the 21st day of October, A. D.,
in
made. The donation was made by Johanna Raak, Wilma, Esther and
1938. .
tance passed in Michigan was during a Democratic administration. the Spring Air Products Co. of Bernard De Wys, Raymond Lokers,
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- Monday, Tneaday and Wedneaday,
which Charles D. Karr is president. Henry Overway and Clarence Welto
ter, Judge of Probate.
October 31, November 1 and 2
Property at Michigan Ave. and ters of Zeeland.
2. Secret primary ballot.
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
t nerry bt, has been obtained as a
Added— Comedy, Novelties
Albert nerghorst,
Aioert
Berghorst,68, died at his
FRANK FITZGERALD
Raymond Massey and Saba
Hattie Klooster,Deceased.
and Newa
$. Schools are receivingnearly $5,000,000more per year than “ff. {or the mass planting which home at Zeeland Thursday night.
in
will be carried out under super- He leaves the widow; four sons,
Isaac Kouw having filed in said
Wednesday and Thursday,
vision of the park department with John and Stanley of Zeeland, La- Leo J. Nowicki, the Democratic Court his final administration acunder the prior administration.
John Van Bragt, park superin- veme and Lloyd at home; two candidatefor LiieutenantGovernor, count. and his petition praying for
November 2 and 3
tendent in direct charve. In accept- daughters,Mrs. Harvey Luton, would be second in command at the allowance thereof and for the
Margaret
Lindsay and J. Wyman
4. Unemployment CompensationLaw enacted through his ef- ing the gift, the Chamber of ComLansing after the votes were count- assignment and distributionof the
in
Grand Rapids, Miss Sadie at home;
ed
on
Nov.
8.
merce and Tulip Time committee eight grandchildren;four brothers,
residueof said estate.
forts. 300,000 jobless persons will receive $27,000,000by the end of
As
everyone
present,
with
the
will give credit to the mattress John of Kingsley, Dick, Gerrit and
It Is Ordered, That the 22nd day Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
possible exception of Gov. Murphy of November A. D., 1938, at ten o’products of the company.
William of North Blendon; two sisthis month.
November 3, 4 and 5
himself, seems to have understood, clock in the forenoon,at said Proters, Mrs. M. DeJonge of Zeeland
Mrs. Bert Fraam of 345 Columthis was merely a joke, a part of bate Office, be and is hereby apBob Burns and Jean Parker
5. A State Civil Serviceestablished.Substitutionof merit sys- bia Ave. underwent an examina- and Mrs. CorneliusPostma of the game they were playing, a hook
in
pointed for examiningand allowNorth Blendon. The funeral rites
tion m Blodgett hospital.Grand
were held Monday in the Free baited with the suggestionthat the ing said account and hearing said
tem for spoils system.
Rapids.
Democratic candidatefor Lieu- petition:
Added— Comedy, Novelties,
Methodist church. The Rev. C. S.
tenant Governor was more popular
It is Further Ordered, That pubCartoon and News
Traveler
Paul
Veele,
8, 248 West 17th St., Gallup was in charge. Burial was
6. Electrificationhas entered the rural areas. The prior adwith his party than the Democratic lic notice thereof be given by pubwas reported to have escaped in- in Zeeland cemetery. Baron, mor- candidate for Governor.
GUEST NIGHT-Thurs.. Nov. 3
lication
of
a
copy
of
this
order,
for
Added — March of Time,
juries when he ran into an auto- ticians, had charge of the arangeministration favored private utilitiesand blocked the R E. A. By the
Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone
Gov. Murphy rose to the bait and three successiveweeks previous to
Gang Comedy and News
mobile which was being driven ment.
promptlydeclared that Luren D. said day of hearing, in the Holin
end of this year 70% of the farms of this State will be served with
through an alley between 17th and
Berend Zuverink, 77, died early
Added — Novelties and News
land City News, a newspaper print‘THE
BRIDE
WORE RED”
18th Sts. by Paul Steffens, 22, 259 Friday morning at the home of his
electric power. This is an increase from 22% to 70% during the
ed and circulatedin said County.
West 18th St.
daughter and son-in-law,Mr. and
CORA VANDE WATER,
Mrs. John L. Bos, 47 McKinley St.,
preaent administration.
Judge of Probate.
Applications for marriage lic- Zeeland. Surviving are two sons,
A true copy.
enses were filed today by Stanley George of Holland and Henry of
Harriet Swart,
7. Two years ago, uniform grades for fruits and vegetables Kudzit, 28, Holland, and Frances Zeeland; four daughters, Mrs. Earl
Register of Probate.
Kolk, 26, Holland.
Van
Noonl
and
Mrs. John Altena
were unknown in this state. Today Michigan leads every other state
of Holland. Mrs. Peter Damstra
Miss Muriel De Vries and Mrs. and Mrs. John L. Bos of Zeeland;
fa the Union in this respect. This law has given the farmer for his
Expires Nov. 5
Carl Zickler were hostesses at a 35 grandchildren and three great
• • •
potatoes a total benefit of over three quarters of a milliondollars;
surprise miscellaneousshower last grandchildren;one brother, George
NOTICE OF SPECIAL
at the latter’s home at Zuverink of Zeeland; and two sisthe apple producer $500,000; the onion growers received$50,000 more jL- Columbia Ave i honoring Miss ters in Germany. Funeral services
ASSESSMENT
Kay De Vries whose marriage to were conducted Monday in the
and the egg producer $37,000more. The milk industry is being stu• • •
Jack Ridenour will take place in First Christian Reformed church,
the very near future. Decorations with the Rev. William Kok officidied and plans are being made for a milk law to correctunfair trade
Delinquent Bills Covering Conand games were in keeping with ating. Burial was in Zeeland
practicea, a law that will protectthe farmer, the honest dealer, and
the Hallowe’en season. The guest cemetery. The body lay in state at
structionand Repair of
list included Misses Dona Zwemer, the Langeland funeral home.
Si -so VA
the consumer.It will be pro-public and not pro-monopoly.
Sidewalk!
Helen Ripley, I/iis Vrieling,Lois
A meeting of the East Zeeland
• • •
De Weerd, Margaret De Vries, Home Economicsclass met at the
To: John Van Dort, Walter E.
8. Penal system modernized, Pardons and paroles placed beMarion De Vries, Verna De Vries, home of Mrs. John Scholten for a
Morris, John P. Luidens, James
Mrs. R. Bos, Mrs. J. Smeenge, Mrs. discussion of the first of a series of
yond reach of politics.
Piers, John Brewer, Dirk LandJ. C. Ridenour, Mrs. G. De Vries, five lessons on Keo^el and Mrs. B.
man, John Jousma, Bruce RayMiss Evelyn De Vries, Miss Betty Branderhorst discussed “How to
mond, Henry Vander Water, Evert
Van Klink, Mrs. M. De Ridder, Plan a Meal.” The next meeting
ll. Public health activities strengthened.
Westing, Wm. H. Beach Est, Verne
Miss Kay Postma and Mrs. A. will be at the home of Mrs. Nick
LUREN D. DICKINSON
Guy, Hessel Brewer, Gerrit H.
Nienhuis.
Nykamp, Dec. 9.
10. Hospitalprogram enlarged, Additions to hospitalsand new
Lemmen, Frank Roede, L. Cramer,
About 80 men and women gathG. Doll, Nick Hofsteen, Mr*. J. PieMrs. Carl De Koeyer, Miss ered in Second Reformed church
hospitals built.
Dickinson, the Republican
eput
candidate ters, John Vaupell, Ed Heeringa,
Della Ver Schure and Miss Mar- at an informal dinner. Members of
Govi
C. J. De Jongh Jr., Peter H. Boven,
jorie Bolhuis entertainedat a mis- the Young Men’s Bible class and
Remember it was a democratic administrationwhich gave you cellaneous shower at the Bolhuis their wives and teacher,the Rev. Fitzgerald’s running mate, w
Mrs. Gertie Tanis, Jones and Howthase laws for “all the people.”
ell, Mrs. Mary Hoffman, Frank Eshome in honor of Mrs. Ralph Jones Richard J. Vanden Berg, were “torpedoed without trace.”
The tempest in a teapot that senburg,Marinus Van Spluntey,
and Mrs. John T. Woltmann, who present. Kenneth Folkertsma was
grew out of this joke has been re- Egbert Gerritsen, Scott Lugers
Also a democraticadministrationgave you the first old age assis- before their marriages recently in charge of the showing of movmoved by an exchange of letters in Lumber Co., John Diekema, G. A.
were Misses Myrtle and Lois Spy- ing pictures showing scenes of
tancc law. reduced weight tax on automobiles from 50 to 35 cents and
ker. The evening was spent in Niagara Falls and Northport and which Mr. Fitzgeraldand Mr. Dick- Vos, Mrs. J. Bonge, Simon De Kooinson make it plain that each has yer, G. Cook Co., Henry Elferdink,
dfaunatoa the state tax on real estate.
playing games. Guests were Mrs. other Michigan places of interest.
Jack Klaasen,Lotus Schaafsma,Carl Senob offered violin selections. the other’s full support for the C. Vander Heuvel, Joseph Hume,
offices they seek.
Jacob Bultman, C. J. Lokker Est,
VOTE DEMOCRATIC.Let’s be done with McKayism in Michi- Edna Mae Rosendahl, Pearl and He was accomnaniedby Mrs. SeWhat a pity that in these somber Grace Church Rectory, George HyMarie Chalmers, Ruth Boone, Mrs. nob. Jerome Veldhuis furnished
gan.
Donald Cavanaugh and Mrs. Jay trumpet music. He was accompa- days a little gaity cannot be in- ma, Geo. Schrotenboer,Mrs. Agnes
POLITICAL ADVERTISING
jected into politics without serious Hoek, Winter and Arendshorst, D.
Peters.
nied by Miss Marian Lampen. A
mountains being made out of jocu- B. K. Van Raalte,Lawrence Wade,
social time was enjoyed with
George Clements, Mrs. A. Vsnden
games in charge of William Baron. lar molehills!
OLIVE CENTER
Bosch, H. J. Gerding, Louis StekeLloyd
Meengs,
25,
rural
route
A uUpkon* constructionone of 1898
A Townsend meeting will be held tee. Nancy M. Charter Est, Dollie
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Kuite mo- No. 2, Zeeland,was arraigned MonGET THESE BULBS AT
this Friday evening at Macks Dulyea, Roy M. Heasley, W. R.
tored to Morley, Michigan last day forenoon before Justice John
Landing school. Rev. O. C. Smith Buss Est, A. Leenhouts, Mrs.
STORE IN
Tuesday.
Galien on a charge of carrying a
of the Holland Townsend club will Flora Helmers Est, Sadie StaadMrs. Hibma from Holland vis- loaded shotgun in his automobile speak. — FennvilleHerald.
lander. Meindert Minnema, S. and
ited at the home of her parents, and pleaded guilty. He paid a fine
A Non-Profit
In Cooperation With
B. Habing, Andrew Plantinga,AlMr. and Mrs. Ben Bartels on of $10 and costs of $6.85 and his
bert
De
Weerd,
N.
Lanning,
ClarWednesday.
pump shotgun was ordered conOffer!
Chamber of Commerce
ence Klaasen, H. E. Van Kampen,
Expires Nov. 5
Miss Josephine Slag, daughter of fiscated. The gun is valued at $27,
Mrs. L. Mulder Est, Albert Prins,
Mr. and Mrs. John Slagh of North Justice Galien said, with a result
Russell Burton, L. McCarthy, A. W.
Holland and Willis Vander Zwaag his mishap cost him $43.85. The NOTICE OF SPECIAL ASSESSJohnson and Mrs. Nellie Rilev, John
MENT
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Vander state law makes it mandatory for
Rotman, Wm. Jaarda, Mrs. J.
Zwaag were united in marriage at the court to confiscate a gun found
Hamburg, John Becksfort, Chris J. Scherwer;' Henry Geerlings,Har- Ten Hagen, Henry P. Kleis, Mrs.
the home of the fo remr
loaded in an automobile and send it
Delinquent Light. Power
Riedsma, Tenette Vos, Charles R.
the home of the former on Wed- to the state conservation depart. .
.
ry D. Klomparens, George A. Steg- W. Nesshaver, Albert C. Ver Beek,
and Water Bills
Ash, Edward Evenhuis, Louis Uilnesday evening. The Rev. H. ment. Later the gun will be sold
dricks,Eugene Ten Brinke, Lloyd eman, Wm. Bos, A. C. Rinck Jr., Alvin D. McCance, G. J. and H.
Maasen officiated.Congratulations! at public auction and the money
TO: Wm. Donley, Joe Kolean, E. Heasley, Martin Dunning, Douwe Wm. Vande Veere, Gerrit De Vries, Kiekentveldt, Mae Seery, Mrs.
Mr. John Raak of Zeeland was turned over to the department but Gilboat Co., I. J. Ayers, Bud EastSUT THE
Bomers Est., Leonard Camuwe, Ja- E. S. Holkeboer, J. J. Van Den Hattie Brink, Pearl C. Van Kamentertainedat the home of his sis- Meengs will not be allowed to buv
man, Wm. Exo Est., H. J. Fisher, cob Fris, Wm. Beckman, Gerrit
ter, Mrs. Harm Looman on Tues- back his gun. He was arrestedSatJ. Franzburg, Bert Slagh Est, Kaashook,James Hamelink,Dyke Berg, Gerrit Etterbeek, Essenberg pen, Bert Sloot Mrs. H. Vande
day.
urday in Georgetown township by
Wm. Thompson, Hadley Buss, and Homstra, N. Hoffman Jr., Realty Co., E. Scheerhom, Harry Bunte, Benj. Vanden Berg, M. E.
SERVICE
Bom U> Mr. and Mrs. Jay Kamp- Conservation Officer Ira Antles.
Koops, Nick Lanning. Mrs. G. A. Church, The Fraternal Society,
Chas. Miller, Wm. Bennett, Gerrit
huis a son on Wednesday,and to
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. De Groot Laarman, H. Klomparens, Lucy Henry Kosters,Wm. Modders, Alex Wanrooy, George Slaghuis, An- Wm. Vanden Berg, Anthony Dcrks,
Van
Zanten, Edward Mqyering, JoMr. and Mrs. Gerald Vander and infant daughter of Zeeland and Donley, T. Mahan, M. D. Gilbert,
thony Van Ry, Peter Stoggcnia, Henry Hulsebos, Harry Kramer,
Zwaag at the Zeeland hospital a Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Shaw and fam- A. Rutgers, A. J. Nykcrk, J. R. hannes Ten Brinke, E. O. Holke- Eildert Nienhuis, A. A. Timmer, Peter Kline, Wm. Jansen, Harry
boer, Henry Pott, Arthur Ploegsma,
daughter on Friday.
ily of Muskegon Heights visited at
Janssen, C. Tubbergen, E. Nien- I. Kleis, Peter Nienhuis,A. De Free, Gerrit Wierda, Wm. Mokma, T. D. Klomparens, Jacob De Jong, Alva
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Overbeekand the home of their parents,Mr. and huis, Jas. Piers, Ben Lampen,
George DeWitt, Paul Michielsen. C. Warner, Jas. Lyons, Cornelius Arnold, Abel Van Huis, David O’family from Holland were recent- Mrs. J. De Groot Sunday.
James Marcus, Jan Klifman, Mrs. Nienhuis, Mrs. George Van Dis, Brandt, Shady Lawn Florists, Mrs. Connor, Mrs. James Thompson,
ly entertainedat the home of Mrs.
There's more than one way to G. Rutgers, Mary Lyons, H. Res- Mrs. Wm. Lievense, Arend Smith, C. V. Miller, Sophia Mass, Mrs. Wm. A. Holley,M. H. Knoll, T. P.
James Knoll.
get a pheasant. As Mrs. Elmo seguie, S. De Koeyer, John Mad- Herman A. Vos, L. De Loof, Henry Klaas Dokter, Bert Groters, George McCarthy, Mrs. A. Vander Hill,
Herman Zeldenrust from Illin- Hendricks of Zeeland was return- ges, John Owen, K. Weener, Geo. Groters,C. C. White, John Groters, Steggerda,Henry Kleis, Henry Henry W. Timmer, S. Kuite Est,
ois spent several days at the home ing to her home after purchasing
Slaghuis, Bert Slagh, J. A. Wel- Gerrit Appledom, Alice Saloman, Kievet Est, Byron Girard, John H. F. Francomb, Grant Williams,
of his sister and family, Mrs. Peter some groceries from a north side
ters, H. Klomparens, Mary De Mary J. Crock, Myron Gates, G. Klein, Jacob Rypma, J. B. Mulder Headley N. Buss, Mrs. I. Ver
Zeldenrust.
store in Holland Saturday after- Graaf, J. Van Langeveld, Tom Ef- Anderson,Anton Seif Jr., A. C. Est. Chas. Kuyers, Peoples State Schure, Frank Nash, Grace EpisrMs. Harry Schempcr and dau- noon, a large cock pheasant crashting, K. Kalkman, L. Trevan, F. Rinck Jr., Gerend Van Pemis, El- Bank, Herman Volkers,John Oonk, copal Church, P. F. Boone, Harry
ghter, Grethel, were in Grand ed through the windshield of the
Hieftje, E. J. Dyke, Frank Ten bem Parsons, John Atman Jr., M. Wm. Vander Veere, Mrs. John G. Doesburg, Nick Prins, Wm.
Rapids a day last week.
car on the Zeeland US-31 cutoff. Have, Lake Shore Sugar Co., J. Beintema, James De Vries, John Rutgers,Green Mill Cafe, John Arendshorst,Gerrit J. KiekenThe local school children had a The fowl was instantly killed. Mrs. Spruit, A. Beyer, Mrs. Geo. Lake,
Den Herder, Anna Holkeboer, H. Franzburg, A. J. Nykerk, Anthony veldt, George Hoekstra,Edward
Hallowe’en party at the school on Hendrickssuffered a few slight
L. Tubborgan, B. Vander Ploeg, J. Van Kampen, Evert Allen, Elsie Van Ry, A. Teerman, John M. War- Leeuw, M. C. Van Doorne and BerThursday afternoon.A program cuts on the face and hands caused Vander Wege, Ray Horn, Ray PopAussecker, Wallace Leenhouts, beke, Rutherford G. Huisinga, E. cice Zoet, John Arendshorst, Frank
was presented. The mothers of the by flying glass. The pheasant? It pe, Arthur Ploegama, Mrs. D. BomLeonard
Schaddelee,Nells De Vaupell, Henry Johnson, Peter Van Ry, C. L. Zeran, Perry Ospupils were invited.
made a grand dinner.
ers, John Woldring, F. C. Barense, Jongh Mulder, John Tulp, Howard Brusse, Henry Bos, Egbert Kars, borne, N. Hoffman Jr., Michigan
John De Vries, Schregardus, J. Fritz, Andrew Meeusen, Walter Al- Albert Kars, Mrs. J. Meyering Trust Co., Frank E. Charter, P. J.
Tuls, M. J. Van Kolken, H. H. Gar- len, Jacob Havenga, Wm. Wage- Est, Mrs. Nellie Dryden, Grace Fox, Wm. Bos, Margaret Grotvelink, Niessink,A. Plantinga, naar, Jacob Havenga, Egbert Ger- Church Rectory, B. Stygstra,J. A. trup Est., Gerard and Wm. DinkeMrs. R. Overweg, B. Kammeraad, ritson, C. Bazaan Sr., Tryntie Bos, Brink, Albert Klinge, L. Nieven- loo, John Franzburg, ManufacturJ. Prins, H. A. Arink, Geo. De L. Mulder Est, Chas. Knutson Est, huis Est, B. Homkes. Lawrence ers Foundry Co., Henry P. Kleis,
Witt, Holland Lumber and Supply Walter Mitchell,Mrs. Wm. Nies, Wade, Robbert Bros., Tjeert Dyk- C. Grevcngoed, Frank B. KammerM. Gordon, H. Bonzelaar, Gerrit G. S. Boutwell, Jacob Barendse, stra, Henry Deters,John Homfield, asd, E. W. Saunders, Johannes D.
Van Dyke, J. L Mokma, H. Hoot- Louis Jacobusse, NicholasYnte- C. Van Duren Est, F. E. Daily, Meeuwsen, George Woldring, John
ing, Henry Boone, A. Postma, Hen- ma, Chas. Faber, Matthew Bor, Ben. Vanden Berg, John Gravel Driescnga, A. Kietzman, Anna E.
ry Smeenge, P. H. Van Lange- Peter Boven, Clarence De Vries, Est, A. H. Brinkman,M. G. Man- Bacon, Lee Cummings, Buss Machine Works, Wm. Saunders, Frank
velde, John J. Oonk, C. Evers, H. Walter Morris, Thomas Lanning, ting, Dr. A. Leenhouts, Mrs. GerSloothook, T. Smeenge, Mrs. Fred L D. Knoll, Henry Meengs, John trude Van Anrooy, Dr. A. C. V R. Oosting, Geo. Van Tubergan, Chaa.
Young, Mrs. Fabiano, Cornelius De Free, Henry
Wise, P. Vander Lune, H. B. Glad- Beintema,Mary Vander Schraaf, Gilmore, Harry
G. Looman, Mrs. Louise Poppe, Jailh, Clif Nash, E. Bear, Mrs. F. Albert Teerman,Bert Smith, Louis Gerrit Ter Beek, Szekely AirA telephone constructioncrew of 1938
^J! IhOWS
3;30, 7:00 AND »;1S P. M.
Paterson, Mrs. C. Van Duren, Trevan, Frank Roede, Gerrit Lem- craft and Engine Co., Martin Be- cob Hoekert, George F. Kehrwecker, Miss M. Ingham, Josephine
Fritz, J. Sjoerdsma, B. Vanden men, Kooyers and Wm‘. Vander zon, A. J. Lett, Mrs. Mary WieterXvfaffto cf Cohmbma
Westveer Trustee, John Otting,IrBrink, Peter Lugten, Geo. Tubber- Baan, John Douma, Bert Vander ing, Tony Niessink Est, Mrs. Reka
The threescoreyears since the Michigan Bell TelePnmnt
gan, Edw. Robbert, Paul Hume, Ploeg, Shady Lawn Florists, H. Bomers, C. Blom Jr., Louisa Van vin J. Ayers, Otto P. Kramer
Trustee, Henry Garvelink, CornelLizzie Morgan, Ed Lam, Flora Hyms, B. F. Harris, John Arends- Anrooy, Mrs. Tillie Vander Woude,
phone Company was founded have completely revoluLandman, J. A. Elenbaas, H. De horst, Frank Van Dyke, P. De Ed Brower, H. Garvelink,Frank H. ius J. Kole, John Cooper, John
Goede, Martin Kolean, B. Van Vries, Peter Van Dort, A. W. Ba- Eby, Fred Metz Est, John Raven, Marcus, Preston Mulder, John E.
tioniied telephone took and equipment Steadily the
Fisher. Benj. J. Baldus, F. E. DulFaasen, J. H. Van Raalte, A. Van ker, H. J. De Vries Est, J. Vander G. J. Kooiker, Mrs. W. Vander
yea, Chas. I. Dulyea, Chas. M.
Hcuvelen, Jacob Krol. A. Danner- Meulen, Peter J. Boa, John Rutgers, Schaaf Est, John J. Good, Mrs.
old was discarded,replaced by something better.
Driscoll, ChristineVan Hafton,
berg, Chas. Ash, M. Vander Vliet, Henry Pelgrim, Henry Ketel.lfa- Martin Dekker. Mrs. W. Hoek. J.
W. Lake
Wm. Zonnebelt, Peter Breen, C. belle Geiger. J. F, Van Dyke, Knutson, H. W. Timmer, O. Van- Geo.
And time has hut served to intensify the Michigan
George Risselada,Albert Klompcr, der Bie, J. M. Stephan, H. D. Ros- and all other persons interested.
Koetsier
Take Notice: That the roll of the
telephone worker’s feeling of responsibilityto the
and all other persons interested, Rudolph Heinecke, John Lambers, ters, Henry Vander Schel, Mrs.
assessment heretoforemade
TAKE NOTICE that the Roll of E. M. Reeae. Mrs. Sena Redder, L. Bessie R. Weersing, Henry Piers, special
by the Board of Assessors,by orYm Know Ttoa
Gerrit
Groteler,
Wm.
Halley,
Edpublic. The diligenceof these men and women . . .
Ranting,
Holland
City
State
.Bank,
the Special Assessmentheretofore
H»a«hr Hi IfcaU
of the Common Council for the
made by the Board of Assessor! Simon Veen, G. H. Kooiker,J. ward Barkel, Geert Smlt, Grand der
purpose of collecting delinooent
both in routine duty and during the emergencies of
Preirk Raafckra
by order of the Common Council Schouten,Henry Looman, Janke Rapids Trust Co., Tieman Smith,
bills covering constructionand renai Pater Maateu
for the purpose of collectingDe- Mulder Est, C. Blom Sr. Est, Evert Allen, Mrs. B. Slagh, Jelte
flood, fire and storm . • . is a vital factor in keeping
Riedsma, Joseph P. Shaahaguay, pair of sidewalks against yoar
linouent
Light,
Power
and
Water
White
Bros.,
A.
Seif
Sr.
Est,
E.
Jm KaBr
premises assessed ip said rolls, is
Matter af Carre
Bills for the fiscal year ending J. White Est, John Brieve. C. Pie- Geo. and Ben Steffens. Mrs. J.
good telephone service at your command twenty-four
now on file in my office for public
June
80, 1988, against your prem- per Est, Peter Raffenaud, J. P. Koning Est, P. Nordhoff, Cornelia
CaraHaa mi Mary Jaaa Da Zarlk
Groenewoud.
H.
J. Karsten, August inspection.
Huyser,
Thomas
White,
BenJ.
Van
ises
in
said
roll,
is
now
on
file
fa
hours a day.
Notice is, hereby given that the
my office for public inspection., Den Berg, Ray Nies rVisser and Huesing, Allen Ayers. Johannes H. Common
Council and Board of AsNotice is hereby given that the Vander Linde, Bert Slagh Est, G. De Weerd, Chester Beach, II. E.
will meet at the Council
(
Common Council and the Board of C. Knoll, Anton Seif, J. and A. Dick, Henry Winter, Mrs. Fred
Rooms oh Wednesday. November
Assessors will meet at the Council Klomparens,Jennie Hyms, Fred Steketee,Mayo Hadden, J. Arends16; 1988, at 7:30 P. M. to review
atr Four
Rooms on Wednesday, November Cook, Albert Oebben, Anna Van horst, Henry Hyma, Ed Hseringt, said
assessments, at which time
or SHOT!
John Nagelnout, J. C. Drost, Chaa.
16.
1988,
at
7:30
P.
M.
to
review
Ingen,
S.
A.
Haight,
CtoBrowor,
-a
fi&LXts*
Buursma, Henry Scheerhorn and place opportunitywill be given
said
assessments
at
which
time
and
lie. AMU Me Raa. laaU Me
George Zuverink. Knoll all persons interestedto be heard.
Me. AMte 40e AQ laa. trete Me
place opportunity will be given to
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.
umbing Co., G. • Vander Vlist
P«
•11 persons interestedto be heard. John Vander Weat Roth SpauldOscar Peterson, City Clerk. ing, Anna Schroeder,Mary J. Wy- Est, Peter Ver WeytP. De Young, Dated: Holland, Michigan, October
25, 1938.
v
Dated: October 26, 1988.
ers, Bert Crammer, G. T. Haan, A. H. Turkstra, Main Oil Co., Henty
During his term the following legislation was

passed:—
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